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The development of the opposition movement in Pol-and in L976-

1980 \^/as one of the most interesting phenomena in the political

history of Eastern Europe. Although Poles never recognized the

communist government instaLled by the Soviet Union as a legitimate

power, their protest against it had a sporadi-c and unorganized

character. This was So, even though these spontaneous actions

always forced changes in the poJ-icy of the government and initiated

internal- struggle ín the conmunist party, consequently exposing the

vulnerabiJ-itY of the sYStem.

The creation of the workers' Defence committee in I916 gave

a new dimension to the Polish opposition, which for the first time

took the form of an organized structure. The KOR was very

successful in it.s shorC-term objective of securing the refease of

the workers who had been imprisoned for their part in the June I976

ABSTRACT

anti-government demonstration.

consequences for the development of the opposition' New dissident

groups began to appear. They represented all shades of political-

thinking and \,{ere active among aII strata of Potish society' They

included intellectuals, workers, peasants, and students "

AJ.ong with its organizational growth, the opposition was

engaged :-n formuJ-ating more and more demanding political

progranmes. white at the beginnj-ng the government was pressed to

guarantee basic human and cÍvil- rights, in 1979-1980 the

opposition's political platf orm caLl-ed f or independence f or Pol-and

This success had cruciaf



and the el-imination of the communist government '

Duringtheprocessofdevel-opingitspoJ-iticalprogranmeS,the

oppositioncreatedanevjafternativecufture,whichexisted

paralì-eJ- to the "official" one'

independent sociar associations, educational- systems and pubtishing

houses, and led to the formation of a new national consciousness"

Thisessaybothdocumentstheprocessofdevelopmentofthe

oppositionandestablishesthethesisthatne\ddemocraticPoland

begantoemergel-ongbefore,,solidarity''wascreatedandthatthe

foundations f or thi.s process had been raid as early as r9'16'

The new culture incl-uded
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No...absolutety not. Communism does not

fit the Poles. TheY are too

individualist rc, Loo nationalistic '

Poland's future economy should be based

on private enterprise. Potand will be a

capitalistic state.

JosePh StaIinI

which spread afl over Po]and, the Free Independent Trade Union

"Solidarity" \^/as establ-ished ' many coÍlmentators in the West

saw it as a success of western policies which for many years

advocated independent trade unions as one of the key el-ements

in the third section on "Cooperation in Humanitarian and other

Fields" (better known as "Basket Three") of the Final Act of

the Helsinki conference.

In Poland, the exCitement of "sofidarity" was caused by

the fact that i L t{as the first ever mass organization

absoiutely independent of the communist authorities, who until

When in SePtember 1980, after a

INTRODUCTION

tOp. cit. Keith John
Columbia UniversitY Press,

few weeks of strikes

Lepak,
1988)' p. 1.
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Prel-ude to Solidar itY " (New York:



then had controlted every aspecL of politiCaI, social and

cultural l-ife. The fact that in the country of thirty-six

miltion people, ten mitlion joined "solidarity" did not mean

that suddenly Poles had become so union-minded or so conscious

of social issues.

MostPofesperceived''Solidarity''astheorganization

which could st.and against the communist government on any

politicatorsocialfront.Irrfactformanyyoungactivists

(like myself ) the political issues \^iere the mosL important

ones.ThesepeopteSawthecreationof''Sofidarity''aSa

beginningoftheendofcommunisminPotand,andmanyofthem

already had a clear political alternative to communism'

Those alternative progranmes l^iere not born ad hoc, but

rather \,^rere results of years of struggle of Polish

intellectuals, students, workers and peasants against

communism.AsoneoftheresearchersonPolishissuesputit:

"...whetheronecnoosestocallitattachmenttofreedom'

ruggedÍndividualism,lackofdiscipline'orproclivityto

anarchy, the Polish peopÌe steadfastly refused to accept the

communist system as legitimate. This had been true not only

for the educated classes--traditionally the bastion of

independent thought and action--but also for the peasants and

workers, for years assumed to be much more malleable' and

obedi-ent. " 
2

2Jurr" Lef tivich Curry, êd ' , Dissent in Eastern Europe
York: Praeger, I983 ) ' P. 29 '
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The emergence of independently conceived
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al-ternatives to official polícies was one of the most

important features of the Polish experience. They distinctly

differed from the objectives of the Czechoslovak, Soviet or

East German opposition, which did not completeJ-y exclude

" revisionist " possibifities.3

It may be argued that the first dozen or so years of

communist rul-e in Poland ( I944-1956 ) witnessed relatively

little dissent as it was defined in the 1970's. Certainly'

there was considerable opposition to the communist seizure of

po\^ler and some resistance within the communist Party to the

imposition of the Stalinist model but this dissent was

qualitatively different from the dissent of the Ì970's.

In contrast, rhe period, L916-l-980, experienced a rapid

and dynamic growth of dissent at various levels. Dozens of

different organizations were created. Some had very limited

goals, while others decl-ared themsefves as opposition

poJ.itical parties, willing to chal-lenge the communist monopoly

of power. The emergence of this surge of dissent introduced

a new element of strife into East European politics and

inffuenced, directly or indirectly, officiat decision making'

In the process, it exposed the vulnerability of the existing

political systems to pressures from outside and furnished an

example for less active and critical sociaÌ groups of ways to

increase their partici-pation in public Iife"

3Suu: Rudotf L. Tokes, Êd. , opposition in Eastern Er,r!gPe "

(Baltimore and London: The John Hopk-îns University Press, 1-979).
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This\,Jastrueinspiteofthefactthatdissidentswere

forced to endure persistent attempts by the authorities to

intimidate, persecute, and prevent them from carrying out

theiract:-vities.Indeedrthenecessitytoovercomeobstacles

anddealwithconstantofficialhostilì-tygavetheir

activities a certain momentum and distinctive logic of their

own. Their reaction to regime opposition was expressed

differentlythanbefore.Amongthenewformsofreactionwas

the proliferation of autonomous forms of dissent, the openness

of its conduct, and the universal-izacion of its appear. Taken

together they provided a contrast with past experiences of

protestandcriticismofofficialpoJ-icies,thatdidnotbring

any lasting results.

Development of the opposition was' at least partly' due

totheemergingcrisisofparticipationintherelations

between the regime and the masses ' To put

havingsucceededintheearly''revolutionary,'periodin

harnessing the populati-on to accomplish a variety of tasks

associated wlth the process of building the foundat'ions of a

socialist order, the Polish communists failed, bY and large'

to provide adequate outlets for the masses to express their

preferencesandarticulatetheirdemands'Asaresult'Iarge

segmentsofthepopulationwereteftvirtuallywithoutavo.ice

in any decision making"

Both the Gomulka and Gierek regimes missed

to expand the scope of popular participation'

5

it differentlY '

an opportunitY
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Gomulka's return to power in October 1956 was accompanied by

a coll-apse of the Stalinist type "transmission belts" and

their spontaneous replacement by bona fide representative

bodies such as workers councils, youth associations and other

organizations. None of these represented a serious chaJ-lenge

to the rul:.ng party and the existing political- system as a

whol-e and yet they were perceived as a threat by GomuLka' who

Soon insisted on emascul-at.ing them by bringing them once again

under strict PartY controL.

despite the growing signs that workers, students, peasants and

other groups were becoming increasingly impatient and

frustrated with the ]ack of channels for any participation.

This "arrogance of power" became the characteristic

feature of the Gierek regime. It resulted in a virtual-

destruction of linkages between the ruling oligarchy and the

masses, Ieaving the government isolated and largely unaware

of the rapidty growing popular discontent" Neither the party'

nor the official interest groups' nor the media performed

their task of providing correct and unbiased information for

the decision makers. AII of them were either totally corrupt

(the party and the groups) or unable to speak the truth (the

media ) . The outcome was that the government operated in a

vacuum, and the gap between the rulers and the ruled continued

Gierek emul-ated that PoIicY

to widen.

Moreover, the "oPen door " recrui

doubled the síze of the party membership

6

tment policy' which

between 1956 and 1970



succeeded in attracting prrmarily corrupt' opportunistic, and

careerist elemenLs who had few contacts with Pol-ish reality

andwho'moreoftenthannot,werenotrepresentativeofthe

population at large. Hence, the creation of the Workers

Defense commirtee IKomitet obrony Robotnikow (KoR) ] and other

oppositiongroupsinthewakeofthestrikesofJune19T6was

not particularly surprising. It was the logical consequence

of a fundamentaf reappraisal of the political climate in

poland reached by a handful of intellectuals who bel-ieved that

the Gierek regime was vulnerable and amenable to concessions

it faced with a united front of workers and inteLlectuals"

while the policy of "building bridges" to the working class

inirialty showed few gains, there was no doubt that some

important individual contacts were established that proved

invaluable in the sulnmer of 1980"

AmongalloftheoppositiongroupsKoR\dasthemost

act ive and inftuential both in Potand and abroad, and

therefore ri-terature about it is quite substantiar. rn spite

ofthat,mostresearchersdidnotfocusonthepolitical

programmes of KOR. KOR was created onty a year after the

Fina]ActoftheHe}sinkiconferencewassigned.This

documenthadimportantconseguencesforthesituationin

Eastern Europe. On the one hand it brought both the

recognitj.onofthepost-YaltaStatusquoinEuropeandthe

recognition of the legitimacy of the communist governments in

Eastern Europe. on the other hand the Hetsinki Act forced the

1



communist government to fo1low a more liberar internal policy

andconsequentlygavetheoppositionachancetoorganize

themselvesonaquasi-Iegalbasis.Atthebeginningmost

observers of the East European scene underestimated the role

of the dissident movement.

politiciansdidnotbelievethattheoppositioncou].d

constitute any challenge for the communist government and

thereforeitseemedunimportantiftheoppositionhada

political PrograÍlme or not.

In fact aS in other East European countries, the Polish

oppositioninitial}y$iasre}uctanttoactasapolitical

opposition and concentrated on demanding observance of

constitutionalty guaranteed human rights '

unparalleled l-evel- of oppositional activity involving

different social groups, different culturat and intel-lectual-

mifieux, brought with it also an intense preoccupation with

questions of politícal prografilmes, strategy and tactics which

was refr.ected in a wide spectrum of oppositional writing on

these subjects.

Inspiteofburgeoningopposi-tionactivity,mostwestern

publicationsconcentratedratheronviolationsoflegalor

humanrightswhichwereexposedbytheoppositionandthe

repressionssufferedbytheoppositionitself.Theseseemed

particuJ-arly useful in the propaganda war against communism"

This thesrs is one of the few treatmenLs of the Pol-ish

opposition v¡hich deals systematical-ly and thoroughly with the

Even the most anti-communist

However, the



evolution of KOR. It is the only extended treatment of the

other prominent opposit.ion groups which emerged between l-976-

1980.

In analyzing KOR's poli

Polish and Western sources.

this study since not all

available in English.

Except for KOR, other opposition groups were much less

famil-iar to the western public and scholars. Two reasons

cou.l-d be given for that. Firstly there is no doubt that none

of the opposition groups vras so influential and so active as

KOR, both in Pol-and and abroad.

tical platform I relied both on

Polish sources vJere cruciaf for

of the rel-evant mater ials are

organizaLions were establ-ished in the late L97O's, just a year

or two before "Sofidarity" was created and consequently their

activities were overshadowed by the events in Poland in L9B0-

198r.

In presenting a case for these opposition groups I chose

the ones which in my judgement were the most known and

influential in Pol-and. They were: the Pol-ish League for

Independence IPolskj-e Porozumienie NiepodJ-eglosciowe (PPN) ],

the Movement for the Defence of Human and Civil Rights IRuch

Obrony Praw Czl-owieka i Obywatela (ROPCiO) L the Confederation

of Independent Poland IKonfederacja Polski Niepodleglej (KPN) ]

and the Young Pol-and Movement IRuch Mlodej Pol-ski (RMP)].

f classified aIl of them as representatives of the right

wing of the PoLish opposition, in contrast to KOR which I

9
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consider a Left part of the opposition'

articfes Leszek Kolakowski wrote: "If to l0athe soviet

imperialism and dream of Poland's national- setf determination

i-s t.o be ,,rightist", then almost al-l Pol-es are rightist' "4

This undoubtedlY was true.

advocated independence for Po].and. However, this is also a

big oversimplification since there was a significant division

of political views in the opposition with regard to questions

suchasthewaystothesovereigntyofPoland,theoptimal

politicat system, and the interpretation of history'

Ingeneralterms,KoR'sideologytookitsinspirations

from social-ist and socialdemocratic movements, while mosL

other prominent opposítion groups declared themselves as

successors of rightist parties of prewar Pol-and (National

Democracy, christian Democracy, "The Pilsudski Movement" ) "

In the case of the Young Pol-and Movement, its l-eaders simply

adapted the progranme of its prewar predecessor (NationaI

DemocracY) to the new realitY'

Thedevelopmentoftheoppositionvjasaccompaniedby

tremendous increases in underground pubtications. The content

of these ,,sarni zd,af" papers showed a variety of topics that

were of interest to the opposition. There was discussion of

police harassment, of illegal activity by the state ' of

political trials , of the economy, of the philosophy of the

opposition, of the need to maintain a high IeveI of

Indeed, afl- opposition grouPS

In one of his

4Leszek Kolakowski; ',Introduction" Survey 24 , (l-09 ) , 4 .
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consciousness , of education and youth policies ' of social

conditions and of the world outside Poland" There was no

single phitosophy or policy Iine dominant in these writings;

theyref}ectedthepluraJ-ismwhichhadbeenapartofthe
PoIish opposition during the 1970's'

organizations, I have compared their progranmes' and pointed

out simitarities and differences. At the same time I tried

to presenr an insight into the division and rivalry among the

Polish opposition forces' As anywhere' there was not only

matter-of-fact discussion on important political issues' but

also a Iot of pettiness, jockeying f or posr-tion and inf l-uence '

and even unsubstantiated accusations and slander '

Whencomparingpublicationsfrombothendsofthe(Ieft

and right) spectrum of the opposition it becomes clear that

theprograflmeoftheRightwasmoreradica].andmore

comprehensive than that of KoR. (KPN, for example' went aS

farindetai.Isasproposingnewstateholidays,insteadofold

communist ones. ) rn the f ate r970's, lvhen these programmes

weredevelopedtheyseemedunrealistic,butwhentenyearS

Iater communism started to cctrapse in Eastern Europe it lvas

these programmes that were implemented in Poland"

Because of limited western sources on the subject of the

right-wingopposition,inanalyzingtheirprografiìmes,Ire]-ied

intensively on Pol-ish literature and in the case of the

confederation for Independent Pol-and almost exclusively on

1t

Through anaì-yzing various publications of different



Polish publications.

When I started to write my thesis' Poland was still

governed by the communists and harsh measures of the martial

lawwerejustbeinglifted.Atthattimelaskedmyselfa

question: Since the majority of Poles were against the

communist form of government' vias the opposition abÌe to

presentthesocì.etywithanyalternativetothisformof

government and if so, what kind of progranme was that? My

thesis tries to answer this question'

I have decided to analyze the period of 1976-L980 because

it was the most active time of Potish opposition in Poland'

as well as because it vTas the period which directly led to

the creation of "solidarity" in I980. After the procl-amation

of martial law in December 19Bl' some opposition groups were

disso]-ved,somewentdeepundergroundandtheirleaderSwere

jailed.Inspiteofthepersecution'themainpolitical

orientationsoftheoppositionstayedtheSameduringthe

Lgg0,s and therefore the organizations which were analyzed in

the thesis remained accurate representations of the Pol-ish

opposition movement "

Mythesisisonlyapreliminaryexaminationofthe

subject,sincelnarrowafocustoonlyfiveoppositiongroups

and analyzed their progranmes from only certain perspectives'

clearly, there is more room for future, more detailed studies'

Nevertheless, I believe that I have established that the

opposition. in Pol-and vias well organized ' represented alI

L2



Spectrums of political thinking and \^tas abl-e to present the

Society with various alternative political progranmes. In

fact, Lhese progralnmes became the base for democratic changes

presently taking place in Poland. This, I submit, may well

be the most important accomplishment of the Pol-ish opposition'

whose lasting val-ue can be fully appreciated only by future

generations.

13



TOWARD THE FOTNSDINüG OF THE WORKER.S' DEFE}{CE COM} TTTE.E

POLITICAI OPPOSITIONü TN POLAT{ID I945_L976;

The note of discord in Poland began in 1945 with the

struggle for power between the smalL and unpopular Polish

Workers'Party (the Communist Party) on the one hand, and the

two major political parties ( the chief opponents of the

communists), the Polj-sh Socialist Party and the Polish Peasant

Party, on the other. The PoÌish Workers' Party did not enjoy

either the sympathy or the support of the overwhelming

majority of the Polish peopte; the Party was regarded as an

agent of the Soviet Union, which in fact it was. There is no

doubt that in a free election, the Socialist Party and the

Peasants' Party, who certainly together held the confidence

of the entire nation, woufd have formed the postwar government

in Pol-and. Thus, in order to come to power , the Pol-ish

communists, with Soviet assistance, had to pacify and

liquidate their opponents" It took them nearly two years

first to carry out their usurpation, and then to establish

their monopoly in the exercise of political power in War=u*.1

Unfortunately, not only non-violent political struggle took

place in those years " Fif ty thousand Poles l-ost their l-ives

CHAPTER I

Peter Raina, Political Opposition in Poland 1947-
1977 (London: Poets and Painters Press, l-978), p"
T5" IHereafter Raina ]l

I4



in the bloody civil war which accompanied the

conquest of Po*"r.2

Duringlg4Bthereappearedanotherformofoppositionin

the political life of the country, this time, however, from

withintherulingCommunistPartyitself.These

oppositionists in the Party were denounced as right-wing

deviationists and revisionists by the Party oligarchies ' and

were disowned, overthrownr and finally suppressed'

After Stal-in's death in March 1953 ' ct iticism of his

reign of terror became apparent in the soviet union as well-

aSintheSovj-et-dominatedcountriesofEasternEurope"

Although the Party oligarchy in these countries first took the

initiative in attacking the "cult of personality", it was

actuarly intel-rectuafs who seized the opportunity to publicly

oppose the totalitarian ideology of the stal-inist period' The

leading role of intellectuals did not mean that the working

class observed sifence or exhibited indifference' on the

contrary, the Polish proletariat has' more than once'

dispì-ayed the will- and determination to def end its rights and

tostruggleagainstthearbitrarypoliciesoftheParty(June

and October 1956, December 1970, June I916, August l-980) " In

fact it was the demonstration of this will of the Polish

working class that caused the damage to Party feadership in

october 1956, December I970, and August }980. However, this

communist

2 Ro^a., BratnY r

Czytelnik, I97B)' P. 7L
Pamietnik l4o i ch

15
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achievement can not be attributed to the working class alone'

The intellectuals played a very important part in this

struggle.
polish inteÌlectual Iife has never been static. This ís

chiefly because there has always been a group of people that

standinoppositiontotheru}ingpowers"Thesedissidents

were rationalists and stood for "independence of mind on al1

occasions,,and for "thought free from obligation to any

authority save the authority of reason".3 The StaLinist

period was perhaps the most difficult to preserve these ideas'

The storl,of how the Pol-ish intelligentsia was subjected to

ruthless oppression was first revealed to the worl-d by the

renowned Potish poet and a Nobet Prize winner, czeslaw Mil-osz"

rn his classis study "The Captive Mind" ("Zniewolony Umys]")

(Lg52),hedescribedtheoppressionoftheStatinisterain
_d

PoLand. -

fnPolandtheprocessofde-Stalinisationbeganin

october 1953 when the Party Ieader, Boleslaw Bierut, Confessed

to the members of the central- committee of the united Polish

Workers, Party that the Party leadership had committed policy

blunders in the past. Also in January 1955 ' a young

3

4

As cited in Raina Tt P. 16

Czeslaw Milosz (b. IgII), novelist, poet' and
titerature critie" Defected to the West in 1951-.

si.n""lg60livesintheUnitedStates"ProfeSSor
or sravic languages and literature at the university
of CaIif orniã , -g.rkeley. His verse "You Damaged

Common Man..." is writtèn on the monument of falIen
workers in Gdansk.

t6



philosopher at Warsaw University, Leszek Kolakowski' who later

became the most popular "revisioniSt" in EaStern Europe'

addressed criticism to those who had reduced Marxism to sheer

nonsense. Pure absurdity, he wrote, coufd not influence the

mind.

categories of perception, by limiting the prescription of

scientific cognition necessary to uncover new problems' One

of the characteristic features of this dogmatism was the

belief that the Marxist classics contained potential anS\¡7erS

to all philosoPhical questions5.

while the intellectuals vùere arguing with each other over

how the beautiful ideas of social-ism turned so ugly during the

stal-inist era, the average Pol-e wanted action. High-minded

talk alone was not enough for him. In Poznan, the workers in

some factories decided to exercise their right to demand

higher wages. The demands were rejected by the government so

on June 28, 1956, a peaceful demonstration, Ied by the

workers, marched toward the locaI Party headquarters" when

the demonstration reached the centre of the city, it received

Marxist dogmatism was caused by restricting the

an enthusiastic welcome by the Local population.

demonstration then turned into a riot which lasted for two

days. party offices were set on fire, the poJ-ice and the

security officers engaged in a gun batt.Le with the

demonstrators: more than fifty people died and a couple of

hundred were treated for injuries

op cit. , Raina I, p.

T1

33 "

Prime Minister Jozef

The



Cyrankiewicz responded with a broadcast blaming "imperialists"

foi this prOvocation and he warned the "provocateurS" that he

would have their hands "chopped off". In a few days, however'

he regretted what he had said" The PoÌitburo could not escape

from the fact that the working class, having fel-t cheated by

their feaders, had risen up against the party bureaucracy"

During the October plenum of the Central Committee Wladyslaw

Gomulka was elected as the first Secretary of Partyr promising

a better future for everyone in the Socialist poland.6

Within the young generation of 1956, a number of people

were immediately sceptical of the regime and very quickly

real-ized that the regime was not going to reform itself. The

]iberal journals of the revisionist inteÌlectuals \{ere

suppressed.

"Przeglad Tygodniowy" in 1963. ) At the Same time the leaders

of the l-iberal factions in the party and the government had

been removed from the Ieadership (Bienkowski, Morawski and
'1

Zambrowski ) . / Among those who $/ere disiLlusioned was KaroI

Modzeleivski, the son of a communist minister by then deceased.

He was one of the teaders of !{arsaw's student youth during the

( "Po Prostu " in 1957, "NovJa Kultura" and

For more information about Gomul-ka (1905-1982) and
his policy see: N" Bethell, Gomu1ka, His Poland and
His Communism, (London: 1969); A. Bromke, "Beyond
EEe--EõmuT[a Era" in Foreign Affairs (New York:
April 1971), and z. A" @ Downfall of
GomuIka" in Canadian Sl-avonic Papers (Ottawa: No.
r-2, l-973).

Rudol-f L. Tokes, êd., OPposition in Eastern EuroPe'
(Baltimore and London: The John Hopkins University
Press, 1979), p. 64,
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october days. He started a discussion group in the university

and began to express opinions that were openly critical in

regard to the state and the party. There was afso the young

Jacek Kuron, the son of an old Party cadre' Kuron was 22

years old and he had already been expelled from the communist

party in 1g53. Readmitted in 1955, he took an active part in

thediscussionscenteringonreformandwasalsoinvolvedin
running a young people's organization' the "Red Scouts"

(,,Czerwone Harcerstwo" ) . This young generation of communists

provided the base for the founding, in December I956, of a

union of Revolutionary Youth, to replace the union of Polish

Youth IZwiazek Mlodzierzy Polskiej' (ZMP)]' the oLd official

organisation which had died in the october convulsions' The

manifesto of the union aimed to 'revive the ethical rules of

socialist humanism'. Gomulka considered it too radical' and

in January Ig51 merged it with the remains of the preceding

organisation to form the union of socialist Youth I Zwiazek

MIodz íetzy Socjalistycznej, (ZMS) l 'B

A number of groupings tried to perpetuate the spirit of

the october faired revorution and were persecuted by the

regime.Forexample,therewasthe',CtazyGroup'.(''Zwariowana

Grupa" ) Of Leszek Kol-akowski which had emerged f rorn the 1956

movementandvTasdissolvedinLg62.Anothersmallgroup
initiated by a 15-year-old boy, Adam Michnik, operated in

Jean-Yves Potel, The promise of -99119er-ity-:- Ilside
the Polisfr Woricér ' (New York:
@rot.
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Warsawschoolsandwasca]IedtheClubforSeekersof

contradictions (Klub Poszukiwaczy sprzecznosci) ' Its aim was

to debate alL subjects that had become t ot v7ere about to

become,taboo.TheoldestprecurSoroftheWorkers'Defence

committee(KomitetobronyRobotnikow,KoR)wasagroupof

activists connected with the club of the crooked circfe (Klub

Krzywego Kola) between 1956 and i-g62' This club functioned

forseveralyearsasadiscussionforumforindependent

thought in warsaw, and occasionally it undertook other kinds

of initiatives as wel-1, such âsr for example, approaching

worker-activrsts of the workers' counci-l movement that emerged

in1956and\,fassuppressedashorttimelater.TheClubof

the crooked circre was organized (probabry in earty r956) in

a private apartment; it was dominated by a group of

academics, former members of a scientific-discussion club that

had been disbanded by the security office in 1953' The club

oftheCrookedCirc].eplayedanirnportantroleinthe

formationofattitudesandideotogies,andintheexchangeof

ideas among the large and influential milieu of warsaw

intellectuals,andanevengreaterrofeintheintegrationof

thismi}ieu.l\mongthemembersandsympathizersoftheclub

were inj-ciators of various kinds of protest actions during the

Gomulka and Gierek eras. Active in the club were Ludwik cOhn'

EdwardLipinski,JanJozefLipski,AnielaSteinsbergovja,and

wojciech Ziembinski, all- of whom were later among the founding

members of KoR. Jan olszewski, one of the attorneys defending
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the workers after June Lgl6, \'vas also a club member'9

end of the process of liberal-isation
The July 1963 plenum of the central Committee marked the

of the censors i,/ere radically increased, Party control over

culturaf affairs was drastical

from abroad and sociaf contacts

scrutinised. From then oDr permission to travel- abroad vTas

Ieft entirelY to the discretion of

offices. Gomulka justified the Party's renewed and rigorous

policy of censorship in the foll-owing words:

Ever more socioì-ogists were falling under . th9
inf luenc"- of bourgeäis neopositivists, who claimed
that ideotogy óouId not be identified with
scholarshrip, "ãnd that the criteria of truth and
falsehooa üere not to be applied to ideotogy' This
woul-d *"un negation of the -scientif ic character of
Marxism, leadíng to the theories of James Burnham
and Milovan ói ia:-s . The main d,anger was

revisionism Nihilism, Pessimism' and
existentialism \.^/ere dominating Polish creative art.
Cinematogiaphy could not be exclusively glPerimental
and acceésiËfê to a limited artistic milieu alone'
Many artists did not understand the essence of
ideorogica]-andsocia].struggtein.thenation.They
had been àorrupted by bourgêois ideology' r!-l3d
become fashionable to work on the so-cafled antifilm
andantinovel.Thephilosophyofhopelessness'
despair, loneliness, and the absurdity of life was

being widely proclaimed' The Party would never
p"r*ít fne 

- p'rop.gation of antisocialist views
uncriticatly 

-imforied from the capitalist world'
Certain "äitof= 

had betrayed a l-ack of
responsibility and an uninhibited .d1?itt tOfot
sen"sationalism.ThePartydidnotneedthem"-"

Iy tightened. CorresPondence

with foreigners \{ere carefullY

in Poland" The Poh/ers

the public securitY

Jan Jozef Lipski, KOR: a Historv q!-thq-Workçrs'
óãr"n=. committee i@, (BarkereY:

PP' 9-10 "

As cited in Raina I, PP. 72-73,
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The general dissatisfaction with this policy was expressed in

a letter signed by thirty-four prominent Polish

intell-ectuals. lf The Ietter was personally delivered by

Antoni Slonimski to the office of the Prime Minister. The

text of the letter of thirty-four was as foll-ows:

To Premier Jozef Cyrankiewicz
Wa r saw

The limited aLlotment of paper of printing books and
periodicals, as wel-1 as severe press censorship is
creating a situation that threatens the development
of national cufture. The signatories below'
recognising the existence of public opinion' of the
right to criticism, of free discussions and of
honest information as indispensable elements of
progress, and motivated by civic concern, cal-L for
a change in the Polish cuftural policies in the
spirit of the rights guaranteed by the Constitution
of the Polish ÊtAte and in harmony with the welfare
of the nation.

The repressions that followed that l-etter consisted mainly of

bans against publications, public readings, and the Iike. rn

spite of the repressive measures, the I'Letter of 34" served

as a model- for other similar protests and it played an

important role in the real-ization that some forms of

resistance v¡ere possible despite everything.

If the Party hierarchy assumed that with its new policy

it had frighLened and silenced the opposition it $¡as grossly

misLaken. The protest remained and its prime movers were two

young Marxists, research schol-ars at warsaw University, Jacek

11 Gustaw Herling-Grudzinski.
Czterech" (The Letter of Thirty Four)
L964, pp. 4-7.

L2 As cited in Raina r, p. 15.
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Kuron and KaroI Modzelewski. In the Summer of L964 ' they

drafted an "Open Letter" based upon Marxist foundations that

analyzed the poJ-ì-ticaI and economic system prevalent in

peopJ-e's Poland. The "open letter to the Party" was first

published in the original- in Paris in 196b'

was welcomed by the Left in Europe aS an exceptional- documentu

the first revofuLionary Marxist analysis to have come out of

the Soviet block since the anníhil-ation of the Trotskyist Left

oppos i t i. on .

analysis of the Gomulka regime, but also formed part of the

renaissance of revolutionary thinking in the West. The "Open

Letter" penetrated Other "peOple's demOCraCieS", pârticularly

czechoslovakia, where in 1968 it was reprinted in several

thousand .opi"=. l3

one could sum up the central idea of the open Letter by

this formula, which concfuded one of its chapterS: 'Revolution

is inevitabfe'. At that time, its authors believed that

bureaucratic society was characterised by an irreducible

opposition between, on the one handr a very restricted rul-ing

class - the 'central political bureaucracy'- the owner of the

sociaf surplus product, and unrestrained by any social

control; and, on the other hand, the working class and the

peasantry. The bureaucracy was unabLe to relinquish even a

fragment of its power' not even to the technocrats' because

a 'general change of the system of management is impossible

It not onJ-y presented an original Marxist

This text

l3 Op. cit., J" PoteI, PP'107-I0B
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without a change in the reLations of production' . During the

phase when this new class was being created, it relied for its

Support in part on police terror, and in part on an emerging

SociaI base arising from the necessary industrialisation of

the country. But it was soon to become isol-ated" It was to

check the evolution of the productive forces which it had

previously 'objectively' favoured in an earlier period, The

system was thus afflicted by ongoing social and economic

crisis. "Thus not only can the economic crisiS not be

overcome on the basis of present relations of production' but

also the general social crisis cannot be overcome within the

framework of present social relations, which merefy aggravate

the crisis whose solution will only be possible via the

abolition of the present rel-ations of production and social-

relations. This development can only take place through

revofution," the authors stressed. This situation 'forces the

working class to take a stand against the system and the

bureaucr ã,cf t r since the working class is the only cl-ass

capable of carrying out the anti-bureaucratic revolutio.,.f4

In concl-uding their "Open Letter", Kuron and Modzelewski

proposed thal Workers' Council-s be formed to enable the

working class to participate in sharing and using the national

income, that trade unions be made independent of the state,

and that the political- police be disbanded" Conditions must

be created to "introduce full freedom of the press, of

I4 Op. cf,t., J Potel, p. 109 .
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scíentific and cultural creativity , of formulating and

propagatingvarioustrendsofsocialthinking.Inturn,these

reforms witl create, on the widest possible scaIe, conditions

for the free fulfilment by the intelligentsia of its proper

social function" . 
f5

onthemorningofl,larchLg,bothKuronandModze].ewski

were arrested in their respective homes '

Modzefewski,s chief "crime" seems to have been to come forward

firstasthetheorists,andthenastheadvocates'of
revolution in Poland. This charge was false. The truth (and

it is this that the Party hierarchy objected to) was that the

authors of the open Letter had, with acute insight, disclosed

the imperfections in the communist system' With ruthfess

logic, they revealed the evil of Party bureaucracy; with the

assistanceofdata,prudentlycoflected,theyunveiledthe
pIight of the workíng cfass; and, accordingly, with sturdy

conmonsensetheysuggested\'raystoreformthecorrupted
system. rf reason did not triumph' i 'e' ' if the Party

hierarchy went on pursuing the policy of dogmatism' then it

was only violating Marxist principles' the worst yet awaited

it.Theonlypossibleretortoftheworkingclasstosuch
Partypolicieswouldthenberevolution.Whatbril].iant
foresight, which very fevr, Ieast of all- the incompetent Party

Kuron and

15 See APPendix
document.

I for a sunmarY of this ninetY-Page
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hierarchy, cared

fiveyearstoproveKuronandModzelewskiright,whenthe
workers of Gdansk, Gdynia, Szczecin, and Elblag rose against

the bankrupt Gomulka Leadership and caused the downfall of

almost the entire antiquated Party oligarchy'

In I965, however, one smal1 sentence of just three words'

to note at the timetl6

"Revolution is

document of 90 pages became the basis of

judgement of July ]9, that sent Kuron

years and ModzeLewski for three and a half years to prison'17

EvenbeforeKuronandModzelewskívTerereleasedfrom
jail, the students of the history faculty of Warsaw University

hadinvítedProfessorLeszekKolakowskitospeakonthe

inevitabfe," in this lengthy and val-uable

It took onlY another

occasion of the tenth anniversary of

f956 in PoLand. Kolakowski left

felt:

In Pofand, genuíne democracy is lacking' There is
iitti. pubri" choice concerning leaders' and the
fãaaetsnip (which is not reatly elected) became

ãonceited-and self-assured. There is no opposition'
and hence there is no confrontation between those
who are in power and those who are not ' The Polish
póiiiicaL iystem is governed by inefficiency and

bureaucracy, and the government does not feel
,"=pon=iblã to the nation' A system.of privileges
is þrevalent. These privileges exist for a few
outsidethelaw.Thephraseologyofthe
Constitution can be i.nterpreted in various ways and

to prison for three

the malicious

no illusions about how he

the events of October

16 op. cit., J. Potel, P. rro'
L1 "Vlr i ter s Accused of

14, No. 9, SePtember
Jan "Cena mYslenia"
Nos 7 (225) 8(226)

Slandering State." East
1965, P. 49 " See also:
(The Price of Thinking)
, JuIy-August 1966, P.
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arbitrarily. Publ-ic criticism is deficient, free
assembJ-y nonexistent, and censorship extremely
severe. fn literary criticism, modern sociology,
and current history, the situation is even worse,
and the consequences are fata1. There are no
prospects, no hope. The State, the PatW, the
society have become victims of stagnation"'"

The foll"owing day, Kolakowski was expelled from the Party and

disciplinary actions were initiated against the most active

discussants (among them Adam Michnik). Many academics from

Warsaw University signed a letter of protest against the

disciplinary proceedings which ended in temporary suspensions

and repr imands.19

In the mid-1960's internal struggle for pov/er in the

Party ted to the anti-zionist campaign and the accusation that

Pol-ish Jews \^7ere playi-ng the roLe of a Fifth Co1umn in

pol-and.20 As an answer to that, a body of Jewish students of

Warsaw University set out to prove that they were not Fifth

Col-umnists but Polish patriots. They earned the imposing

nickname "Commandos", aJ-though in the beginning they could be

counted on the fingers of one hand. They first appeared on

the poJ-itical stage at Vüarsaw University, where they set the

tone of student life politically and intellectualIy.

The "Commandos" were the main instigators of the 1968

lB As cited in Raina r, p. 97 .

19 op. cit., J.J. Lipskio p. 16.

20 Jerzy Ptakowski, "Behind the Unrest in Po1and", East
Europe, 17, Ño. 4, ApriI 1968, pp. 7-B" See also "Spõi-õ
wydarzenia marcowe". Zeszytv historvczne , 24, (Paris: 1973) ,
pp. 3-30.
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student protests. The catalyst for the upheaval was the

banning, ât the end of January, of "Forefathers' Eve"

(Dziady), a play written by Lhe greatest Polish poet Adam

Mickiewicz after the suppression of the 1831 uprising against

the Tsar. Since 1955 the play had been performed in Pol"and

in seventeen different productions and the director Dejmek's

ne\^l production prepared for the fiftieth anniversary of the

Russian October Revofution, seemed initially to satisfy
everyone, including the Politburo ideologicaJ- expert, Zenon

Kl-iszko. The fact that the predominantly youthful public

enthusiastically applauded, especially the anti-Tsarist and

anti-authorj-tarian passages, caused the authorities to ban the
)1play " '-

Following the decision by the censors to withdraw

"Forefathers' Eve" from the stage at the National- Theatre, the

"Commandos" called for a demonstration, first inside the

theatre and then in front of Mickiewicz's monument. This

resul-ted in action by the police and Security Service, and a

number of demonstrations were put on trial before the

Disciplinary Commission at the university. The "Commandos"

responded with a mass action:

petitions protesting the interference of the censor in the

staging of a Iiterary masterpi-ece " lrihen the minister of
Higher Education, Henryk Jablonski, exceeded his authority by

2T Op. cit.,
p. 65.

gathering signatures on

R.L. Tokes, Opposition in Eastern Europe.
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expelling two students from the university (Adam Michnik and

Henryk Szlajfer), the "Commandos" responded by caJ-Iing fot a

demonstration to be held on the university campus on March B'

1968 "

Organisation for the Citizens ' Militia IOchotnicza Rezerwa

Milicji Obywatelskiej, (ORMO) I broke up the demonstration with

a brutality that had not been Seen in Warsaw for many years.

Mass arrests and a campaign of slander against the "Commandos"

The police and its reserve forces, the Reserve

in the mass media f oll-owed.

disturbances and strikes occurred in all Polish cities with

institutions of higher learning and were also accompanied by

mature and interesting attempts to formulate political-

pr09raflrmes.

During the meetings at the universities acroSS Poland'

students passed several- resofutions in which they accused

authorities "of the viol-ation of the basic democratic

freedoms , of the breaking of elementary human laws and

principi-es of community l-if e". At the Same time they also

demanded:

1. consistent realisation of

socialism;

In spite of all this '

institutional- guarantees to observe the principles

of freedom of research and of academic Iiberty;

tegal guarantees which would recognize the autonomy

of institutes of higher education;

estabtishment of fuII democracy as the only way to

29
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5. punishmenL of the police and compensation for

physical and moral damage inflicted upon the victims

of the March 1968 incident=.22

cure Socialist economy; and

The movement of 1968 was brutally suppressed in the

course of several- weeks. thousands of young people were

detained, and an even larger number were expelled from the

universities. The "Commandos" were among those imprisoned

(their feadership already had been arrested on the morning of

March B ) .

March 196B brought about an enormous change in

consciousness, especially among the young people studying at

the uníversities. The "Commando Movement" had developed

within the sphere of influence of revisionist ideology; that

is, it was governed by a desire for renewal,, for the

humanization and democratization of Marxism, and it was

grounded in the belief that the political- system created by

Botshevism could be reformed. This was not a typical attitude

of the young people of the time, but it was an attitude one

often encountered. In 1968 the cLubs of the "forces of order"

and the anti-Semitic propaganda dashed these illusions
permanently. A large number of young people abandoned the

22
" Dek J-a rac j a
Declarat ion
No. I0 (252)
Raina It p.

ruchu studenckiego w PoLsce" (The
of Student Movement in Pol-and) Kul-tura
October 1968, pp" 87-9Ii cf. op. cit",
r41.
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conmunism ideology once and for att.23

why should these events have occurred in l,[arch 1968? The

problem at issue in March was wider in scafe than that raised

by the Letter of the 34, or the imprisonmenL of Kuron and

Modzelewski, or even the expulsion of KoLakowski from the

Party. In March, the very essence of the system and Polish

cufture itself seemed to be at Stake. When the authorities

banned the Polish nationaL epic from the stage, this unwise

decision evoked patriotic feelings af1 over Poland. The Party

Ieadership was simpJ-y flabbergasted. The response to the

patriotic call- had been unbelievably Ìoud. The nation's

youth, which the Party cl-aimed to have indoctrinated in the

spirit of Party toyalty, now outspokenly condemned the Party's

authoritarian behaviour. Youth was united in demanding the

observation of the civic rights guaranteed by the PoIish

Constitution. 24

The PoIish intellectuals had welcomed the reforms of

January 1968 in Czechoslovakia. The successful- rofe played

by the Czechoslovak intellectuaÌs in bringing about this

change reminded the Pofes of their own course of conduct

during 1955-1956. It also reminded them of the defeat and

hopelessness they had later suffered at the hands of the

conservatives. In Prague the liberal faction of the Party had

gained the upper hand and had proceeded to introduce the

23 op. cit. ,

24 op. cit.,
J"J" Lipski,

Raina I,

pp. 16-17.

L47 .p.
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promised reforms "

subsequently denounced by the Soviets as "iorces of reaction"

who were threatening to destroy communism in Czechoslovaki u.25

Accordingly, on the night of AugusL 2O-2I, the armies of

Bulgaria, East Germany, Hungary, Poland and the Soviet Union

marched into Czechosl-ovakia. The few protests that followed

the invasion of Czechoslovakia constituted the last act of the

The people behind this process \,iere

March movement. The small scale of the protest can be

explained by the J-ingering sense of defeat and the general

disarray. There was a letter from Jerzy Andrzejewski to the

chairman of the Writers' Union, and a Letter from Zygmunt

Mycielski to the chairman of the Composers' Union in

CzechosLovakia. A group of students distributed leaflets,

among them BogusLawa Blajfer, Eugeniusz Smolar, and Andrzej

Seweryn. Eight years fater, ín I9J6, all these young people-

-many of them stitl under 30--constituted the foundation of

the KOR movement: conmandos and nonconmandosr pârticipants

in the 1968 strikes and demonstrations, often former political

prisoners, experienced and aware of the mistakes made during

the 1968 student protests.26

Gomulka's resignation on 20 December L970 was welcomed

with great satisfaction by the PoIish nation. The 14 year

25 Gordon Skilling,
Revol-ution" Canadian Slavonic
pp. 409-410.

26 Joseph
4 ( r09

Key "The Polish Opposition" Survey, 24, No.
), Autumn 1979, p. 9.
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Gomulka era vJas a period of economic stagnation, for which

Gomulka's arnbivalent and often opportunistic styie of

Leadership was primarily responsible'

Gomulka,s downfall in 1970 now confirmed what the

theoreticians Kuron and Modzefewski had argued in 1964; With

the deterioration of the workers' material conditions, their

social and cultural conditions would afso deteriorate" And

once the workers were deprived of the "chance to satisfy even

their minimum desires within the framework of the present

productive and social relationshipr" then crisis would ensue'

Such a crisis woutd then force the workers to "Stand up

against the bureaucrats and the system, in order to defend the

present Ievel of their material and cultural exisLence" ' Only

through a Iarge-scale strike could the workers change their

conditions.2T

Political trials had been a conmon feature of the whole

Gomul-ka period. i^]ith Gierek's arrival- it was hoped that such

trials woul-d end. The manner in which the members of an

organisation called "Ruch" (Movement) were tried on october

1g71 proved that, basically, things had not changed since the

days of Gomulka. In June 1970, uP to 30 persons who were

involved in the "Ruch" action had been arrested'

Professionally, they belonged to different walks of Iife

(engineers, biotogists, Catholic priests, and former members

of the Home Army), with an age-range of 25 to 60

11 Op. cit. , Raina I, p. 199.
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activities of this group, of which detailed history is not

welI known even now, centred chiefly around the cities of Lodz

and Warsaw, and perhaps Lublin' presumably since 1968" It

secretty distributed a mimeographed "BuIletin" which contained

essays critical of the political system' The group also

demanded the reestablishment of the Polish SociatÍst Party and

the peasant Party which, they believed, woufd truLy represent

the interests of the working cfass and the peasantry' six

issues of the "Bulletin" had appeared before the critics were

arrested" The charges against the members of the "Ruch" group

included anti-state actsn as well as criminal offenses'28

The District court in warsaw and Lodz handed down prison

Sentences'rangingfromltoTyearstoallthemembersof
,,Ruch,,. Among those sentenced were Andrzej czuma, one of the

future founders of the Movement in Defense of civil and Human

Rights.

Ministry of Justice protesting against the harsh sentences"

This,âswellasanotherappealbyfamouswriterJerzy
Andrzejewski to the First secretary Gierek, did not have any

Seventeen Polish writers sent a letter to the

effect.
The protest against introducing changes in the

constitution of the polish people's Republic (PRL) had farther

reaching effects. The issue was somewhat paradoxical " In

Ig52, the Polish sejm had adopted a new constitution" Those

2B For detail-s, see
Potitical Trials ) 'L97I, PP. 102-I08"

"Nowe procesy PoIitYczne" (New
Kulturao No. L2(29I), December
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I,Jere the days of the Stalinist terror: peopte t^/ere tortured
and murdered, and they were condemned Lo deaLh or to tong

prison terms on the basis of ridiculous and implausible

documents or slanders; every aspect of Iif e \^las under the

control of the Security Service and of the Polish United

Workers' Party IPolska Zjednoczona Partia Robotnicza, (PZPR) ].
The Constitution adopted at that time was simpty a Stalinist
document, which does not mean, however, that it sanctioned all
these practices 

"

documents such as the constitution, which were not linked

directly to actuaf legal regulations, were styJ.ized in a

manner so as not to offend the worl-d and to offer support for
mendacious domestic propaganda 

"

contained guarantees of freedom of conscience, assurances of
freedom of association and assembly, declarations about

freedom of speech, and the like" ObviousLy, no one operating

within the Stalinist system ever expected that citizens woul-d

protest against the discrepancies between the Constitution and

reality. As a resuJ-t, the Constitutions adopted at that time

functioned as rather elegant false frontr.29
But times had changed. Even in the USSR, the Brezhnev's

era did not compare even approximately with the terror of the

Stalinist period. Moreover, the Stalinist terror in Pol-and

never reached the proportions it attained in the Soviet Union

Communist legislationr âDd especially

Thus these documents

29 Andrzej Stanislawski "Przeciw suwerennosei narodu"
(Against the Peoplers Sovereignty) Opinia, Nos " 3-4(23-24, ,
Þlarch-April I978, pp. 5-7 "
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(in 1936-1937) "

r-'undamentally; pof íticai trials became raÍe' and sentences

were stil-1 shocking, onJ-y when measured against the legal

standards of Western Europe rather than the practices of the

Soviet Union" The general atmosphere vlas also incomparabty

more liberal. As a resultr people became more audacious and

began appealing to the Constitution, which promised much

better than the actual- practice, even though the practice

itself had improved.

In addition, to the changes in the country, the

concfusion of the Hel-sinki Conference on Security and

Cooperation had come, and the Final Act had also been signed'

though only after much stalling, by the Polish People's

Republic" The opposition in Poland feared Helsinki at first:

they expected that the conference would result mainly' or even

excLusively, in formaf recognition of the division of Europe

into two spheres of influence. However, they soon noticed-

-not just in Poland, but also in the USSR and in

Czechosl-ovakia--that there existed an opportunity to appeal

to the Final Act" In many instances, freedoms that' through

the Helsinki agreements, were to be guaranteed by

internationaL accords had already J-ong been "accorded" to the

citizens of the Polish People's Republic by their ov¡n

Constitution; and this fact intensified and facititated their

appeal-s to the Constitution. In this manner, the Constitution

achieved the peculj.ar authority of a document which, while it

After 1956, its character changed
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was not honoured by the state authorities, ãt least gave

dissenting individuals a sense that the law was on their side"

The appeal to abide by the Constitution became a subversive,

antigovernment slogan. This was probably how the idea of

"improving" the Constitution originated.

Late in I975, politicians began to make references in

their speeches to the need to amend the Constitution.

Information was rationed out in smaIl doses, but gradual-ly'

the public found out that these changes would concern three

issues "

First, it was announced that the Constitution would

contain an article stating that a citizen would be entitled

to exercise his rights only if he fulfilled his obligations

toward the state. This provision was to create a starting

point for the exclusj.on from the law of entire categories of

citizens, and for the implementation of the favourite idea of

most totalitarian efements within PUWP: the introduction of

forced labour.

The article in its first version stated that "the rights

of citizens are conscientious fulfilling of duties to the

fatherland". Under this provision anyone dissenting from the

policies of the ruling Party could have been easily first,

accused, and then condemned for having failed to fuIfil

thoroughly and conscientiously "his duties to the

fatherl-and".30

30 Constitution of the PRL The Basic Lawo Polish
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failed to fulf il thei r duties vias at

discussed in the press.

Second , i t vi as announced that an

The idea of the creation of l-abour

introduced into
alliance with

constitutional limitation of Polish sovereignty.3l

party in the state

Constitutio.,. 32

Third, it was

the Constitution recognízing Poland' s faithful-
the USSR;

that constitutional changes of this nature,

not alter the actual state of affairs, were

These proposals stirred much discontent. It was cl_ear

camps for those who

that time widely

announced that the leading rol-e of the

and in society would be recognized in the

the society.33 The proposal to introduce the alliance with

the USSR into the Constitution was regarded as a particularly
grievous insult. A significant part of polish society
accepted the existing state of affairs in this area, and there

that is, there would be a

article would be

31 Constitutions were amended in Czechoslovakia ( 1960 ) "Rumania (1965), East Germany (1968), Bulgaria (I97I), and
Hungary (1972) " The most servile obedience had been pledEed
by the East Germans. Their nation $las "forever and
irrevocabLy allied with the USSR" " In the Soviet Union the
changes to the constitution were introduced in :--97B and also
stressed the l-eading role of the Comrnunist Party in the Soviet
society.

Interpress Agency, L976, p. 2.

32

Cons t i tut
33

Country),

even if they did

unfavourable for

Editorial, "Zmiany w Konstytucji" (Changes in the
ion), Politvka, No.6(9BB), February 7, L976, p" 2"

"Dal-sze
Kultura

Protesty w Kraju (Further Protests in the
No. 3(342), March 1976, p. 29.
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was a rather common feeling that any questioning of pol_ish

participation in the Warsaw Pact wouLd invite mortal danger.

Under these conditions, the proposed constitutionaL amendment

had a purely moral- significance:

humiliating slap in the face, while for those who lied to
themsel-ves by believing that they lived in a sovereign state,
it $;as simpJ-y an acknowledgment of the existing state of
affairs. In a word, it was a manifestation of political-
stupidity. But the statement about the leading role of the

party-which explicitly reminded everyone that the citizens of
the Pol-ish People's Republic eould be divided into those who

were leading and those who were being led-also had the

character of an equally gratuitous insult, which aroused

frustration and aggression.34

It was the first issue, however, that posed the most

serious danger" As opposed to the other proposals, this one

could be expected to find a much deeper social resonance.

Totalitarianism, which for years had been deforming the social
psyche, had not generally succeeded in promoting love for the

Soviet Union, the communist system or the Communist party, but

was more successful in generating attitudes and the bel_ief

that the best remedy for social il]s was the use of repression

and compulsion. Often large segments of society approved of
the brutaL force used by the communists against long-haired

or eccentrically-dressed young peopì-er or believed that the

i t \das only another

34 Op. cit. , J.J. Lipski, p. 25
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only $/ay to counteract increases in juvenile delinquency

involved the application of Draconian measures. rn this
respect, the communists had a chance to gain some pubtic
support, and therefore afso a chance to isoLate the l-iberal
opposition. It is important to mention at this point, that
not everyone opposed the communist government in poland.

Although communism as a political system had not acquired

popular acceptance, there was no doubt that some of the

doctrinal principles had been internalized by large segments

of the population. The most popular among them had been

assertion of equality: equal opportunity, equal access, and

equal treatment.

substantial percentage of the Pol-ish population consisted of
individuals who clearly benefitted from the system:

transpranted peasants forming the first generation of the

"nev/" i.ndustrial working crass; members of the proletariat
elevated from the margin of society to positions of authority
and responsibility; and former children of workers and

peasants joining the ranks of the communist intel-ligentsia"
For al-r of them communism, along with its constitutional
"freedoms" was an acceptabte political syst"m.35

On the issues raised by the constituants the opposition
found an ally in the church. The church decided to use its
authority to address the issue of citizens' obrigations toward

There was afso 1ittle doubt that a

35 Jane Leftwich Curry, ed., Díssent in Eastern Europe,
(New York: Praeger, 1983m
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the state. In his third Holy Cross Sermon (i.e., in a series

of sermons delivered in the Church of the Holy Cross in

Warsav;), Primate Stefan Cardinal, Wyszynski stated explicitly
that even the drunkard lying against the fence, who seems at

that moment to be devoid of all human features and who

contributes nothing to social life, must have his full civí1
and human rights, íf onJ-y because he is human" This was a

decisive voice even for those who did not really understand

what it all- meant, or why the primate was saying such strange

things . 3 6

The proposed changes in the Constitution evoked nation-

wide protest in Poland. The most important among them was the

one addressed by fifty-nine Polish essayists, poets,

novel-ists, lawyers, priests, academics, and politicians to the

Speaker of the Sejm.

The signatories of what came to be known as the "Letter
of 59" authorised the B5-lzear-o1d Polish economist, Professor

Edward Lipinski, to forward this Memorandum to the Sejm on 5

December L915, copies of which were also deposited with the

Episcopate and the Councit of State.37 In his covering

letter, Professor Lipinski informed the Speaker of the Sejm

that another letter, signed by over three hundred students and

academics, would soon follow. Referring to the proposed

36

37

the Diet
Revíew,

Op" cit"

"The Let
(Se jm) of

2L, Nos. I

, J"J. Lipski, p. 26.

ter of 59 Intellectuals to the
the Polish People's Republic",
& 2, I976, pp. 57-58.
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amendments announced in the Guidelines for the Seventh Party

Congress and to the Helsinki document signed b]¡ Pol-and, along

with thirty-four other governments, confirming the Universal

DecLaration of Human Rights, the signatories of the Memorandum

believed that "implementation of these basic freedoms shoul-d

now inaugurate a nevT period in the hisLory of our nation and

in the Iife of its citizensrt. Prompted by civic anxieties'

the signatories deemed it necessary that the Constitution

"ought, above all-, to guarantee the fol-l-owing civic f reedoms":

freedom of conscience and religion'

freedom to work,

freedom of expression and information'

freedom to knowIedg..3B

There were many more letters about the Constitution, and

a full" list of all the signatories would convey a sense of the

f ormation of open opposition among intell-ectual-s and artists "

the "constitutionaL action" played an extremely important role

in the crystallization of political opposition and social

resistance in Pol-and. Voices \dere raised over this issue not

onl-y by groups of well-known people who f ormul,ated thei r

demands openly and broadly in a manner that had not been seen

in Poland for many years but also by the Churchr ârI

institution that enjoys even greater prestige and is of

tremendous significance in Po1and; and for this reason these

3B For the full text of the "LetLer of 59" see Appendix
TI "
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protestsmustbeconsideredofhistoricalimportance.Itis

truethattheCommunistpartydidnotretreatmuchbeioret'his
waveofprotest,butthescaleofthediscontentwasaserious
warning to the Polish leadership' The Party made some minor

concessions.Theamendmentswereslightlyrephrased,sothat

their stylistic f angs and claws \,'ere somewhat du].led " A].1

this gave the initiators of the protest a sense of sucee==.39

The ,,Letter of 59,' was the f inal act of opposition by

intellectuafsbeforethecreationofKoR.Thisdocumentas
others before it became an important factor influencing the

formation of a new social consciousness among the

intelligentsiaaSwe}laSincreatingideasforafuture
programme of Polish oPPosition"

Summarizingtheperiodoflg45_LgT6itcanbestatedthat

even though the first serious challenge to the existing regime

was launched by the workers in Poznan in June 1956' onLy four

monthslateronecou]dwitnessthebirthofaworker-
intel_lectuar coalitj.on that provided highry visible support

toGomulkainthecritica]daysofoctoberlg56.Thealliance
provedshort'-lived,andthebannerofdissentthroughoutmost

39 The amendments were passed by the Sejm with only one

ãÊstãntion by Dr. Ëtanislaw Stomma' one of the
founders of the semi-independent Roman Catholic
;;;;;; Znak ( symbol ) . Dr ' Stomma had been a Deputv
ð¡--Ëñ" Sejm'fo, twenty years' Following his
abstentj.on on the proposed amendments' Dr" Stomma

;;; informed that ñis-candidacy f9t the .sejm ne-xt

åiã"tio" naA Uãån dropped' Atthbugh punished bv the
;;t;;;iti*=, in l¡tÀ piurit opinion he was perceived
as a hero.



of the 1960',s was carried by a handful 0f intellectuals with

the workers remaining on the sidelines'

The intellectual ferment that had already existed prior

to 1956 and that reached its peak in 1957 had to be suppressed

by the party, since it was concerned with the rapid growth of

revisionist thinking. Dissent surfaced again a few years

Iater in the wel-I-known Kuron-Modzelewski Ietter, which can

be seen as the precursor of similar declarations produced by

the Pol-ish dissidents of the late I970's. Apart from that

Ietter, which represented a comprehensive attack on the post-

lg56PoIishpoIitica]system,Marxistphilosopherssuchas
Leszek Korakowski and Adam schaff chaltenged some fundamental

assumptionsofMarxistideologyduringthelg60's.Itis
probablynoexaggerationtosaythatmostoftheintellectual
ferment of the 1960',s was fuetled by Marxists increasingly

alienated from the political reality of People's Poland"

Thenextmajorconfrontation,inMarchl96E,involved

only students and intellectuals and, aS such, it represented

a retreat back to the traditional form of antigovernment

opposition in Poland, which has traditionall-y been spearheaded

by the educated elites. There is no doubt that the breakup

of the united front of workers and the intelligentsia

succeeded in resurrecting otd cfass antagonisms and weakening

the spirit of dissent. As a result, intellectuafs remained

largely neutraf during the bloody col-Iision between the

workersandtheGomulkaregimeinDecemberl9T0.
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The first hal-f of the 7970's resembled to some extent the

^:!,.-!.i^ñ ^F +-Iî^ ^:-'lrr loÁAlc in {-h¡,t. il- \,7âÇ an¡in theÞJ. LL¡CILr(Jll U! LI1E Eê! aJ LJúv è Å¡¡ u¡¡sL *:'--'

intell-igentsia that assumed the chief rol-e in criticizing and

opposing the government, a process that reached its peak in

the campaign against constitutional revisions in early )'976"

During this period, hov¡ever, there was a growing reafization

that the only hope of success lay in reestablishing the

aLliance with the workers.40

40 Op. cit., J"L. Curry. Dissent
30-31.
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CEAPTER I]

TT{E OPPOSTTTON OF THE LEFTO THE WORKER'S' ÐEFENqCE COß4MTTTEE

On 24 June ]-976 Polish Prime t'linister Piotr Jaroszewicz

announced in the Sejm substantial price rises for several

foodstuffs " The increases were to be offset by certain wage

increases but those woul-d not be sufficient to offset the loss

in the reaf standard of living.
There lvas a violent reaction. After disturbances at the

Ursus plant in Warsaw where workers pulled up the railway

truck and stopped international traffic, and at Radom, where

a general strike and demonstration at the loca1 party

headquarters turned into a bloody riot, as well as unrest from

several other major industrial centres, the price rises were

rescinded.l But just after the government had withdrawn the

controversiaf food price increases, the prosecutions of the

Ursus and Radom workers began. At that stage' various

discontented groups coafesced into a committee and started its

activities in the court house at Radom in JuIy L976, where 18

reLatives of accused workers were found to be in need of

money, legal advice, and personal support.

collected - first for specific cases and then more generally"

fc.orgu Schoplin,
The Institute for t.he

Poland: A So@ (London:
st g.
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Lawyers were found and advice offered" But, adhering strictly
r ^--ì i 

-i ^-^ LL :!L-- --^- 
---LA: -1-- ^-l --^-1-- -^Lt(J regdr aJrovJ.5r-cj¡rs, Lrrc (-urullr-LLee wds Puualury dr¡u uPcr¡ry !icL

up in the middte of September, and has since then been known

in Pol-and as the Worker's Defense Committee IKomiteL Obrony

Robotnikow (KOR) l. It was initially formed by fourteen Polish

intellectuals. Widespread support came within a few weeks,

not only from the workers, victims of repressive measures, but

also from the students and significantly from the Catholic

Church.2

The committee formulated four main objectives:

I) financial-, 1egal, and medical aid, and moral support for

imprisoned workers and their families;

amnesty for all workers arrested and sentenced;

reinstatement for aIl workers dismissed for taking part

in strikes; and

2)

3)

4) officiat investigations by a special Sejm commission of

alleged militia brutality less during the actual

demonstrations on June 25 than immediately afterward

during interrogations and investigations and in the

prisons.

The KOR proclaimed that it functioned openly and was

ready to disband when these objectives were achieved and where

institutions such as trade unions, sociaf security, etc"

2G"org" Blazynsk j-,
Press, \979), p. 215-276

Fl-ashpoint Poland ( Torontc: Pergamon
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.)

assumed their responsibilities.' The KOR in a letter to the
Qna=Þor aF {-Þra Caim :nnn"n^^'l ; !^ ^.,.i ^!^-¡^ ^-.f ^!!-^L^J ÀL-sÈlçqitLr v! L¡¡ç ssJ¡rr, q¡¡¡¡vu¡¡9gv 1LÐ EAIÞLg¡¡uc ãllrtr clLLéullELI LI.lg

text of an "Appeal to the Nation and to the Authorities".
The Appeal read in part:

The workers' protest against exorbitant price
increases expressed the feeling of the whole nation.
BrutaI repression followed. The repressive measures
broke the 1aw. Courts passed their verdicts without
adequate evidence. Thã labour code was infringed.
For the first time in many years physical terror was
applied during arrest and investigations. The whole
of society must take responsibility since the
workers acted in the interests of the nation. The
repressive measures against the workers completely
disregard the most basic rights of man guaranteed
under international law and also in the polish
constitution. The KOR demands amnesty for all those
sentenced and arrested and reinstatement of those
dismissed. The committee is in full solidarity with
these demands which hrere voiced by the communique
of Pol-ish Episcopate's conference of September 9,
and appe4ls to the whole of society to support these
demanãi. a

The letter was promptly returned by the speaker together

with the appeal, "the text of which cannot be submitted for
discussion owing to its contents and its formal and r-ega1

aspects " .

In many statements and on many occasions, different
members of KoR emphasized the non-political character of the

organization and its limited aims. speaking on BBC Radio 4,

a member of the committee, the young writer stanislaw
Baranczako summarized the aims and activiLies of the committee

when he said:

3

4

op. cit "

As cited
,G

in

. Blazynski, p. 276"

G. Blazynski, p" 275"
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we are not a polítical party and we do not have any
political progranme. My aim, is to fight the
enormous Iiê which is our everyday reality. We are
full of wrong ideas , of falsifications, of faked
books, faked words and the reprisals which took
place in our country are <-:nly a par! "f this whole
ätmosphere of our fife....1he opposition in Poland
claimã to be trying to contribute to the country's
weII-beingbypressingthegovernmentandthePa6ty
to live up to the sociali-st ideas they protess " 

-

Another member of KoR, Jan Jozef Lipski, wrote: "what

r{as the basic idea of KOR: first, there was the idea of an

action that would appeal above aI1 to ethical values' to

general moraf standards rather than potiticat attitudesr" and

then:

"within the reaLm of its effectiveness the workers'
Defense committee represented not only a specific
idea of social actioñ but afso a certain style of
action, which was refined gradually over the course
of severaf years, although some of its
characteristics were apparent from the very
beginning: above aÀ1, KOR meant social- and not
poÍiticai activitY".o

In fact, the KoR never developed a fult politicaL

progranme, which would become a base for its activities"

However, the lack of a cIear, detail-ed, political platform

shouldn't discourage us from analyzing the political legacy

of KOR, and there are a few reasons for that. Firstly' some

of the most prominent members of KOR such as Jacek Kurono Adam

Michnik, and Antoni Macarewicz v¿ere above alL political

6Ju¡ Jozef Lipski, KOR: A History of lhe Wolkgrs' Pefensç
Committee in Polãnd, @i; University of
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activÍsts, both in their temperament and interest" They were

writing and pubJ-ishing very extensively both in Pol-and and

abroad. Obviously not al-l of the KOR members shared the same

view on each and every point presented in political writings

of Kuron or Michnik but nevertheless they all found enough

conmon ground to work together for 5 years, united against the

powerful state apparatus. It is not true that political

differences among KOR members, as Some KOR activists claim'

did not pfay an i-mportant rofe in the actions of the

committee. Too many people left the KOR because of political

disagreement to aIlow us to aceept the thesis about the

apol-itical character of the V'Jorkers' Def ense Committee"

Secondly, aS members of the KOR were aware, whoever takes

a stand against a totalitarian state in any area of life is

committing a potitical act. Jan Jozef Lipski wrote:

". . .an artist who painted an abstract or
surrealistic picture in the quiet of his o$¡n private
studio during the period of Zhdanov's cultural
policy was committing a political act classified as
ñostile to the system and its ideology '
Totalitarianism is defined precisely by the fact
that, since the authorities aim to extend their
controf over every aspect af l-ife ' everything
ultimatelY becomes Political. "'

Therefore, willingly or not, people involved in KoR activities

were perceived both by the Society and authorities as a

domestic opposition, the term which was readily accepted by

the KOR press.

At the beginning of the KoR's existence two important

Op. cit., J.J. Lipski, p. 44.
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principfes were introduced as the basis of its activities"

First there was the notion that the commi'ttee's activiiies

should be overt. Neither the existence of the committee nor

its membership were to be kept secret. KOR issued a public

announcement of the addresses and telephone numbers of its

members. This $7as accompanied by fear of reprisals but it

also made aLl the letters, declarations, and petitions

published by the KoR more trustworthy. overcoming the barrier

of fear constituted not only a condition necessary for the

success of KoR but also became one of the committee's basic

goa1s, which had not onl-y a political and social, but also a

moral significance.B Besides that, the openness gave KoR's

members some kind of protection since any action of the

security forces aimed against KoR were exposed to Polish and

international Public oPinion.

second,therewastheideathatactivityshoutdnotonly

be overt but also ]egal. Opportunities for legal action were

provided by the international agreements ratified by the

people's Republic of Pol-and, including the Final Act of the

Helsinki conference and the Polish Constitution aS weLl aS

other faws. Even the very existence of KoR was not without

legal justif ication. This r,,ias so despite the f act that the

legality of KoR was questioned by the security service, since

KOR never applied for official- registration and thus for

B June Leftwich CurrY
(New York: Praeger, l9B3) PP"

, €d. , Dissent in Eastern Europe
159-150.
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official permission to act
i---!:ci-^!:^- mL^e -^ a]¡ ¡^.'È ^¡-;ll .'â1iÁ 'l=c.r Frnm {-ha
JUSLIl-IUd'Lf(J1¡c lItEl.g WA,Ð C¡t¡ VAU UUL ÐLrf+ vq¿¿u ¿qw !!v¡rr Lr¡L

L930's which allowed for the formation of committees devoted

to relief action (aid to flood or fire victimsu for example)

and such conmittees did not have to be registered. In

addition, KOR had only one characteristic of an organization:

members. It had no bylaws or statutesr rlo chairmen, Do

membership fees. There was afso a legal loophole: any group

attempting to register becomes illegal if it is denied

registration and any further activity by such an organization

is then subject to criminaÌ sanctions. This is not the case

for organizations that simpty neglect to register and which

are then subject only to administrative sanctions" In this

and in simiLar cases' KOR knew very well that repression (or

the lack of it) would depend solely on the degree of self-

confidence felt by the authorities, and not on the law; but

KOR wanted to have the law on its side as much as possible.9

The ethos of KOR was influenced by a variety of sources

and traditions.l0 These traditions came along with members

of KOR who had very different political backgrounds and

experiences. The KOR was led by intellectuals from various

walks of life writers' actors" artists, literary critics'

studentsr priests, historians, and economists some of them

vras not wi thout lega1

o' Op. cit., J"J" Lipski
1o Jadwiga staniszkis

Revolution (Princeton, N.J.;
1984), p. I36.
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expel-Ied from the Party a long time before.

prominent members of the committee were already well-known

figures on the Polish political scene, engaged in the struggle

for human rights and in various protests against the Party and

government measures for several years past. 11 KOR couLd be

divided into three main "generational- groups". The eldeSt one

traced its origin to the pre-war left-wing but non-communist

parties, including the Polish Socialist Party, the Democratic

Party, and var ious intellectual- groups .

representatives \^/ere Prof essor Edward Lipinski ' a respected

economist, a left-wing socialist in his youth, and Antoni

Pajdak, one of the defendants in the trial of the Polish

leaders in Moscow in 1945. Most of them had a glorious record

of anti-Nazi resistance within the Home Army.

The middle group in part went through a short period of

infatuation with Stalinism in their early youth, typicaf of

so many post-war intell-ectual-s all over Europe, and their via

" revisj-onism" and "dissent " passed to intransigent anti-

totalitarianism; a typical representative here would be Jacek

Kuron, a dissident Marxist of a Trotskyite persuasion "

Another part of this generation, Jan Jozef Lipski for

instance, stemmed from the anti-Nazi resistance groups among

Polish youth. Þlost of them went through several decades of

political passivity but without seeking accommodation with the

post-war regine.

The most

Its best known

t_t Op. cit., G. Blazynski, p" 277"
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Finally, there was the youngest group who, like Adam

r!i^L-:r. ^- ñl^- r¡^^:^-^--:-- -L--l -L:--:-L- ^E 1d.- 12¡r1IUI.t.tll_rt ljr tåud'ltt ¡rtd'u.LcrcwLvá r ìrlcrc 5Lu{lË¡1L duL.t_vlÞL5 ul- J_:/oo.

Some of them had been members of Communist youth organizations

or came from families with Communist ties. They considered

themselves leftists or even Marxists but of a more Western

Eurocommunist or socia.l- democratic brand. A relatively large

group of the young activists were devoted Catholics who

continued to participate in official lay activities of the

Church.l3 KoR i{as, thenr ârì interesting amalgamation of at

Least three identifiable generations which fused ideas of

social democracy, christian democracy, and revisionism"

PoIish nationalism was also present since patriotism and its
worl-d of values together with the recent memory of Worl-d War

II, the Home Army, and the Underground State played a large

roLe in the formation of the ethos of the KOR milieu.

One of the ideas shared by the whole committee was that

real reforms cannot emerge from within a Party which was

dominated by technocrats and opportunists. Nor could the KOR

claim any potential a11ies in the higher echefons of the

Party. For this reason they sar,r no purpose in trying to

overthrow the leadership. Their aim was to exert pressure for

T2

in Poland"
13

Communism"
( Hereafter

Tadeusz Szafar, "Contemporary Potitical Opposition
€urvey 24, No. 4(109), Autumn 1979, p. 49"

Adam Bromke, "The Opposition in Poland" Probfems of
. 27, No. 5, September-October 1978-;--F;---3Þ;
Bromke I ) .
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specific and limited concessions.14 The KoR was convinced

Lhat even without ehanging the basic promises of the regime,

important gains could be made towards its relative
liberalization by chal-lenging the party and state monopoly,

by introducing as many el-ements as possible of political-
pluralism, and by exerting incessant pressure from below.15

The KOR didn' t have any il-l-usions that its aims could be

achieved by appealing to the good will of the rulers or by

playing one party faction against another " Nor did the KOR

assume that the party leadership could be convinced to act in
the interests of the country and the nation, unless those

interests happened to coincide with their ordn" As Kuron put

it in one of his articles "I don't believe in a liberal wing

in the party, I believe in the pragmatism of the people in
power " . 

l6

In the first stage of KOR's activity three issues could

be outlined as the short-term aims which the committee tried
to achieve. In the foref ront \^/as the human rights issue and

the KOR's task fay in monitoring observance of human rights
by the authorities, publ-icizing both inside the counLry and

abroad any violations of these rights, and finally securing

lega1 and financial aid for those deprived of their rights"

T4

15

Realism"
16

Kultura,

Op. cit., G" Blazynski, p. 277"

Andizej Szczypiorski, "The Limits of Political
, Survey, 24, No" 4(I09), Autumn 1979, pp" 24-25.

Jacek Kuron, "Drogi i podzialy (Ways and Divisions)
Nos. 1(376) - 2(377), January-February L979, p" I76"
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The second opposition aim was to break the state's monopoly

of inf ormation.lT This v,?as not only by the publishing

activity outlined above but aLso by a strong campaign against

censorship and bY the generation

impetus to have it weakened in practice'

unofficial publications kept people informed about events in

poland and abroad, fighting against ignorance and for an

informed public oPinion.

dramaticalÌy supplemented by creating independent reading'

study and educational facilities.

the unofficiaf literary magazines to creative, artistic

activity" rrThe Pulse" hammered out its message in precise

LETMS:

of a social and Political

Lack of freedom of speech and criticism paralyses
the development of cutture and destroys its wealth
and varieiy. Enforced silence, ot the forced
ã*pr"==ion ãf ideas contrary to perso.nal conviction
Aeãtroys the sense of personal dignity- of man and
of the writer. vihen the possibility of the public
expression of thought and free discussion disappear 'thè incfinlþion and desire to think in general also
dlsappear.

It was this fight which had been so

At the same time the

17 The first regular independent monthly, publication
of the g,iorkers' Defence Committee ("KOR" ), Biuletyn
Informacyjny ("Information Bu1letin") stated (no" 8, February
lgllt Spèä:-ãI Edition) that the aim of the bulletin was to
"break the state monopoly over informati.on, which is protected
bt-¡h¿ existence of censorship. The_ inf_ormation it contains
sêrves the cause of openness in public life and constitutes
a chronicl-e of repris-als both against its culture and its
heritage. By disèeminating this bulletin, You are acting
*iinir"yo,r. ri.ghts, and playing a part in their defence' Read
it, copy it, ãnd pass ít õn. - expose cases of violation of
civil iights. Remember by destroyi_ng this buLletin' you
are seafing your ovrn lips, and those of others""

l-B As cited in G. BlazYnski , P. 344 "
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The third KOR aim vras to introduce a genuine system of

political and social- pluralism outside the official power

Structure since the Party refused even to tone down its So-

cal-l-ed "Ieading" role. ThiS meant the voluntary establishment

of independent social institutions representing a wide

spectrum of viewsr let linked together by the basic identity

of their general goals.19

Among these aims, the breaking of the state and party

monopoly in information was largely achieved in a very short

time. In the first year of the opposition activities there

were about 50 samizdat publications, ranging from Smal1

broadsheets addressed to a limited audience to voluminous

books and literary almanacs published in a large number of

copies, sometimes using the most modern polygraphic

techniques. A1I of them, of courSe, bypassed the official

censorship and aII of them analyzing every possible aspect of

PoIish sociaL and political life" As one Polish writer

commented, not since World War I1 "has there been a simil-ar

debate about the progranme of action and the vision of a

future Republic".2o

The debate as a whole has been characterized by a

remarkable degree of sobriety. In a political treatise

v¿ritten at the end of 1976, an author using the nom de plume

Marek Turbacz set the tone. He observed that "thinking in

19 op. cit.
20 As cited

, J. Kuron, "Drogi i podzialy", p. L24

in A. Bromke f' p" 45"
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clear political terms" had "been generally alien to the Polish

inle-lleclr¡al t-rarìilinn" ând had nOt been enr:ôrrraoed bv thirtv

years of totalitarian ru1e. He proceeded to put forward his

own argument in a detached and precise, aJ-most scientific
fashion. His assessment of Poland's position vis-a-vis the

USSR was characterized by cold realism:

We are not able to free ourselves from the
domination of Russia. " "Poland, which is its most
important satell-ite Iocated on its road to Vlestern
Europe, cannot regain sovereignty as long as the
Russian Empire exists. Neither will the Russian
leaders permit Pol-and.""to discard the Communist
system. This would restrict their infl-uence over
Lls, and also set a dangerous example for the other
satellites as well as for their own people"

The restoration of Poland's sovereignty and a basic
change of the present system would be possibJ-e only
if preceded by a fundamental change in Russia
itself, or a drastic shift in the constellation of
forces in the world at large. For this we gfly have
to wait as long as a quarter of a century.'-

Soviet domination of Pol-and, in Turbacz's opinion, determined

the l-imits of viable change in the country" Moscow was likely
to intervene should strong anti-Russian sentiments surface

among the Polish people, should the PUWP be removed from povier

and a muLtiparty system be restored i or should a major

reorientation in the country's foreign poticy take place.

Therefore, the opposition should not promote such

developments.

At the same time, Turbacz maintained the fact that PoLand

could not free itself from the USSR's domination did not mean

2r Marek
Polsce". Aneks

Turbacz. "MozLiwosci dzialania opozycji w
(London), Nos" 16-17, L977, p" 20"
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that the Poles should passively resign themselves to their

iate and await changes in the internaiional- sphere. I'There

is an essential difference" he pointed out, "between

compromise and blind submission, as there is a distinction

between a real-ist policy and collaboration".22 Within the

existing framework, he argued, there still existed room for

the Pofes to try to improve their position" There were

various domestic changes which the Polish Communist government

couLd undertake without invoking the wrath of Moscovl. It

could carry out substantial economic reform, expand the role

of self government, enhance the role of experts in the

administration, improve the quality of information, and

broaden the scope of cultural freedom. These measures woul-d

significantly reduce the gap between the Communist authorities

and the Polish peopte, and in this way dimini-sh the danger of

repeated violent confrontations between them"

In Turbacz's judgment, however, the Gierek regime was not

able to undertake such reforms; and the possibility that some

other Communist Leader would emerge in the near future who

wouLd be will-ing to do so is remote. Under such circumstances

"changes must be extracted from the government through popular

pressure". This pressure should not be exerted through

sporadic outburst, but shoul-d take the form of a long-term

systematic campaign. The opposition, in the author's wordso

should not incite "revolutionary upheavalso but rather promote

22rbid, p. zt.
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everyday demonstrations of civic courage " .23

the methods and objectíves oi the opposition were ci-early

set out by the other leading a:tivists as we11" Adam

Michnik's essay 'rThe New Evolutic¡rism" contained a broad

reformist progranme implying slowr progressive changes in the

syste*.24 Specifically, he cal-led on the party to accept

changes in four areas, none of which would significantly
undermine its leading role:

1) the establishment of independent trade unions;

2) the easing, but not necessarily the complete abol-ition,

of press censorship (for example: ending of censorship

f or Low circulation journaJ-s);

3) acceptance of the desire for pluralism among young people

and abandonment of propaganda; and

4) ending of alL religious discrimination.25

Michnik, too, felt quite strongly that popular pressure aimed

at extracting reforms from the Communist government shoul-d be

considerably intensified. He recognized that this might lead

to Soviet intervention, but he dismissed the possibility as

remote. Soviet military intervention, he argued, would be

catastrophic for the present regime; consequently, the Polish

communists would try to avoid it at any cost " Moreover, since

'3op, cit., Turbacz, p. 23¡ cf: Bromke I, p.
24Adr* Michnik "The New Evolutionism" Survey

4 ( 100-101 ) , Summer-Autumn L976, pp" 267-271 .

"op. 
'cit . , G. Schoplin, p. 13 .
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it would be highly detrimental to East-west detente, Moscow

woul-d be extremely reluctant to take such a step. F{hen asked

to sum up opposition aims at a press conference in London,

t'lichnik replied: " the Finlandisation of pol-and " .26

Kuron's argument was along simil-ar lines but. paid greater
attention to the structures of society. fn his essay

"Reflections on a Programme of Action" which was published in
october r976, he first defined the globa1 objective: "the
political opposition consists of those individual-s who resist,
actively and consciously, the totalitarian system and who

struggre towards national- and state independence. r do not

incl-ude in our number those who strive only for state
independence without, however, opposing the totaritarian

11system.""' opposition could take various forms like irlegal
enterprise for personal gain or local administrative
manipulations for the sake of increasing l"ocal- power and

weaLth; Kuron rejected these methods as disruptive and

proposed instead a third wâfr nationaL self-defence based on

solidarity. * - -_-/
"Open protes:, synchronised in a number of centres,
unites the : untry and becomes a social movement "A social Rci:a;1s¡¡ i "' joint form of action in which
e,rrery part;cipant ie.¿l-Ises his aims by acting in a

26S.* also ¡tícnlix's interview with ,,La Monde,, on
Decembe¡ 16, r976, translated into English in A. ostoja-
ostoszowski (ed.) Dissent in poLand. Reports and DocumenÈs,
December l-975-July l-977 (London: Veritos press , Ig77 ) " p. I77-
rt9 "

27 Jac.k Kuron*(Paris : Instytut LiteracJÇ;
( Ideological

p" 15.
Principles )



Specifically, the kind of groups that Kuron had ín mind -
and his "Reflections" were composed in october rg76 were

peasants resisting creeping national"isation of the land by

boycotts, local strikes and workers' organízations, the

activities of the faithful in defence of the church, and

samizdat publications by intell-ectuaLs. Each of these forms

of activity "in its own way restrict the power of the

totaÌitarian state with considerable measure of success,'. His

main argument against a totalitarian system rdas that it could

not solve social crises, but indeed rendered a lasting
sol-ution of such crises virtuarly impossible" The authorities
confronted with organized action of these small local- or

professional groups would then, as Kuron saw it, be forced to
start a meaningful dialogue with the people. At the same

time, Kuron also disavowed any intention on the part of KoR

to seek a confrontation with the government. He claimed that
the opposition, on the contrary, is striving to promote peace

in Poland. soviet intervention, he argued, was more likely
to be brought about by popular upheaval over some drastic
government measures than by moderate reforms which could be

the most ef fective i^¡ay to pacrfy the porish people. Kuron

clearly stated that fu11 polish sovereignty would be an

unreal-istic aim in the geoporitical situation of the country

sma11, independent group... IwhiçþJ retains the right
to act on its own initiative."o'

2BJa."k Kuron
Polish Review, 22,

"Reflect ion
No. 3, L977 ,
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at that tine. But he insisted that idealistic aims shoul-d be

---a 
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strengthening national ident ity.29 Clear1y, his perspective

was a long one and he, too, looked to an eventuaf

Finl,andisation of Poland.

On February 3, L917 the Council of State, oD the

initiative as it was announced - of the first secretary of

the Centraf Committee of PLMP "recommended that the Commission

for Acts of Clemency, the Prosecutor's Office, and the organs

of the justice system prepare petitions for the remission"

reduction, temporary suspension, or interruption of the

sentences of those convicted in connection with the events of

June 25 who have shown repentance and given hope that they

will not again enter upon the path of crime".30

In a comprehensive statement the KOR wel-comed the

decision of the Council of State to implement clemency but

listed several- objections and new charges" It regretted that

the Council of State, by accepting the report of the

prosecutor general and the minister of justice on the

activities of their subordinate offices, had, by implication,

sanctioned miLitia brutality and obvious abuse of the

administration of justice. Making applications for clemency

dependent upon the penitence of the convicted was humiliating

to the imprisoned workers and excluded from any form of pa;don

29rbid, p. 69.
30e= cited in J"J. Lipski, p" 107.
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those who defended workers' interests and their own human

dignity. Excluded also, accorCing to the KOR were those who

did not admit their guilt and those beaten up and degraded.3l

The KOR statement concluded with the following demands:

l- ) re-employment in work correspondj-ng to their

qualifications of all those dismissed;

2) unconditional amnesty for all accused and imprisoned;

3) making public the whol-e extent of the repressions;

4) disclosing the names of, and punishing the persons guilty

of, violation of law, and the torturing and beating of

workers; and

5) creation of a special parliamentary commission that would

impartially investigate these burning problems which have

so aroused social anxiety.32

',When these demands are met, the KOR will }ose its raison

d'etre" , the statement concluded.

In fact, the act of clemency caused some confusion among

KOR supporters and in the circles of the political opposition.

For a time one woutd hear questions about whether KOR would

now dissolve itsel-f " The release of almost aLl- (and in the

course of several months, indeed a1I) of the workers, and the

fact that the remainder had found jobs, became an argument for

those who felt that KOR had done what it had to do and was no

31o:"ssent in Poland: Reports and Docum9ntF il
transla Èsociation of

eo 1977 ) PP" L23-L37.
') .)

"Op. cit., G. BlazYnski, P. 290"
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longer necessary.33 At the Same time Some tensions were

exposed between the older and youngef' more radical' members"

The former were gi-ven the original KoR duties of helping

workers and famil-ies, the Iatter, including Kuronr pêrmanêfIt

dissenters' movement. On May I0 KOR announced the setting up

of on intervention on official human rights violations and at

the same time a sociar serf-Defence Fund to give financial

support to activists who had lost their jobs. The statement

warned that only the activity of the whole of society can

resist acts of repression and slow down the dangerous process

of unpunished violations of human and civil- rignts'34 Thus

any official strategy based on ful-fil1ing the KoR original

demands ín order to speed its dissol-ution was seriously

undermined. The dissolution of KoR was supported only by a

handful of members, the majority, on the contrary, wanted to

broaden the committee's tasks and thus make some

organizationat change=.35 On September 29, Lg77 the KOR was

transformed into the Social Sel-f-Defence Committee I'KORrr

IKomitetsamoobronySpolecznej''KoR,';(KSS'.KoR'')].Inthe
resolution published on the same day the committee justified

its transformation and presented its ai*st36

3top" cit., J.J. LiPski, P' 108'

34"Declarations of Opposition Groups" Survey 24, No.

4(I09) Autumn L979, P" 68-69"

35Jun B. de Weydenthal Poland. Communism Adrift" (London:
SAGE Publications, L979) P. 59'

365.. Appendix III for the full text of the resolution'
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ideological, religious or racial reasons, and to
help those who are persecuted for such reasons;
(2) To oppose violations of the rule of law, and to help
victims of injustice;
(3) To fight for institutional guarantees of civí1
rights and freedoms;
(4) To support and protect al-l social iqitiatives made
in the cause of human and civil rights.'/

Following the transformation of KOR into KSS rrKOR' and the

broadening of its sphere of activities, a good many KOR

activists began to feel the need for a more precise sel-f-

definition and for a sketch of the perspectives for a movement

that was encompassing increasingly larger social circles.3S

This vras the source of the "Declaration of the Democratic

Movement". This text vJas not written by KOR, but it is one

of the basic documents showing the ideological developmen't of
the mil-ieu participating in KOR. In the intention of its
creators, the Declaration of the Democratic Movement was meant

to be much more; it was to serve as a basis for the formation

of a broad new platform that should result in the creation of
institutional structures. In other words, it was a step in
the direction of initiating a genuine political life" At the

same time, the Decl-aration would al-so be a startíng point for
further, more specific, prograrnmatic works.39

1) To oppose reprísals made for political,

37"U"h*u1a KOR". Ku]tura, No. ]rI(362), November lrg77, p.
145; cf : op. cit., "DecfãìãEñn of opposition Groups", pp" 6Þ-
70.

3BGuorg" Schoplin. Poland, a Society in Crisis (London:
Institute for the Study of ConfLict, 1986) p. 11"

'9op.'cit., J.J. Lipskio p. 201.
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All of these far-reaching plans failed for regrettable

reasons" The group that wrote ihe "Declaration" decided to

found a new periodical that would serve as an organ for

gathering and organizing its adherentso and at the same time

aS a workshop for further progranmatic work. The periodical

was entitled "GIos" [ "Voice" ]. Antoni Macierewicz was to be

its editor-in-chief. Immediately after the founding of the

periodical however, its editorial board split and as the split

widened it led later to very sharp conflicts and to

polarízaLion within the Committee"

The direct cause of the split was an article by Adam

Michnik (who \^¡as a member of the editorial board) that $las

rejected by Macierewicz who saw in the article a tendency to

"reach an agreement" with the authorities" Once again Michnik

and Kuron were accused of wanting to appeal to one of the

party factio.,s.40 As a result, Kuron and Michnik l-ef t "Glost'

and those who supported Antek Macierewicz remained on the

editorial board of "GIos".

"Glos" remained a serious periodical of the KOR milieu.

But it was known that certain names woul-d not be found there

408"".rr=" of Kuron's and Michnik's previous membership
in the communist party and their "revisionist" attempts to
reform the party from inside, they were sometimes accused by
their political opponents of being connected with some faction
within Polish United Workers' Party (Comrnunists) or even being
crypto-communists opposed to Polish independence"

6'7



(such as Brumsztajn|r, titynski42, Michnik, and Kuron). All

this resufted in the formation not only of an edj-toriaf board

for I'Glos" but also of a "Glos" group or faction within KOR"

The most prominent members of the "Glos" group were

t{acierew icr43 , Naimski44, L.

interesting phenomenon was the significant evolution of the

milieu toward the right, which meant taking a more militant

stand toward the government. Any tendency of compromise with

the communists was seen as a betrayal of KOR's ideas" J" J"

Lipski wrote in "History of KOR": "Toward the end of the

committee's existence he (Macierewicz ) used the words n'the

l-ef t" and "Ief tist" exclusively as insults " .47

41S"*"ryn Blumsztajn (b. 1946) arrested and expelted from
the Warsaw University in I968, sentenced to two years
imprisonment. Founder and editor of "Biuletyn Informacyjny
KOR".

42Jun Litynski (b. 1948 ) , mathematician '; co-organizer of
students protest in 1968, member of the Editorial Board and
later chief editor of "Robotnik" (Worker). Since 1980 member
of "Solidarity".

43Antoni Macierewicz (b. r94B); historian and a scouting
activist. In 1968 he participated in the student movement and
spent severaL months in jai1.

44piotr Naimski; biochemist (he received his Ph.D. during
the period of KOR activity). He was a friend of Macierewicz
through their conmon scouting activities.

45tud*iL Dorn; member of the pre-war Polish Socialist
Party.

46JuLub Karpinski ( b. l-940 ) , sociologist and writer ( pen
name Marek Tarniewski). For his oppositionist activities
prohibited by the authorities from publishing in the official-
press.

Dorn45, xarpinski46, and an

n'op. cit. o J.J

It 1S

Lipski" p. 202-203.
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important to point out that wide diversity among KOR's members

e¡as one of the reasons $¡hy KOR never Produced a detailed

political programme.

Let us examine no$¡ in more detailed form some of the

political and social- issues which vrere discussed in the KOR's

press.

The problem of Polish independence was discussed one more

time in great depth by Marek Turbacz in I'Gl-os" No " 6, z

I do not approve of groundÌess expectations and I
do not believe in an early or easy victory" only
a fundamental change in the USSR will make freedom
and democracy attainable for us. However ' the
Soviet political system appears stable at the moment
and we cannot expect a reversal in the near future.
The stability extends to the whole Soviet empire of
which v¡e are a part.
political independence is not possible in the
immediate future. Nonetheless, fu11 independence
is one of our goals to be reached as early as
conditions permit. I think it important to declare
this ultimate objective now as a natural national
right which v/e wish to realize" Even if it is
beyond our reach at present, it roremains a
cornerstone of our political thinking.="

Turbacz rejected the concept of "Finlandisation" aS a Possible

step towards full indePendence.

doctrine wou]d never allow this to come about" He continued:

I share the view that

During the nineteenth century the Poles had to build
their hopes on a potential military conflict between
European powers. Nowr wê have to await a radical
change in the USSR.
Western politicians advise us to drop plans for an
independent democracy and some of our ovJn country-
men advise us to keep such plans to ourselves: but
$7e should do neither. Even if our objectives are
not attainable in the immediate future our activity

4Be= cited
Survey 240 No. 4

In his opinion, the Brezhnev

In the circumstances, some

in Lidia Ciolkosz
( 109 ) Autumn J-979,
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The topic of friendship with other nations and social

groups fighting for human and civil rights throughout the

Soviet empire was present during the entire history of KOR.

An awareness of a common fate shared with other nations of the

empire was an important aspect of KOR activities. On January

20 and 2I , I97 9 , a representative of KSS rtKORrr , Zbigniew

Romaszewski, met in Moscow with Professor Andrei Sakhorov and

his associates from the Committee in Ðefense of Human Rights.

Among the specific issues discussed was the participation of

the defenders of human rights in the Soviet Union in the

Polish dissident periodical I'Krytyka't ['rCritic" ] .

The relations with Czechs and Slovaks were even more

active. For example, in August 1978 representatives of KSS

I'KORrr and of Charter 77 met. on the Polish-Czechoslovakian

border, informed one another about their activities, discussed

forms of cooperation, and issued a joint statement on the

anniversary of the invasion of Warsaw Pact troops into
czechoslovakia.5o

ii"ii:iJrïî',lu"il'.'H:'::.åTJr1""t';.i,.'f ,"iåmssement

On the whoLe KOR's members agreed that the future
political system in Poland shoul"d take a form of a

50ro, a joint Czechoslovak-PoIish st,atement on the
meeting as well as documents related to other forms of
cooperation between the Polish dissidents and those from other
East European counLr ies , see n'Poles, Russians and
Czechosl-ovaks" Survey 25, No. 1(110) Winter 1980, pp" 204-
21r. 

"
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51 Ln hís "Refrectionsparliamentary democracy.-' Jacek Kuron l

on a Programme of Action" said:

Without doubtr pârliamentary democracy as 3 system
still leaves *utft to be desired. NonethelêsSr as

it provides conditions for common aspirations to be

real ized and a practical platform for voluntary
cooperation, it is . certalnlY sfh" best of all
political sYstems tried as Yet'--

Kuron added, hor{ever, that under a parliamentary system he'

himself, would join a movement for direct democracyn which'

he admitted' can be introduced only under the aegis of

parliament. Under any other system any attempts in this

direction wourd be at the mercy of the state.53 Kuron also

believed that the development of self-government and self-

disciplineamongPoleswithintheexistingsystemwould
facilitate future change'54

MarekTarniewski(pennameofJ.Karpinski)examined
problemsofparliamentarysystemsandthepossib]epitfalls

from a different angle in "Democracy, Initiative, social

ControL" published in "Glos", No" 6:

Obviously,democracyhasitsownproblems'Inmany
cases, óo*.i tendá to pass into the hands of

5lJacek Kuron "w strone demokracji"
Krvtyka, No. 3, Winter L978, PP" 3-15'

u2op. cit., J' Kuron "Reflection".''
p. sB.

53Krrron , , ideas of di rect democracy ad_vocated self -
management, cooperativism_and trade unionism and were inspired
both by Jugosiavian and spanish models of the workers'
commission co-managing their working places'

54Jacek Kuron. "Notatki o Samorzadzie" (Notes on Self-
Government) Glos, No. 2, November L977) ' pp' 10-II'
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experts...can then democracy be combined with an
efiective system of delegation? The answer is yes'
but only iÊ there exists a system of control by
agencieá independent of the government - "qqrépres"nting di-rectly the -.'':erest óf tne people'"

As examples of such agencies Tarniewski quoted the ombudsmen

and the constitutional and administrative tribunals of

democratic countries. Democracy should be strengthened in his

view, by a wide measure of local self-government in political"

administrative, and economic l-ife. It was fett that this

wouLd be particularly appropriate in the rural areas.

Finally, w€ come to Lhe coverage of the economy in the

KOR press. It is difficult to discern a concerted approach:.

as was true with respect to a political progranme' the KOR did

not work out a common framework of economic principles or a

plan of reform for the long or the short term'

The 1977 Declaration of the Democratic !{ovement stressed

the importance of f reedom of work. rrAt present Lhere is no

freedom of work since the government usurped the position <¡f

the sol-e employer and the trade unions are under party

controI."56 The Democratic Movement demanded for the workers

the right to strike and to form their o\{n representative

bodies independent of the government and the party apparatus"

Further, the Decl-aration demanded 1ega1 safeguards for an

uuop. cit., L" Ciol-kosz, P- 60"

56"D"kfuracja Ruchu Demokratycznego".
12(363) December t917, PP. L3B-I39"
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independent and autonomous consumer movement ' 
57

The Declaration bore the signatures of I10 leaders of the

opposition movement, among them Professor B. Lipinski' the

grand old man of PoIish econom:-cs'

discussed in more detail some of the problems set out in the

Declaration in "Fiction and Reality" published in "GloSil No'

2, 1978: "Welfare economy is only possible in a pluralistic

society.oo". Professor Lipinski examined the centralized

planning system operating at that time in Poland and dismissed

it as fiction; It was not planning that was centralized but

the management, a bureaucratic machine, which ran the economy

on dictatorial lines relying heavily on potice support. There

was a serious lack of rel,iable eeonomic information, selection

methods of the top management needed a complete overhaul '

factory councils and consumer organizations should have been

introduced, and competition encouraged"

In March 1978 Independent Publishing House "¡g14g"58

published "Reflections on the Polish Economic Situation" ' The

work, prepared by an anonymous team of economists ' was

introduced by Professor Lipinski who emphasLzed the minimalist

approach of the authors. The team tried to fit their ideas

into the existing political framework and assumed in their

consideration the continuing "directing rofe" of the party'

Professor LiPinski

581¡ie=al ezna of i rYna
Publishing House (NOWA) I

chemist and KOR activist.

57 ru¡.0.

Wydawnicza (NOWA) [ IndePendent
waã directed bY M. Chojecki, a
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They hoped that this might influence the reaction of the

authorities and assure some measure of officiaL attention for

the reforms theY sought.

possibl-e solutions were examined. There !'las Some emphasis on

the need to inform the country that earnings and consumption

could not be aflowed to grow rapidly because of heavy

borrowing at the beginning of the I97O's, the decrease in the

growth of the population affecting the productive age group'

deterioration in the supply of raw materials for energy

production, and the need to increase investment in agriculture

in order to ensure further mechanization.

The short-term economies should have incl-uded cuts in the

privi.Ieges and disproportionatety high earnings of some groups

and a reduction in the size of Lhe unduly elaborate central

bureaucracy. In the long run the team advised planning

designed to create a welfare economy' egual-ization of incomes'

and the creation of autonomous workers and consumer

organizations. The suggestions did not go beyond those of the

Democratic Movement and' because they were addressed to

government and the partyr they had to be less radical.

These views were representative for the leftist members

of KOR, who beli.eved that at least in the case of the economy'

the authorities would compromise with the opposition" This

position was criticized both by other opposition groups and

other members of KOR. "Gfos" No. 7, May l-978 suggested that

a radical ^price reform should be promoted if free market
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conditions were introduced. Production growth shoul-d be

-Li cL-.r E--- L^----- i 
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industry; foreign trade shoul-d e redirected so as to make

Poland independent of the USSR and a new agricul-tural pol-icy

established which would encourage the development of the

private sectorr âs was suggested by the Independent Peasant

l"lovement.

The author addressed his remarks to the nation as a whole

and argued against the belief in the unlimited povùer of the

USSR which had acquired a quasi-hypnotic quality" The USSR

was the guarantor of the then-existing system and the party

had succeeded in convincing the people that the Russian form

of social-ism was as inevitable as death itseLf. In fact, the

articl"e in "Glos" concluded that the system built by one group

of people could well be overturned by anoth"r.59

There are at least two reasons which can explain the lack

of a detailed economic programme by the opposition. In my

view, many members of the opposition believed that only

reprivatization of PoIish industry could bring the real-

recovery to the country's economy " However, from the

political point of view, the reprivatization could not be

included in the progranme of the opposition" Firstly, the

government propaganda machine would portray the KOR as the

advocates of "the past" who want to re-establish the cl-ass of

"capitalists" in Poland. Secondly, it is also doubtful if the

Utop. cit., L. Ciolkosz, p. 66-61.
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society was at that time in favour of the reprivatization of

the means of production. Fed so many years by communist

propaganda, for some Pol,es capitalism meant first of al1:

unemployment, fack of sociaL security, abuse of power by big

corporationsr corruption of politicians, etc" Therefore, to

emphasize reprivatization coufd turn a part of the society

away from the opposition.60

In analyzing KOR's activities and progranmes it is

impossible to omit its relations with the Catholic Church.

Unique in Eastern Europe, the Pol"ish Catholic Church had been

the principle opposition to Communist party rul-e.61 A symbol

of Polish nationalism, the Church might best have been thought

of as a political reafity rather than as a specifj-c actor with

which the regime had to contend. The regime was rel,uctant to

allow the Church a political rol-e' but wherever and whenever

it attempted to ignore or subvert the Church, it met with

resistance from clergy and Iaity. Most paradoxically, the

party was forced to rely on the Church for assistance in

60Po1and was not unusual in that respect. rn all other
countries of Eastern Europer âs the events of 1989-1991
proved, the transformation from the planned to free market
economy coul-d be politically very diffi.cult for the
governments and at the same time very painful for the
societies.

615"": Anna Kaminska. 'rThe Potish Pope and the Polish
Catholic Church"" Survey 24, No. 4(109) Autumn I979, pp. 204-
222 "
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keeping order at moments of political crisis.62

The success of KOR and other secular dissident groups in

the Iate l-970's can partly be attributed to their emergence

at a critical juncture of Church-state relations despite early

indications in L91L that this woul-d be the case - specifically

that "nonparty" citizens (Catholic) would be allowed to enter

into signifícant decision-making positions. By I974' with the

Primate preaching assertively on religious and human rights"

the episcopate had assumed a sharply critical stancer prior

to the emergence of KOR, whose members not infrequently

ineluded priests. The mutual, if not always comfortable'

embrace of the Church and secular dissidents was no accident,

and worked to the benefit of oppositionists when Gierek opted

for a new attempt at a Church-state alliance to prop up his

airing rule.63

The importance to the opposition of the church Idas

manifested in the uproar over the Constitution. Any

intellectual protest directed at the regime $ras usually

addressed first and foremost to the Primate's residence. The

founding statements of dissident groups vtere aLso Sent to

62Fo, example, at the peak of strikes in the summer of
1980, the government provided the television prime time for
cardinal- wyszynski's speech in which he pleaded
(unsuccessfully, UV the way) for restraint in the demands of
striking workers "

63cie."k, Edward (b" 1913); 1976-1980 First Secretary
of PIMP" Expe1led from PUWP in July 198I. Interned under
Martial Law Dècember 13, 1981. Deprived of Order of Builders
of People's Poland and title of Merited Miner in July' 1981"
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Wyszynski, an indication that the Church represented a special

authority whose recognition would guarantee at least the truth

of a group's existence and legitimate aspirations. KOR, while

specifically concerned witn worker grievances, invoked the

communique of the episcopate after the events of June L976 in

one of its initial public statements. As KOR represented the

old social-ist and radical left - a fact not without problems

for its historical relationship with the Church - the effort

to explore points of agreement and understanding on the basis

of a progranme emphasizing the pursuit of truth and the

protection of human rights was important' Adam Michnik's book

'rThe Church, the Left - a DiaLogue" was a cOnscious effort to

extend the basis for cooperation between the Church and the

t eft.64

Michnik devoted his treatise to the complexities of the

bitter division between Supporters of the Polish Church and

the members of the "LaY Left".

intellectuafs who, disillusioned by thej-r experience in the

service of the system, sought an al-ternative that was closer

to the ideals of democratic socialism. Most of the Catholic

intelligentsia, on the other hand, disassociated itself

entirely from the communist and socialist mode of potitics,

perceiving it as a fundamental threat to the religious ethos'

According to Michnik, after many years of mutual distrust the

6Axuith John Lepak, prelude to Solidar_i!y,.P_olqld, and !he
Politics of the Giefek R mnia University

¿.
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two camps started, in the mid-1970's,

constructive dialogue. 65

The resentment of the Lay Left toward the Catholic

intelligentsia manifested itself in a suspicion that the

proponents of Church policies desired to dispose of the

postwar doctrine of the separation of church and state.66 The

CathoLic thinkers, in turn, reminded the Lay Left that the

latter's pro-Stalinist past was stained r¿ith acts eondoning

the persecution of the Church and of the Catholic

intetLigentsia. Michnik put forth a detailed criticism of the

Lay Left for tacitly approving or, at best' failing to react

to acts of pointfess harassment against Church officials and

f ollower ,.67

The rampant persecution of the clergy led the Cathofic

Church to sign an "agreement" with the state on April 14, 1950

that shaped the future of the Catholic public profile. The

clergy was to give up aIl forms of political activity and

focus on preserving the integrity of the Church as an

expression of passive resistance. This attempt at finding a

modus vivendi with the Polish government influenced the

to engage in a

654d.* Michnik. Koscior, fewica, diafog (Paris: InsLytut
Literacki, Ig77) pp. m

66rnis suspicion, as it turned out, \das justified. Since
the formation of the "Solidarity" government in 1989, the
Catholic Church exercised big influence over the government,
particularly in such issued as restricting abortions and
divorce laws.

67rui¿, pp. r3t-137.
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outlook of most religious Poles for years to come. People

became apaiheiic and abandoned collective public means of

political expression.

The Lay Left arrived at a comparable formula for
political involvement: compromise and dialogue with the

l-eadership" However, enthusiasts of the communist system, who

had originally hoped to work with the regime toward social

reform, vlere quickly discouraged from offering their critical

views. All atternpts at change $¡ere suppressed, proving that

the totalitarian system could not tolerate feedback from the

society.6B

Showing how the experience of the Lay Left and the

Catholic intelligentsia converge to some degree, Michnik went

so far as to propose that the CathoÌic tradition holds new

significance for PoÌand's secular thinkers " The Church'

Michnik wrote, cân provide a special spiritual dimension to

human existence, one that allows the fullest development of

the free individual. The communist regimes deliberately

attempted to destroy this dimension, ultimately hurting all

of society, including the Lay Left" Therefore, it was in the

best interests of the Lay Left to defend the Church as an

active force for spiritual freedom.69

AIso other prominent KOR members recognized the role

played by the Church in the campaign for freedom of

68rui¿, pp. L45-74g.

69rnia, pp" 155-164.
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consc]-ence.

Principles":

I place among the supreme values the common good,
the sanctity of the individual and human creativity
During the past decade, I and many of my friends who
took part in the October 1956 and the March 1968
movements, discovered for ourselves the Gospel as
a code of ethics of universal significance. I
believe that the Gospel- should be read anew by each
generation and I am convineed that the Left played
a consideraþJe part in creating the contemporary
readership. / u

The Pope's first visit to Po1and was greeted with

universal enthusiasm. KOR said in a statement:

The milIi.ons of Pol-es, whatever their religious
views, listened to his words with understanding,
enthusiasm and emotion. The unending applause has
shown how much his words were heeded, how exactly
his message about the supreme importance of the
individual fitted the deep spiritual- need of the
people who reject the denial of human and national-
rights. The Pope's message created for many of us,
in Poland and abroad, an obligation to undertake or
el-se to intensify the campaign in defe4çe of
freedom. We in KOR accept this obligation.''
Biuletyn Informcyjny, No. 4/30 included Adam Michnik's

articl-e "A Lesson in Dignity" ("Lekcja Godnosci"): "...in
Cracow, listening to the sermon by John Paul II, I fel-t that

when the Pope asked professing Catholics never to deny Jesus

he was also addressing me, a pagan."72

By mid-1979 the economic and sociaL cfimate in Po1and had

deteriorated so much that Kuron was forced to modify some of

As Jacek Kuron put it in his I'Ideological

7oe= cited in op

71rbid.

72ruia.

cit., L. Ciolkosz, p. 62
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his earlier ideas. In a short essay "The situation in the

country and the progranme of the opposition some notes"

(which appeared in March 1979 in Poland) Kuron fel-t that the

country was close to an explosion. Price rises were now

inevitabl-e, the mood of society was close to anarchy' respect

for state administration had vanished and the authorities

continued to behave as if everything was normal " OnIy a

small- spark was needed to set off a cataclysm like "a strike

in a targe enterprise where the authorities refuse to yield

a scuffLe in front of a shop, the first brutal intervention

by the police".73

Implicitly accusing the government of gross culpable

irresponsibility for its neglect of society, Kuron urged that

as the party still refused to recognize the network of social-

movements that had developed and as the danger of the masses

taking to the Streets was so great, the autonomous bodies and

individual activist shoul-d move into official organisations

with the aim of taking them over. Whether or not successfu]-'

they would forcibly bring the extreme dangers of the situation

to the attention of the authorities. The opposition should

either limit itself to demands for the discl-osure of

information on the economy so that a real debate on remedies

could take place, ot in a broader set of demands concern

itsel-f al-so with independent economic activity by craftsmen,

t_3.

7'op. cit. , G. Schoplin, Poland, a Society in Crisis. p.
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peasants, Small businesSmen, and the service trade, freedom

of professional and industrial organization, and the

observance of legaJ-ity by the authorities" The cautious

approach taken by Kuron in this progranme could be explained

by the fact that he betieved that a ful-l explosion coufd lead

to Soviet military intervention.T4 Kuron wrote:

"...Such an explosion can very easil-y become a
national tragedy (the probability of soviet military
intervention) . . . I do not doubt that all of us
consider riots as an evil which we should try to
prevent. Regardless of the threat of Soviet
intervention, the Polish authorities - as $ras proven
in December I970 - wilI not recoil from homicide and
they will surely still find the strength for tÞ?t'
The entire democratic opposition wants to realize
its striving for parliamentary democracy 3nd
national sovereignty by peaceful means" I consider
attempts to overthrow the system lovi unless we
are fórced to do so - as irresponsible. The great
costs of such an undertaking are certain; the
national ,,i¡5rg"Ay 

very probable; and any success
doubtf ul-.

The article concluded: "ln the event the suggested

minimum progranme of the opposition would become the progranìme

of a revindication movement, this movement would have greater

control over the faction that would like to gain its support,

and greater chances of becoming independent."T6 Reading these

texts, one must remember that Kuron believed that the

expl-osion coutd come at any moment probably by the Sunmer

of :-g7g. we know today that the events that led to the

74ruid.

754" cited in J.J. Lipskio pp. 326-327

76rui¿.
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creation of Solidarity took place a year later

different course, probably because there was one

during which independent social-

activities had a chance to develop.

rtKORtr.

Kuron's article accelerated the polarization within KSS

especially firm in arguing for

existing progranme of

The "GIos " group, headed by Macierewicz , laTas

structures, and thus somewhat changed emphasis in the tactics

suggested by Kuron.

Al-so other members of KOR expressed their disagreement

with Kuron's v1ews.

Opposition and the Situation of the Country" Jan Jozef Lipski

and Adam Michnik stated:

structures and their

and took a

more year

creating independent ParaIlel

Kuron bases his refl-ections on the possibility of
a violent expl-osion of social anger " We fully share
his concern about the possible consequences, but we
believe that the problem of the functioning of a
democratic opposition in society is broader than'
and partialJ-y independent of, the vision of an
approaching explosion. An explosion might result
from the blockage of normal means of putting social
pressure on the authorities, but the organization
of this pressure through official structures is a
constant means of defending society against
totalitarianism; it has constituted a part of this
defense for very many years, also during those
periods when the situation $las not so tense as at
present. Thus the contrast between the opposition
and the so-ca1le4" revindication movement might
appear misleading""

the continuation of KOR's

In the article "Notes About the

And further: "Should one work by creating an independent

institution unrecognized by the authorities, or struggle for

7lop. cit., J.J Lipski, pp" 326-321"
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renewal vTithin official institutions? The answer is: both."
According to t.he authors of the artiel-e n "independent
institutions ( that is, according to Kuron, the politicaL
opposition) are fragmenLs of a

revindication of civil rights, of a movement whose goal is the
democratizaLion and enfranchisement of our society". Lipski
and Michnik also regarded as premature Kuron's remarks "about
the relationship between the movement of revindication and

politicar opposition, and the various groupings, factions, and

coteries within the power apparatus" simpry because nothing
was known about the actual prograrnmatic conflicts within the
partyr so that the problem was purery theoretical and

i r relevant .

spring suggested the conclusion that "the opposition must

guard its independence and distinctiveness as a fundamental

va1ue". The article contained also a very important statement

about trade unions:

broad movement for the

The PoLish October (of 1956) and the prague

Trade unions, here and nor,r--regardless of whether
these will- be unions created alongside the official
ones, or official unions control_led by the employees
from below--provide a means for coexistence wltn tne
authorities as they are, and for at least a
temporary partnership, by means of which thetotalitarian authorities could be forced gradually
to make concessions. A trade union activist whõ
says that he will not dirty himself by talking withthe authorrities " . "had better turn to otheractivities. '"

The article ended with the following

We must always remember not to i

TBrbid, p. 3zB

paragraph:

ndulge in the naive
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hope that the power of the PtlWP, based ultimately
on the military might of the USSR, wil-L disappear
any month now, or from one day to the next,. The
prospects for us are ultimately optimistic, but they
involve a long period of coexistence alongside the
rule of a single totalitarian party. What ideas
this party will adopt about defending its monopoly
of power and what conditions or reforms this party
will- be forced to accept under the pressure of
society, are not matters of indifference. the scale
of possibilities is enormous" Tn every situation,
the opposition will have to protect its identity,
but one cannot assume that there are no conditions
under which the opposition would ever engage in a
dialogue on a specific topic at a time when there
would bñ a chance to broaden civil J-iberty in
Poland. ''

fn practice everything went on as before, except for one

thing: many issues and actions were undertaken under the

pressure of this vision of a threatening explosion and the

need to channel- the accumulated energy in the direction of

rational change. The opposition publication "Robotni¡"80

especially began to make serious preparations, which involved

the promulgation of the principle that strikes shoul-d take

place in the factories and not in the streets (after a time

this was expressed in Kuron's bon mot: "fnstead of burning

the committees, form your own!rt) and in establishing channels

of communications in the event of a wave of strikes.
The statement of KSS rrKOR'r of May J-979 "On the Dramatic

Economic, SociaI, and Moral Situation in Poland" published in

B0"Robotnik" was a publication of the Free Trade Unions,
but technically and financially was supported by KOR.
"Robotnik" helped to create a national readership among
workers by analyzing the success and failure of labour
actions, including strikes, in Poland from 1977 to 1980.

B6
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"Communique" No. 30 of May/June l-979 was clearly a compromise

among the strategic tendencies sketched out above.

we are convinced that at present, social self-
defense must express itself by overcoming moods.of
passivity, by oiganizing society-in defense of its
own aspi.rations- into independent institutions
(Peasant self-Defense committees, Free Trade union"
!{orkers'commissionsrstudentsolidarity
Committees), and in the struggte to achieve an
authentic self-govççnment for union, associations'
cooperatives, etc."

As we know now, the wave of strikes which was predicted

by Kuron and others did not occur in 1979, but in July and

August of 1980. In the statement published on July 11' 1980

KOR presented another five-point progranme of immediate

aetions necessary to save the country from the explosion of

violence:

l. The initiat work on changes in the economic system and

in the methods of decision making, which is necessary in

the nearest future must be preceded by a general public

discussion. The governmentat progranme of reform must

be clearly formulated and must include a time-table for

its imPÌementation.

2" The policy of destroyi-ng individual farming has to be

changed. Private ownership of land and the freedom to

buy and sell it must be guaranteed.

farming must be aceorded the same rights

cooperative agricultural enterprises.

For as long as changes in agricultural3.

Ble= cited in J.J. Lipski, P" 329.
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produce results, and if the state authorities are unable

to assure an adequate supply of meat, a system of

rationing must be introduced temporarily.

It is necessary to publish dat.a about the current state

of the economy '

4"

5. The aut,horities must understand that they wil-1 not be

able to avoid negotiations with society, though to a

large extent, whether these negotiations wil-l take place

in an atmosphere of peace or in an atmosphere of

sharpening conflict depends on the authorities.

This was afready a broad and realistic progra¡nme, not only for

KOR, but for a new social movement that was to be born any

moment.

Over the few years of its existence, KOR became not only

the biggest opposition organization in the history of

communist Poland but also an inf luent ial- el-ement of Polish

politics.
KOR had never Seen itself aS a challenger for the power

of the communist party and this explains why KOR never

produced a fuIly developed political platform. The KOR

strategy was designed not to overthrow the communist

government but to put pressure from outside the existing

System to transform the relations between the state and

society in a one-PartY sYStem"

one of the most significant achievements in the

development of KOR had been the broadening of its social base"

BB



fostered by the creation of new ties between the three main

forces of the oppositíon: the intellectuafs, the workers, and

the powerful Roman Catholic Church" This mutual

synchronisation of their respective activities very often

brought unity of goal"s and unity of action'

Another big achievement of KoR was to inspire the

development of an impressive variety of other independent

social and political initiatives' which together with KOR

challenged the unlimited power of the communist government '

In the next chapter, I will- analyze the programmes of other

opposition groups, creations which $¡ere possible because of

KOR's success.
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CHAPTER

THE OPPOSTTIOAü OF TEE RTGHT" THE

on the opposite extreme of the political spectrum there

was an underground group which called itsetf the Polish League

for Independence IPo]skie Porozumienie Niepoodleglosciowe

(ppN)1. In Poland it was known under the initial-s PPN' and

its name was variously translated also as the PoIish

Independence Compact (Accord) Coal-ition'

oppositional groups, the PPN chose to retain its anonymity

because its progranme went far beyond immediate or

intermediate demands. since its members call-ed for the

unconditional restoration of Poland's sovereignty, the authors

of its prograrnme would be liable to prosecution for anti-

state propaganda. They preferred therefore to publish their

controversial and thought-provoking analyses of political'

economic, and social issues, âs well as their alternative

long-term political progranmes, in a samizdat form but without

revealing the identity of the authors. To avoid abuse of this

self-imposed anonymity by police provocation, they empowered

three prominent individuals in the west to vouch for the

authenticity of their texts: ProfeSSor Leszek Kolakowski in

oxford, England; Professor Jerzy Lerski in california; and

the writer Gustaw Herl-ing-Grudzinski in western Europe. But
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even this kind of assurance was by no means foolproof. one

of their declarations touching on a subject most sensitive to
Porish public opinion, that of polish-German relations and the

need for reeoncilÍation as a condition for liberating poland

from the Soviet "protectorate", had been denounced as an

emigre concoction, or even as a product of an anonymous

security official
Gesamtdeutsche affairs. The charge was raised not only by

Polish communist official- sources but arso by a considerabre

section of the Polish emigre community, namely those who trace
their ideoLogical origins to the pre-war National- Democracy

Party, a national-istic party which traditionatJ-y advocated

some kind of accommodation with Russia since they consider

Germany as the PubLic Enemy Number one of the polish nation.l
The Programme of the Polish League for rndependence r¡/as

published for the first time in London and paris in 1976. rt
formulated a comprehensive range of long-term aims for the

whole nation and justified itself on the ground that:
Many events indicate that there is a growing need
in our country for a programme which woutd not onÌy
express the public discontentment but would also
contain definite postulates and long-term aims. . .Our
society consists of disconnected groupings and
circles whose mutual intercourse and cooperation
the Party strives to vitiate" Vüe wish the progranme
by its very existence to focus our thinking and to
a1low a co-ordination of the actions of all_ those
who, though lacking organizational unity, shall be

in the West German ministry of

lTud"u= z Szafar ,
Poland" WL 24, No.

"Contemporary
4(109) Autumn

9'.

Political Opposition
L979, pp" 47-48.
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The PPN issued a number of discussion documents, but the main

points of the progranme and their reasoned justification may

be gleaned from a reading of the following abridgement:

countries subordinate to Moscow, that is the so-
called ,'socialist blOc" And the ussR itself, are in
a state of permanent although concealed crisis. The
latter is ðaused by growing internal tensions, the
discontent of oppréssed nations, the malfunctioning
economy of the wnore system and the failure to keep
ùp witï those countries that favour unrestricted
t-echnological, social, and cultural- development. " "

It is impossible to foresee the moment when the
crisis wiil erupt in all- its severity. ".We must make

every conceivable effort to act in concert and not
leave the task of struggJ-ing for violated rights of
the whote nation to a single social group'

ourprogranmeisbasedonthefollowingprincipleg:
1. -The nation...is sovereign and thus has the
ina1ienaUiã right to freely aetide its own destiny.
2. All citiãens are' without exception' equal
be f or e the l-aw and should be g i ven the same

opportunity to lead their own lives'
3:- The óverwhelming majority of PoIes profess
religiousbeliefs,andmostareCatholics'The
pr"uáiIing political system in Poland cannot be

Ëased on áiicrimination against that majority"
4. The PoIish state and nation have traditionally
been distinguished by a continuous expans.ion in the
realm of ciïi1 Iiberties, while ne\'r social- groups
have constantly been drawn into the government . of
the country and given joint responsibility for. its
f ate. nro-m the 16th century orlr Polish political
thought has made outstanding contributions to
democratic ideas and the concept of J-iberty. The
system of totalitarian autocracy imposed upon us- is
not only foreign to our national \raditions' but
af so anachronistic and humitiatittg''

united by a vision of our conmon goal'2

2a.. Ostoja-Ostaszewski, €d.r Dissent in PgJaqd' Rgports
and Documents, Decemb.t f9E:JtlJ_1972 (London: Veritos Pressn

?
'rbid, p. 166.
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A more specific progranme for change (26 points) fol-Iows the

decl-aration of goal-s. 4 rt f ocuses closely on: the ruting
apparatus ' corruption of lega1 and administrative
institutions; deterioration of poLish curture and science;

consequences of repressive censorship; harassment of the

Church; the Pol-ish f oreign poJ-icy toward the USSR, other

social,ist countries and Western Europe; civiL liberties; the

citizen-state relationshipi the Polish economy and the

responsibility of the interl-igentsia for the future of porand.

The league had a number of long term objectives. It was

considered to be key for Poland to be "sovereign" and totally
independent of the Soviet Union. They went so far as to

advocate Porand's J-inking itself with the common Market and

"burying old animosities" with West Germany. At the same

time, the Polish state they foresaw would have had the same

basic structures as those proposed by the reformers of the

Prague Spring for Czechoslovak communism.

information, research, education, and discussion was coupled

with a proposal for "democratic relations between the

authorities and the people." The church was considered to be

"a stabilizing influence" that should be a1l-owed to function
with "ful1 freedom. "

The economic progranme of t.his group emphasized the

development of "new principles for the division of labour.rl

4Fo. the
Independence's

fu]1 text
prograinme see

Freedom of

of the Polish
Appendix IV.
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Emphasis was placed on the consumer and service sector with

the introduction of private capital into these areas and the

transferral of underempJ-oyed bureaucrats and university

graduates into these sectors. WorkerS were "to take part in

aII decision-making procesSeS.tr At the Same time, they stated

that: "l,todern economy needs highly qual-if ied experts

knowledgeable in their field at home and abroad, capable of

making quick and bol,d decisions and not afraid of

responsibility....Political and economic power shoul-d be

separated." This meant that they advocated that managerS

should be demoted if they fail-ed to "fulfiI their social

functions and make their institutions profitable." In the

area of agriculture, this group advocated the free development

of private farming with special state aid for modernization

and development of rural areas.

This domestic progranme !,tas no more radical than other

critiques of Polish society made in the second half of the

1970s.5 But the positions of PPN on Polish foreign policy and

on the Party were far more radicat" They characterizeð' the

Party as seeking "people who are well- fed and dull-, obedient

and forgetful of their or¡rn rights." fn their vj-ew, the only

release from the psychological oppression of the Party would

be to install- a multiparty system that would al1ow the

intelligentsia, "historically responsible for the spiritual-

SMarek Brzost. Kilka
about the PPN Programme. )
pp. I0s-I06.

uwag o programie PPN (Some remarks
Kul-tura, No, 11( 350 ) , November I97 6 '
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life of the nation," to regain its leadership. All of this,

according to PPNr depended not on low-level organization to

push for gradual modifications in the existing system or on

Western influence and pressure, but on the colÌapse of the

Soviet Union and the resulting geopolitical liberation of

Poland. As a resulL, their self-appointed role as a group was

to prepare the intelligentsia with information so the they

could "carry out the aspirations of the majority of our people

whenever the opportunity presents itse1f."6

Besides the "Programme" there were at least eleven

studies prepared by the "Prob1em-solving Committees" of the

PPN which dealt with different fragments of the PoLish reality

of the time.7 Together they formed a picture of a country

whose political, social, and cultural traditions had been

replaced by a foreign totalitarian system. Otd concepts such

as "patriotism" and "sovereignty" had been given new'

hypocritical meanings justifying the conditions of Soviet

hegemony. For years, the CathoLic Church and its adherents

had been harassed by the political leadership, which mortally

feared competition from any other centres of authority"

Although almost every Pole internally disapproved of the

political regime imposed by the USSR, the fear of Soviet

6,¡. r,. Curry" êd. , Dissent in Eastern Europe (New York:
Praeger, 1983 ) , P. 64-65 "

7S"": ppN. opracowania Zespolow Problemowych (Studies by
the problem-solving Groups.) (lllarsaw: NowA Ig78t p" 72¡ afso
in Kultura Nos. 9(360)' fl(362)' L2(381).
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intervention prevented any strong opposition from forming"

Nevertheless, the PPN suggested a consistent moral pressure

might dissuade the ruling apparatus from abusing its power.

Unfortunately it vias not the ease at that time" Poles v¡ere

being slowly driven toward greater corruption, alcoholism, and

detachment from social responsibility.

skilfully incited anti-semitic and anti-German camPalgns among

the brainwashed Poles.B In "Po1eS and Jews", the PPN pointed

out that for the first time in history, Poland pursued an

official anti-Jewish policy known euphemistically as anti-

Zionism and backed by Moscow. The Russians played a doubl-e

game, feeding world opinion with stories of PoLish anti-

semitism while encouraging it to the hilt inside Poland" The

PPN came to the conclusion that anti-semitism and its

psychological motivations had ceased to be a real problem long

ago and vJere a dead issrre.9

In the case of Germany, the PPN warned that the Polish

nation should take a completely different stand. It should

recognize and admit that the so-catled "Regained Territori-es"

of West Potand do raise a question of some unjust territorial

gains at the expense of Germany, white ackno\.rledging this

problem and Supporting the German drive toward unificationr

PoIand must nevertheless firmly defend iLs present borders and

The government

SJo.nnu Preibisz,
York: Praeger, I9B2) ¡

9r,idiu ciotkos z ,
4(109) Autumn 19'19, P.

ed., Polish Dissident Pubtications (New
p. 289 "

"The Uncensored Press" Survgy 24, No"
60.
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interest=.10

The radical- position whích PPN took on so many different

issues was reinforced in the spring of 1977 when it came out

with an efoquent, but highly emotional, statement defending

the anti-Russian insurrectionist tradition. "It is owing to

the conspiracies, insurrections, and the resistance

mgvementsrr, it exclaimed, t'that today we are a nation'r.

Although caJ-ling on the Poles to rise to arms, it implored

them to persist in the struggle for independence.If

The PPN's progranme was criticized by a writer using the

pseudonym of Marek Brzost. He charact,erized it as nobte but

utopian, since it did not point to a practical way of

regaining the country'S independence. Resistance without the

chance of winning would only result in unnecessary l-osses.

Dictatorships "can be overcome, but it takes more than moral

and intell-ectual forces to accomplish this " .I2 And in the

situation of Poland in the late 1970's, Brzost concluded that

,,the time was not ripe to...resort to open resistance".f3

f have devoted so much attention to the PPN group not

because of their intrinsic weight but to illustrate their

fundamental difference from the Workers Defense Committee and

lorbid, J. Preibisz, p. 2Bg.

ffedu* Bromke, r'The opposition in
Communism, 27, No. 5, September-October

t'op. cit., M. Brzost, pp. r05-106

t3ruia.
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to show how their radical programme inspi
wing political opposition groups, namely

Defense of Human and Civil Rights

Confederation of Independent poland.

red some other right-
the l4ovement for the

(ROPCiO) and the
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CHAPTER IV

rHE MOVEñ{.ENT FOR THE DEFENSE OF HT]HA}ü A}gD CIVIL RTGETS

On March 25, 1977 , a new group cal-led the Movement for

the Defense of Human and Civil Rights IRuch Obrony Praw

Czlowieka i Obywatela (ROPCiO) I was founded. Leszek

Moczulskif announced the creation of ROPCiO during the illegal

news conf erence which took pJ-ace
.)

apartment.' Information about the creation of ROPCiO was

submitted to the Polish parliament ( Sejm) and to the

Episcopate in the form of an "Appeal to the society".3 The

creation of ROPCiO has to be viewed in the context of KOR

activities, which in December L976 had already analyzed the

possibitities of broadening its activiLies and adopting a nevr

name: the Committee for the Defense of Human and Civil

Rights. Leszek Moczulski and Andrzej Czuma4 took part in that

lLeszek Moczul,ski (b. 1930), journalist, writer and
historian, founder of ROPCiO, chief editor of Droga (The way),
founding member of KPN. Arrested in July 19Bl and sentenced
to imprisonment for setting up an underground government in
Poland.

in Antoni Pajdak's

Trust, l9B9), p. 99.
2Duriusz Cecuda, Leksykon Opozycji Polityczne

A

"Andrzej Czuma (b. 1938), jurist, fecturer at Warsaw
University until- March 1968, sentenced to seven years
imprisonment at trial of "Ruch" group in L97I, released and
arrested again i.n L97 4, co-f ounder of ROPCiO.
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discussion and they were later accused of stealing the concept

of the nevr organization from KOR"

This was the beginning of a constant rivalry between KSS

t'KORt' and ROPCiO, who arose f rom two dif f erent ideological and

political premises, the former having roots in the socialist

tradition, the latter in nationalism. While the KSS 'IKORrr

concept of opposition was to foster the development of

independent social movements, ROPCiOTs strategy was formulated

in more traditional political categories" When L. Moczulski

presented as a goal the "reinstatement of political pluralism

in Poland" he meant explicitly pluralism of political parties"

Discussion cLubs and samizdat journals !^Jere understood aS a

means to achieve this goaI" The revival of traditional

politicaf culture was watched by a political vision inspired

from a somewhat idealised version of pre-war Poland. fn

contrast, the KSS I'KOR" concept of promoting the self-

organisation of the society vis-a-vis the state lfas Seen as

a means to extend the limits of tolerance and as the beginning

of a long journey aimed at progressive transformation of

relations between the state and society in Poland"

For the most part ROPC1O, like KOR, was composed of

distinctly Separate pre-war and post-war generations. Many

members received their education in pre-war Poland and had

belonged to t.he upper classes. Most of the activists had

university educations and took their political inspiration

f rom Western 1iberal ideology " Among the o1der members of
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RoPCio was a pre-war general, Mieczyslaw Boruta-spiechowíez,

and a l-eader of the former christian Democratic party stefan
Kaczorowski. others included agrarians from the peasant

Party, faithful PiLsudskiites, and even National Democrats.

The younger members rdere mostly former participants in the

clandestine group "pu"¡".5 The best known of the latter !üas

Andrzej czuma, who in the spring of LgTB pushed Moczulski

aside and emerged as the leading personarity -n Ropcio.6

rn contrast to KoR, the Movement had no Marxist J-eaníngs;

if anything it had reverted to pre-çrar centrist and centre-
right politica] traditions. rt might also be described as a

movement overtly national-istic and hostiLe to the communist

regime of that time.7

The main objective of ROpCiO, as defined in its initial_
manifesto, was to fight for respect for human and civil rights
through the national- constitution.B rn the most important
part of ROPCiO's "Appeal to the Society" it said:

...Human and civil rights are invioÌable andínalienable; they cannot be relinquished. No
nation can be truly free if its members renounce the

5¡lot connected with the present independent movement inUkraine, which uses the same name.

6Ad.* Bromke, ,,The Opposition in po1and,,, problems of
C_o_mmunism , 27 , No. 5, September-October l_ 978;--F:--W:(Hereafter: Bromke I)

'7

.'George Schoplin, poland,_A. societv in Crisis (London:
Institute for the Study

Bxuith John Lepako prelude to solidarity, poland and thePolitics of t
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use and defense of their rights as historical
experience, incJ-uding that of the Poles, has shown.

And then defined Movement goals as:

a) adhere to, and watch for, adherence to all human and civil

rights and human dignity;
b) make known to public opinion, and communicate to

authorities, occurrences of human rights and

infringed;
protection as

c) propagate among the

authorities changes in the law and regulations which would

l-ead to a genuine and continuous assurance of the

implementation of the rights and liberties defined in the

Universal- Decl-aration of Human Rights and in the International

Pact on Human nights.9

The "AppeaÌ" ended with the statement:

"We are not forming an organization of association.
Our initiative is the resuft of urgent public need.
A strong social current has already arisen in PoIand

the Movement for the Defense of Human and Civil
Rights...Human and civil rights and the dignity of
the individual can be preserved only when they are
respected by all, and all actively demand that they
be respected. ".*

and to provide victims with

lies within our scope;

public and propose to the state

Iiberties being

such aid and

o
'The goals of the Movement were similar to those of the

Soviet Cooperation Group for the Fulfilment of the
Responsibifities of the Helsinki Conference for European
Security (better known as the Helsinki Monitoring Groups) o

which also defended human rights in the USSR"

10oo Spoleczenstwa Potskiego (Appeat to the Polish
Society) Kultura, No. 5(356) Þtay 1977r P. 155; cf: Peter
Raina, Political Opposition in Poland I954-1977 (London:
Poetry and Painters Press, I97B), p. 485-487 

"
Leszek Moczulski "Krajowe SpoLkanie Ruchu Obrony" (National
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fnitially the ROPCiO confined itself to issuing

statements on matters of public concern ( such as the temporary

detention in mid-April of a number of KOR members, the death

of Stanisla\^/ Pyju=Il, the longer-term arrests of KOR members

and coLLaborators) and also to gathering further information

on the abuses of human rights"

On 30 April, the Movement ínitiated the publication of

a journal "Opinia" (Opinion) which has, for several years

since then, appeared on an almost monthly basis" Issue No"

4, dated I August, stated on the first page that "2500 copies

were run off and the combined effects of more than I00 people

r^rere responsible for this production".

information about the KOR, abuses of human rights, actions of

the authorities not reported by the media, and a series of

articles anal-yzing various aspects of the Polish economy and

domestic and international events.f2 Besides "opinia", other

journals included "Gospodarz" (The Farmer), "Ruch Zwiazkowy"

(Union Movement), and "Gazeta Polska" lPolish Newspaper)"

To further promote its ends, the Movement had established

offices in el-even PoIish cities, where free advice was offered

I{eeting of the Movement) Opinia No. 6(1977), pp. L7-20"

llon May 7, Ig77, Stanislaw Pyjas, sLudent of the
Jagellonian University and collaborator of KOR was found dead
in an apartment building" The obscure circumstances strongly
suggested politicat assassination (although it is doubtful
that it was in fact a premeditated murder ) .

12e. ostoja-ostaszewski, Êd.u Dissent in Poland, Reports
and oocuments, December L975-Julv l-977 (London: Veritos Presso
1,977)' p" 181.
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to citizens aggrieved by the communist authorities. This was

done in an effort to create public access to information on

citizens' rights, offer free legal assistance, intervene on

behalf of victims of official harassment, and maintain a

continuous fl-ow of information to the [{estern media as a means

of checkíng the repressive policies of the regime.f3 By the

fall- of 1977, they had a current docket of 43 such compraints

and cLaimed to have well over I500 activist".14
On June 5, 1977, ROpCiO sponsored the first reunion of

former political- prisoners and on AugusL 6, it organized a

patriotic demonstration by the grave of pre-war pol-ish

Marshal-r Edward Ryck-smigty . on December 30 , an ,'opinia,'

correspondent tried unsuccessfully to attend the warsaw press

conference of US President Jimmy CarLer.l5

RoPcio never developed a full political prograrnme

although some el-ements of one could be found in the "Appeal
to the Society", "The Programme Declaration", and in some

articles published in "Opinia', and other journals.

The political platform of Ropcio could best be described
as nationalistic, supportive of human rights, pro-catholic,
anti-abortion, anti-capital punishment, anti-soviet, and

't?^"M" Reniak KPN: Kulisv, faftv, ¿ocumen (!,üarszawa:
KiW, 1982) , pp. 12=T3l-

1A-=D. M. Simon, E. R. Kanet_, Backg_round to Crisis: pol_icv
and Politics in Gierekrs poland
Press, 19BI), p. 10-11"

1tr
"Op. 'cit. , Bromke I, p" 43.
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dedicated to the Independent Farmer'S Movement and Student

Solidarity Committees which it frequentJ-y aided through its

Consultation-ïnformation Centr"=.16 Ho*"u"r, in spite of its

rightist identity, ROPCiO's nationalism $ras purged of the

chauvinism, anti-semitism, and anti-democratic conservatism

of the inter-war era"

Although the issue of human rights then emerging on a

natíonaI and international scale vJaS central to ROPCiO's

purpose, it also emphasized its political motivation and

political aims. In the broadest Sense, the aim was to change

Poland's political system and gain political independence for

Pol-and by breaking the alliance with the Soviet Union. The

most detailed political platform of ROPCiO was adopted during

its Second All-Polish Þleeting in January I I978"

declaration formulated ten points which were supposed to

direct ROPCiO's activities. The most important among them

were !

l. the demand to change the political system of Poland so

that the government would become subject to legaJ-' political'

and moral control; and to put a finit on the power of the

police and secret security forces' reorganize them, and put

them under the control of societY;

2" the demand for recognizíng the human and civil rights such

aS freedom of conscience, freedom of expression, freedom of

16Jou.,nu Preibisz, 8d., Polish Dissident Publications
(New York: Praeger, I9B2), P" XXVII.
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assembly, and freedom of association;

3. the demand for free elections;

4" the demand for the right of workers to form inde¡:endent

trade unions and the right to strike;
5. the demand for equal rights for al-l minorities in poland.

In its Last point the decl-aration stated: ,'The only way to
guarantee the real-ization of all- the human and civil rights
is to comply with the fundamental right of every nation, the

right to self-determination, which incLudes the right of each

nation to freely choose its political, economical, and social
system."l7 rn ROPCio's view there $ras an obvious link between

human and civil rights and independence. without obtaining

first, full independence, the PoLes would be unable to win any

civil liberties.
To promote this fundamental right ROpCiO call"ed upon

society to get invoLved into the passive and active resistance

against the communist government, including strikes.
The issue of Pofand's self-determination was discussed

in ROPCiO's organ "Opinia". The article "The Chances for
Independence, Then and Now" (Opinia No.18-L9, October-

November, 1978 ) compared the outlook for independence during

the years of the partitions with that of the 1ate 1970's.18

Four factors were listed as being primarily responsibre for

r7op. cit., M. Reniak, pp. 45-46.
lBwyd"*"a (The Editors). "szanse na

i dzis" (The Chances for fndependence,
Nos. 10-11 ( 18-19 ) October-November i-97B
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Po1and's winning independence in lglB:
1. Conflict between the partitioners.
2" The extremely weakened state of one of the partitioners
that belonged to the victorious coal-ition - Russia.
3 " The campaign for independence conducted by por-es.

4. The generally favourable attitude of the West.

As for the present (meaning late 1970's), as a result of
Russia's confrontation with the west ',the process of

glq rebellion is intensifvin
in Russia as is the rebellion in the Russian prison of

tonations" .-'(underrine mine) The most basic difference between

the chances for independence then and in the l_ate 1970's was

seen as the folrowing: "regaining independence after the
partitions was possible owing to a fortunate improbable

coincidence" Today pol-es need not rely on coincidence, since
our independence is being hastened by the process of the
retreat of the soviet system as a result of it.s confLict with
the west; and it is simply unlikery that anything wirr be

abl-e to interf ere with that process',.20

ïn another analysis of the soviet system ',opinia" wrote:
"The ideology of the soviet system reminds one today of a

rerigion wíthout believers a rel-igion which has Lost its hol_d

not only on ordinary berievers but even on the apologists, and

where the priesthood is not a matter of forrowing the call but

t9op. cit. o J. preibisz, p. 146
2oruid.
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of making a career. Despite this, this peculiar church of

non-believers proclaims that tomorrow its bel-ief will conquer

the worId. "2l
The reasons given to explaiir the Soviets' incapability

of seeing that they were in retreat were: first, Marxism was

one of the most expansionist ideologies ever conceived;

second, the Soviet system was the sum of two types of

expansionisms (Marxist and Russian); and third, the Russians

r,,,ere standing with their backs to a vertical wall their

inability to function in a democratic system.

One of the issues of "Opinia" took as its point of

departure the final order which the Last Commander of the Home

Army, General Leopold okulicki who laid down his life on

foreign soil-murdered in Ftoscow in 1946, issued on January

l-945 z

"Soldiers, I give you my final command. Carry on
with your work and activity airned at regaining f911
indepèndence of the PoIish State and at safeguarding
the Polish population from the holocaust. Try to
be the l-eaders of the peopte and to restore the
independence for the Polish state. fn this task'
every eIrF of you must be his own commander-in-
chief. " "

"Opinia" woufd support o therefore, any moves aimed at

recapt,uring for the nation its own rights, above all the right

to freedom. This increasingly militant stance was reinforced

by the editorial articl-e in "Opinia's" March 1978 issue which

21rbi.d,

22"DecLa
4(109) Autumn

p. r30 "

ration of Opposition Groups." Survey.
r919, p" 86.
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held that either one is in favour of the Communist system and

Poland's subordination to the USSRr or one stands for

democracy and independence. "A middle ground", the article

concludedr "no longer exists".23

Just as KOR attempted to establish l-inks with the

workers, ROPCiO, in addition to its basic activity of exposing

human rights abuses, tried to forge an alliance with Polish

farmers. It played a role in the creation of the fndependent

Peasant Movement, the Provisional Committee for the

Independent Farmers' Trade Unions, and the independent

periodicals Pl-acowka (The Post) and Gospodarz (The Farmer)'

concerned chiefly with the problems of organizing individual

farmers and with the agricul-tural policy of the state. Both

KOR and ROPC1O offered to provide active support for the

formation of Befievers' Self-Defense Committees and Peasant

Self-Defense Committees, which organized various effective
grass roots actions in the interests of the locaI religious

and farming communities.24

Osrodek Mysti Ludowej, a group of peasant politicians

affil-iated with ROPCiO, issued in June ¡-979 a detailed

statement of policy centred on problems of the rural

community. Its final paragraphs, however, were of more

general import:

As long as we l-ive, we have the responsibility for

"op.
'nop.

cit", Bromke l, p. 46.

cit., K.J. Lepak' p" L94"
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the past, the present and the future of our country.
No one can make us relinquish it and no one can
discharge it in our stead". "the peasant movement and
the country expect us to carry out the trust. The
past achievements of the peasant movement, its
patriotic stand, are and essential- part of the
national political heritage: s¡er_have to preserve
them, against lies and oblivion."
ROPCiO wi11ingly proclaimed its Cathol_icism. It seems

indeed (although probably not without exception) that the

majority in ROPCiO were religious while KOR, for example was

in this respect a coafition or conglomeration of people with
a variety of philosophies. Therefore the issue of religion
was often discussed in RoPcio's press. After the first visit
to Poland of John PauL

statement:

We feel we must express a sense of joy, gratitude
and reverence towards God and toward the successor
of St. Peter, 'our own fLesh and blood.' We aregrateful to the Holy Father for speaking 'the
language of faith and tradition,' for reminding us
of the profound truth that to survive, a nation has
to go back often to its roots. We are grateful,
above aff, for demonstrating the spiritual ties
common to all humanity and in particular to those
nations who shared our history" !{e are grateful
for the words about the respect due to every
individual and nation r our own incl-uded, vrho has
earned its ¡jght to freedom and independence by hard
endeavou, .lb '

If, ROPCiO issued the following

At the same t ime ROPCiO stated that the "abnorma.l_

relations between church and state are one of the factors
seriousl-y limiting basic human rights in potand" and demanded

25.a= cíted in Lidia Ciolkosz,
Survey 24, No " 4 ( 109 ) , Autumn l-979 ,

26ru:-d, pp. 62-63.

"The Uncensored Press""
p. 58.
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the introduction of a constitutional principle guaranteeing

the freedom of conscience, including conditions providing

young people with free access to science and religion, and an

end to the transformation of schools into an instrument for

the propagation of atheist ideology" ROPCiO also called for

religious freedom, entailing respect for the right to build

Sanctuaries and other necessary church facilities" As on

previous occasions, ROPCiO also demanded abrogation of the

"suicidal" abortion tegislation. Finatly, the Movement called

for independent courts, civil control over the authorities and

for a stop to al-l- forms of discrimination and persecution for

political and religious reasons.2T

Leszek Moczulski, the leader of ROPCiO, considered the

Church an intrinsic part of the national heritage. In his

concept of moral prioritiesr patriotism and Christianity were

principle motivations. The position of ROPCiO in this matter

was further def ined by Father Ludwik VÍisniewski O. P. in 'rThe

Christians and the Struggle for Justice":

What are the social- consequences of our belief in
the Gospel? Is it our duty as Christians to take
an active part in temporal affairs?
responsible for the eradication of evil and
injustice? Should Christians enter actively into
the struggle for human values and rights? In short,
are we under an obligation to campaign for justice
in this world? Among Polish Catholics' there
certainly exists a consensus that they must not

2Touriusz Cecuda Leksvkon opozycji Pol-itvcznej 1976-
1989. (Warszawa: Biuro Informacji Studenckiej ZSP' 1989) p.
16"
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On the matter of the economy, one of the mosL interesting

discussions $ias presented in one of the ROPCiO's publications

in the summer of l97B between economists w. NiedbaLa' K"

Ostaniec, and A. Skrzetny (presumably pseudonyms), and the

editorial team. Niedbalar Ostaniec, and Skrzetny (N" o" S.

for short) criticized the minimal-ism of "Reflections on the

Polish Economic Situation" published by KOR. N. O. S"

considered the programme of "Refl-ections" as a tactical and

psychological mistake: the party was bound to interpret it

as a proof of weakness. OnIy under the kind of pressure which

brings its o\.vn continuing position into question would the

party agree to concessions. N. O. S. were against slowing

down demands for higher pay and rejected the argument of

national- responsibility for foreign borrowing. In their view

the debt shoul-d be repaid by the industry in which ít was

invested and pay demands shoul-d be maintained at high fevelsu

as the standard of living of Pofish workers was a great deal

l-ower than in Western Europe" It was lower afso than that in

most of the countries of the Soviet block. N. O. S. pointed

out that even the so cal-1ed "economic manoeuvr ¿"29, which

stand by in the face of injusti.e.28

29rn the mid-l-970s after the economic crisis developed,
the Party introduced a so-called "economic manoeuvrerr which
was supposed to change the course of the Pofish economy. The
plan Catled for lower investment spending¡ âfl increase in
þroductivity, and the decentralization of business decision-
making authorities. The plan was never fully implemented"

IT2

2Be" cited in Ciolkosz, p. 65.



meant partial structural and administrative changes and

"opening" of the plan, came about only under the pressure of

the June I976 strikes. In this context, N. O. S. considered

that "...for the opposition to appeal for a stop to higher pay

cl-aims would amount to relinquishing the only argument capable

of pressurizing the party into acquiescing to a measure of

change".30 N. o. S. $rere in agreement with some suggestions

in "Reflections" but they felt that the force of the argument

was vitiated by being addressed to the government and not to
the people "

In the article "The Essence of the Sociafist State", in

an issue of "Droga", Stanislawski Andrzej discussed the basic

problems of ownership and management in a socialist state.
He assumed that true participation of society as a whole in

the management of a socialist economy was impossibl-e" For the

workers to truly "o\dr¡ the means of production", the state

would have to actually sell enterprises to the workers. This

worker ownership would entail some kind of "reprivatizaLion"
of the economy through a system of sharehol-ding. The other,

more IikeIy, form of ownership under socialism was the one in
which the state controlled the means of production. The state

served as the employer and the entire nation served as hired

labour. The workers faeed great obstacles to organization,

since any organized protest against economic conditions could

be constructed as an act against the state.

30op. cit., Bromke It p" 43.
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stanislawski repeated a comparison previously made by

Leszek Moczulski that the socialist state resembl-ed a

conglomerate corporation, for which social welfare meant only

a cost of production that must be minimized. carrying the

paraIJ,el even further, hê cited another author who claimed

that the socialist state was ul-timately capitaList, since the

economic development of a socialist state lfas also limited by

the scarcity of capital and resources'

FinalIy, Stanislawski stressed that the state was not

some amorphus abstraction, but rather a powerful elite' a

"relatively smal-l group of people that disposed of the

national wealth', and which "provided financiat support only

to the kind of activity Lhat served to maintain its olvn

position in societyrr.3l rn the end, StanisLawski called for

the abolishment of such a sYstem"

Unfortunately' not very long after coming into existence'

ROpCio went through a series of splits which weakened it as

a movement. Briefl-y, the chronology of events was as follows"

The Third National Meeting of RoPcio took place on June

10, Lg7B. During this meeting the position of spokesman veas

eliminated (until then, it had been held by two people:

Andrzej Czuma and Leszek Moezulski ) . Shortly afterward" in

addition to "OpJ-nia", a new periodical- called "Droga" began

to appear, edited by Leszek Moczulski. The two periodicals

printedinconsistentreportsofthemeeting.ltquickly

ttop cit", J. Preibisz, p.

I14
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became common knowJ-edge that there was deep dissension within
ROPCiO, and that during this Third Meeting the most serious

accusations had been level-ted.32

The Fourth National Meeting of ROPCiO participants was

called for November 18-19; a number of people connected with

the periodical "Opinia" (that is, Czuma's group) did not

participate. The Council- of ROPCiO Spokesmen was formed (with

Moczulski and Glogowski, signatories of the Founding

Declaration of ROPCiO).

On November 2L, 27 people, including eight signatories

of the Founding Decl-aration of ROPCiO (among them Andrzej

Czuma), signed a statement which concluded: "We regret to

state that.."two signers of the Founding Declaration of the

Movement in Defense of Human and Civil Rights, Leszek

Moczulski and KaroL Glogowski,"..have in the October l-9 issue

of a periodical edited by the Grupa Inicjatywy Spolecznej (the

Group of Social Initiatives) for the purpose of registering
( initiatives ) included the totalitarian PUWP within the

democratic movement in Pol-and "

Moczulski and Karol Glogowski have, by their own behaviour,

excluded themselves from the Movement in Defense of Human and

Civil Rights in Polando and that we can no longer cooperate

321,*"zek È{.oczulski "Opozycji
Wielki tygiel " " (A Self Portrait
A Great Melting Pot. ) Droga Nos.
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vri th them. " 
3 3

And anoiher statement issued on December g, rgTg said:
"the prograrnmaticarly open character of Ropcio allowed for the

destructive activity of certain persons and groups who

undermined the spirit of our ideological assumptions " .34 As

an answer to that, Leszek Moczulski issued a statement in
which he asserted that the group from the consultative Group

of "opinia" does not have the right to speak in the name of
the Movement in Defense of Human and civir Rights in poland.35

This polemic completed the disintegration of Ropcio. As a

resul-t of a series of battl-es, the f ollowing components

emerged:

confederation of rndependent pol-and (KpN), Moczul_ski's group;

the Young Poland Movement (Bratniak's group, headed by

Aleksander Hall- ) ; the Movement of Independent Democrats in
Lodz (Karo1 GJ.ogowski, Andrzej Mazur, Andrzej ostoja-owsiany,
Adam Wojciechowski, and Andrzej lVoznicki); and the Committee

for National self-Determination (wojciech Ziembinski). only
two of them, the confederation of rndependent poland and the
Young Pol-and Movement, were active in r979-1980 and their
prograrnmes will be a subject of more detailed analysis.

ROPCiO proper, that is Czuma's group;

33Jun Jozef Lipski, KOR: A History of the Workers,
Dgfgn!ç=Coru,nittee in poland
of cat:-torn:-a press, 1985), p. 327"

34rui¿.

35rn:.d.
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On September 2,1979, it was announced that a number of

opposition groups were combining to form, under the l-eadership

of Leszek Moczulski, a new and autonomous politicaL party, the

Confederation of Independent Poland IKonfederacja Polski

Niepodleglej (KPN)I.1 Its "Fundamental Statement" read:

The undersigned members and representatives of
various independent, democratic, socialist, and
national groups as well- as those acting individually

who desire to regain Poland's independence and
right to self-determination, who believe that only
by its own efforts can PoLand regain its due rights,
and who respect the principles of col-lective
responsibility, solidarity, tolerance, mutual
respeet, and democracy join now their forces in
this act of confederation to regain a sovereign
Polish state whose autþority and form will be
defined by alJ- citizens.'

"The Declaration of the KPN Principles" published along with

the "Fundamental Statement" began with the following words:

"For over 200 years the Polish state has been fighting for
independence. Forty years êgo, however, Poland 'fel-1 under

the blows of Nazi Germany and communist Russia.' Today,

Poland is awakening and standing up for its rights. In order

for Poland to become independent and democratic again it must

THE CONFEDERATTON OF TNDEPENUDETST POLA}üD

CHAPTER V

lc"org" Schoplin, Pol-and, A Society in Crisis (London:
Institute for the Study

2A= cited in Joanna Priebisz" €d., PoIish Dissident
Publications (New York: Praeger), p. 315.
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rid itself of the Soviet domination by eliminating the PUWP.'r3

The KPN decfaration was based on the following principles:

Pol-es could fulfil their national- and individual aspirations

only in an independent Pol-ish republ-ic, the creation of which

was possible only if the principle of nationaL sel-f-

determination was put into action.

determination consists of national sovereignty and free debate

over the desired form of social and political system. A

democratic social system should be based on inalienable human

and civil rights and the authorities of a democratic state

shoul,d obtain a popular mandate.4 Democratic Poland woul-d

require the participation of alI working people in the

administration of the national economy.

funetioning republic woul-d depend on the fulf il-ment of duties-

-equal for all--toward oneself and other people. SociaI

strength would be multiplied by an awareness of Polish history

and of traditionaf Polish values such as Christian ethics and

the need for nationaf sacrifice" Free Poland would have to

take joint responsibility for the freedom and wel-fare of

neighbouring peoples. The PoIish republic would belong to

its citizens only, who by serving the republic' would be

serving mankind.5

National self-

3S". Appendix VI for the fuII text of the "Declaration".
4leszek Moczurski "Reworucja bez reworucji" (Revofution

without Revotution). Droga, No.7,1979u p.38.
uop. cit., J. Preibisz, P. 316.
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Besides the "Declaration of the KPN Principl€s", Leszek

Moczutski's book "Rewofucja bez rewolucja" (Revolution without

a Revolution), and samizdat journal "Droga" $lere KPN's other

sources of politicaf progranme" The most important val-ues of

this prograrnme were: freedom, national independence, and

tradition. Around these values KPN buil.t its main objectives;

to break Poland's dependence on the Soviet Union, to eliminate

the communist party of Poland from its position as the

dominating political force, and to establ-ish a new political

system based on the tradition of the Second Republic ( 1918-

1939 ) .

To real-ize these goals' KPN postulated alL types of

actions, including the formation of independent parties,

l-abour unions, publishing houses and universities, which would

lead to the creation of independent poJ-iticafn economic, and

cultural infrastructures acting simultaneously with the

of f icial or,.=.6

international scener predicting the collapse of the Soviet

empire which would, in turn, speed up changes in Poland.

KPN declared itself a continuation of those FoLish

organizations which fought for independence during the First

and Second Worl-d Wars, such as Jozef Pilsudski's Polish

Legion, the Home Army, and "Freedom and Independence".T The

KPN counted afso on changes on the

6Leszek Moczulski "Konfederacja PoIski Niepodleglej "
Drogao No. B, 1919, pp, I-2.

7w, Rehan, Konfederacja Polski Niepodleglej (Warsaw:
Krajowa Agencja llydawnicza, J-9B7) ' p" 46"
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last of them, Freedom and fndependence, was in fact an anti-

communist underground group which fought the government in

1945-1950 in the civil war.

KPN laid a strong claim to the ideas of Jozef pil-sudski.B

Moczulski even described himself as a "Pilsudski-man" and

claimed that KPN \{as the only organization in Poland that

sought independence although adhering to the principle of non-

violence and to Pil-sudski's concept of the "moral-
oimperative".' In spite of these ideological connections with

the past, history in Moczul-ski's opinion - always develops

against estabLished patterns, and therefore the use of

historicaL analogy could be false or even harmful.

In the KPN political programme, there is an obvious

primacy of an individuaf over the society. The position could

be exptained by the fact that the entire KPN philosophical

thinking was inspired by the Christian philosophy'

particularly by the concept of personalism.l0

As stated previously, an important part in KPN's values

was assumed by the tradition which was supposed to preserve

Polish national identity. Directly connected with this

tradition was the Pol-ish Catholic Church" Moczulski compared

8J.r, Jozef Lipski, KOR: A History of the Workers' Defence
Committee in Poland 1976-I981 (Barkeley: University of

9Nor*un Davis, Heart of Europe: A short history of Pol-and
(Oxford: CJaredon Press, New York, Oxford University Press'
I9B4), p. 404.

toop. cit. , Fl. Rehan, p. 59.
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the role of the Church during communist rule to the times when

PoLand was occupied by the f oreign po\,ters dur ing the XIX

century and during the Second World War.

fn "Droga" (No. 7) Moczul-ski introduced the concept of

moral priorities which included patriotism and Christianity

as principle motivations. Moczulski considered the Church as

an intrinsic part of the national heritage.ll

Moczulski's view on the role of the Church in the

struggJ-e with the communist government vras dif f erent than that

of KOR and most other opposition groups. Moczufski denied the

thesis about an alliance of the opposition and the Church.

He believed that political dialogue with the Church in a

Cathol-ic country does not make much Sense. It would seem like

the opposition conducting dialogue with itself.12 rn reaJ-ity,

the whole society, including the opposition, originated from

the "Pofish spirit" which was mainly preserved by the Church"

Therefore the Church's primary role is to function as the

moraf tower of strength for the nation, not as a poJ-itical

force " 
13

KPN believed that the resistance against the communist

government had been growing in the society for the last three

decades, although it had a spontaneous, unorganized character"

1lr,idiu Ciolkosz, "The uncensored Press", Ðe.Y. 24, No'
4 ( 109 ) , Autumn 1979 , p. 61.

t'op. cit., L. Moczulski, I'Rewoluciã...", p. 42.

t'op. cit., vl. Rehan, p" 62.
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In the KPN's view, the Polish nation was atomized'

disorganized, seized by too many different inspirations, and

lacking the self-government experience and therefore vrere easy

to manipuLate. fn this situation, the KPN saw for itself the

rofe aS a political movement, which could inspire the nation'

consol-idate it and through "constructive revolution" fead to

the creation of the Third Repubtic.l4

The KPN claimed that it was the first organization in

PoÌand to have emerged after more than 30 years that aimed at

creating an independent and democratic Third Republic. The

KPN strived to create the Third Republic which was to be a

direct continuation and legal Successor of the First and the

Second Republics "

To realize this goal, KPN planned to create among the

Poles "the revofutionary consciOusness" by educating them

about the programmes and the aims of the political opposition.

In Moczulski's view, in the socialist reality, the

economic system was directly connected with the political

structure which had the main task of guaranteeing the

functionality of a "socialist conglomerate corporation" by

enforcing discipline amo.ng aI1 its employees (i.e. the whoLe

nation). Because of the lack of effi-ciency in the work of the

conglomerate corporation the only way to guarantee its

existence was through the constant increase of the

exploitation of its employees" In order to eliminate this

14tbid, p 63
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basic contradiction of the socialist economy' KPN's programme

caIled for: reprivatization of the PoIish economy; creation

of stock companies, and companies with mixed private-

government capital; aS v¡el-l- as abolition of centraf planning

and most of the ministries connected with the ."ono*y.f5

Government invofvement in the economy would be limited

only to intervention through monetary' credit and taxation

policies. The state shoul-d also support competition among

businesses and the unlimited development of the private sector

of the economy. In the case of the remaining State-owned

enterprises, they should be governed by a council, completely

independent of the government "

In the process, which L. Moczulski cal1ed "a constructive

revoLution", KPN aimed to eliminate the old political and

economic structures and replace them vrith new oneS. Vühile

doing this, KPN would avoid explosive measures and would

favour a slow process which could eventually Iead to the

creation of the Third Repub1ic. In principle, KPN opposed

military struggle believing that grassroots activities vTere

more effective and coul-d bring not only changes in the

infrastructure but afso, slowly, in people's consciou=n.==.16

KPN saw the future political system of Poland as a

pluralistic one, in which even the small-est pol-itical groups

tuop. cit., F¡. Rehan,

16m. Reniak KPN: Ku1
KiW, 1982\ , p. 113.

p. 75-77.

isy, fakty' documenty. (Warszawa:
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woufd partícipate. Political pluralism was, in the view of

KPN, the only way that eould move the whole society into

action. To achieve that, L. Moczulski advocated a slow

evolutionary process which would pass through 5 phases:

1) The organization of small politÍcal groups.

2) The formation of an independent political structure

characterized by the development of political, progranmes. fn

this phase the old criteria dividing people along territorial"

professional, etc. lines would foose its significance and

woul-d be replaced by the ideol-ogical and political ones.

Based on this criteria, the political groups would start to

cooperate with each other and then form embryos of potitical-

parties "

3) The formation of a political system. At this stage the

most influential- political groups vroul-d unite and form

political parties wi.th their activities taking a more

organized character. Over the course of time these political

parties would create an institution of a guasi-state character

which woul-d dupJ-icate the off icial organs of the state.

4) In the fourth phase, the independent political movements

would start to act openly and create the representation acting

as a quasi-parliament.

5) This woul-d be the phase of taking over the power (although

without military struggle) " This would be achieved by

assuming povier in separated, different parts of the countryr

and by taking control over different sectors of the economy

L24



by the Worker's Committees.fT After that, the Third Republic

would be proclaimed along with the New Constitution' followed

by free elections to the sejm.lB

The KPN's progranme was, in some \{ays, similar to that

of KOR's, but it had a more radical character; and while KOR

sat,{ a place for the communists in Pol-and's future political-

system, KPN called for a complete elimination of the PUWP and

a complete break with the Soviet Union. Moczufski was very

critical about KOR's progranmes, accusing it of amicability

toward the government. He wrote:

of evolution, because we do not change the existing system

within the same structure, t^le want to destroy the old

structure of power".f9 rt is interesting that KPN's progranme

supported the unification of Germany, stating that "after
becoming a part of United Europe ¡ Germany wil-l- lose its

aggressÍve characte r" .20

In contrast, the approach toward the Soviet Union was

uncompromised. KPN argued that the blame for all of Poland's

misfortunes and especialty for the denial of Poland national-

independence rested with Russia (the USSR) and therefore no

compromise with the Soviet system vras possible. The USSR was

"We reject the progranme

ttop. cit.
lBDuriusz

1989 (!{arszawa:
92-93.

lo^'op" cit.
2otbid, p.

, L. lloczulski, "Revolucjê" ".", Pp" 33-35"

Cecuda, Leksykon Opozycji Pofitycznej 1976-
Biuro Informacji Studenckiej ZSP, 1989), p.

, L. Moczulski, p. 30.

43"
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the last colonial empire in the world and like all the others,

was doomed to collapse. Because the nationaLity probl-em was

the Soviet Union's Achil-l,es heel-, Poland's struggle f or

independence, should be inseparably linked with the struggle

of the non-Russian peopJ-es in the USSR and especially those

who have had historical ties with the ancient Polish

Commonweal-th. Fina1ly, in KPN's view, Po1and would ful1y

attain its goals onJ-y when the Russian empire disintegrated.2l
The Third Republ-ic as projected in KPN's programme should

be a country with strong presidential po$¡er (as exercised by

the French president , for example). The project of the

Constitution prepared by the KPN assumed that the President

would have the following responsibilities and the authority

to:

1. appoint the Prime Minister;

2. appoint ministers on the suggestion

Ì'linister;
3. dismiss the government on

4 " call for the election to

Upper Houses of Parliament);

5 . call- f or ref erendums;

6. decide about war and peace;

7 " be responsible for the Army;

B. sign and ratify treaties with other countries;

21edu* Bromke, The Meaning and Uses of Po1ish History
(Boulder: East European l4onographs, New York: Distributed by
Colombia University Press, I9B7)t p. 2L3"
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9" decide about the state's policies;

10. represent the Polish state abroad;

11" receive representatives of foreign countries and appoínt

and recalI the PoLish representatives abroad; and

L2. appoint to some government positions such as the judges

in the Supreme Court and the General Prosecut or -22

The whole project of the constitution was very similar

to the so-ca1led 1935 "April Constitution" of pre-war Poland'

which al-so gave wide-ranging powers to the president.

KPN caLled itself " the first opposition party in

Communist Poland", which distinguished it from other

opposition groups, like KoR, which tried to avoid being

Iabelled as an opposition party. Catling itself a party and

openly presenting its programme and goals gave KPN some

advantages. It gave KPN credibility as well aS an argument

about the legality of its existence since the creation ot

political parties \^ias not of f icially prohibited in Po1an ð'.23

At the same time KPN's ambitious politicat programme and

desire to Serve as a format opposition party to the government

caused direct repression by the communist elilitia and Security

Service toward KPN and its leadership. Tn JuIy' 1980' the

whole KpN leadership, incl-uding Leszek Moczul-skir vJâs arrested

and accused of trying to overthrow the government of People's

Poland. Only after the creation of "SoIidarity" waS their

"op. cit. , Fl. Reham, pp. gr-g2.

23rni.a.
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release possible.
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The origin of The Young Poland þlovement IRuch l'llodej

Po]ski (RMP) I can be traced to L977 when the first issue of

the samizdat student paper "Bratniak" ( "FeIIowship" ) was

published.

TEE YOT]NG POLAND &1O\trE¡4ENT

concerned with students' issues" Soon politics were of the

most importance for the paper's editors. During the first

years of its existence "Bratniak" was under the strong

influence of ROPCiO and its leader Leszek Moczulski.l This

cl-ose relationship ended in the middl-e of L97 9 when Moczul-ski'

steering toward the Pilsudski tradition, formed the

CHAPTER VI

Yet, only at the beginning vJas "Bratniak"

Confederation of Independent PoIand.

centred around "Bratniak", decided to form their own

opposition group, under the J-eadership of Aleksander Ha].l-?,

linked with the tradition of Nation Demo"ru"y.3

The editors of "Bratniak" invited students from various

Polish cities to gather on 27, 28, and 29 JuIy 1979 in Gdansk

lwladyslaw Rehan, Konfederacja Polski Niepodleglej
(Warszawa: Krajowa Agencja Wydawnícza, I9B7)' p" 29"

2Aleksander Hall, member of RoPCiO and organizer of the
Committee for Student Solidarity in 1977 (Gdansk branch) 'later leader of the Young Poland Movement; Minister in the
first "solidarity" government in 1990.

3l¡utional Democracy was the most inftuential right-wing
political party in pre-war Poland.
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for a religious retreatr praler, and discussion. The meeting

was also cal-led for the purpose of founding an independent

youth movement in Poland. The police, who had come to know

of the intention of the planned assembly, began arresting the

"suspected" participants as early as 26 July. Twenty-two

people were ar rested, although most r^¡ere released af ter 4B

hours.

The participants got together again in Gdansk right after

their release and issued the following joint communique:

In spite of the poJ.ice repressions and harassment'
a meeting of the young peopLe from Bydgoszcz'
Gdansk, Gorzow, Lodz, Poznan, Szczecin, and Warsaw
took place in Gdansk between 2'1 and 29 JuIy and
founded the Young Poland Movement. It is neither
an organization' nor an association" The movement
has no membership' no governing body' nor a statute.
It is an independent movement based on the idea that
it is necessary, for the independence of the Polish
state, to undertake action to strengthen the
national ties of the Poles, to respect the rights
of human beings, to observe Christian ethical
standards in public life, and to preserve our
national- culture.

The participants of the Young Poland l'lovement are
united in the belief that one of the fundamental
conditions of realising these aims is to create
modern politicaÌ thinking which, though rooted in
tradition, meets the aspirations and is appropriate
to the dignity of the Potish nation. Bratniak, the
paper of the young people will be one of the
instruments to serve this purpose"

The Young Poland Movement is prepared to cooperate
with all people of good will in the realizalion of
inalienable human and national rights" Commitment
to our movement does not exclude participation in
the work of other independent social initj-atives"

On behalf of
meet ing
Editorial board of Bratniak
Jacek Bartyzel (Lodz)
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Aleksander HalI (Gdansk)
Wieslaw Parchimowicz (Szczecin)
Arkadiusz RYbicI¡i (Sopot )

Gdansk, 29 JuIY L979"

on August IB, a few weeks after the formation of RMP, the

"fdeologicaL Decl-aration of the Young Poland Movement" was

published. The "Decfaration" stated that the most important

value

tlhi 1e

for a person is his free development and his well being.

complex of natural rights and freedoms, the "Declaration"

pointed out that atl- of those rights shoufd be seen in

connection with obligations toward other people, towards the

nation, the state, and the whole world community. The nation

was considered as one of the most important concepts among all

existing social organizations and therefore the preservation

of the national tradition was the Movement's main task.5

underlying the fact that every Person Possesses a

of man and treating

Communist ideol-ogy was

RMP accused Communism of neglecting the

therefore afien to the "Christian spirit of Europe".6 RMP

4"powstanie Ruchu Mlodej Po1ski". Kultura, No. 9(384),
September 1979, PP. B3-84¡ cfi peter ntina
Movement in pofä'nA (London: London School-õE Economics and
ffirgg]), p" a22-423"

5o"xLq¡u"_þ_jg.o*u_ RM! (rdeological- Declararion of the
RMP.¡@a' L979), P. 2.

6Fo, some politicians and historians, Poland for
centuries stood aã the last bastion of Christianity against
the "barbaric" East. This view was reinforced after the 1921

oi.tory of the Polish army over the Soviets, whích effectively
stoppeå the spread of the eolshevik revolution to Germany and
the rest of Europe. An argument about Poles being the
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afso believed ín private ownership as

sociaÌ order and as one of the most

r ights .

Because Poland lost its sovereignty after the second

[,üorld war, the Young Poland Movement dec]"ared to fight for the

full independence of the country. To realize that task the

l¡lovement planned to struggle for the preservation of the moral

principles of Polish society, to protect the identity of

Polish cul-ture, to universalize access to uncensored

information'

political progranmes. The future Poland vTas seen as a

democratic country, with the political system based on the

model- of contemporary western countries and the tradition of

pre-war Potand. T

,,The DeclaratiOn" Î¡Jas a conglomerate of many political

and philosophical concepts and doctrines ' The most

infl-uential among them were ideas of christian personalism

taken from the papal encyclicals and from the political Iegacy

of National Democracy. some parts of the RMP's programme'

particularly those concerning human rights' were influenced

by the policy of the American president at that time' Jimmy

an essential element of

important among human

and to create new political thinking and

defenders of christianity against atheist communrsm
used by the opposition iï its fight for the soul of

7 "Si"rp.,iowe refleksje" (August's reffections )

No. 25, 1980, P. I "
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Carter. B

prograÍrme can be found in some articles
Besides the "Ideological Declaration", elements of RMP's

Èlovement's

published

not develop a full political- platform comparable to those of

the Polish League for Independence or

Independent Poland, it was one of

l-eader, ALeksander Ha1], and

in "Bratniak". In spite of the fact that RMP did

opposition groups r pârticularly among the students and

particularly in Gdansk, where "Solidarity" was born.

since RMP openly declared its affinity with the national

democratic tradition and "undertook the task of defending the

ideological heritage and the political thought of National

Democracy", it is worth examining more closely this movement

and its programme as seen in the eyes of the leader of RMP"

Al-eksander Ha11 wrote:

written by the

other articles

the Confederation of

the most influential

We believe that National Democracy is a valuable
part of the Polish heritage, and by ignoring it' or
ãistorting it, we impoverish our knowledge of
Poland, and, this wâtr also our knowledge of
ourselves. t...1
Yet, the legacy of National Democracy is not just
of historical significance. In both its ideology
and political thought there are important elements
which remain val-id today. They could be usefullg
adopted to deal with contemporary Polish problems. -

SDu.iusz Cecuda, Leksykon Opozycji Politycznej (Warszawa:
Biuro Informacji Studenckiej ZSP, 1989)' p. 15"

9edu* Bromke, The Meaning and Uses of Polish History
(Boulder: East furopean l{onog-ãphsi New York: distributed by
Columbia University Press, l-987), p. 230" (Hereafter Bromke
rr )
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The National Democrats saw the worl-d through the prism of

nations. They believed that the progress of mankind has been

accomplished through the activities of different national

communities, and also that service to mankind is realized

first of alt through one's work for oners own nation. And

this should not be forsaken in the name of some universal

human ideals, which, because they are so abstract, do not

require tangible sacrifices; while, in contrast, the duties

toward one'S own nation are always corrC.et..I0 The NatiOnal

Democrats, then, opposed the uniform cosmopolitan ideas'

believing that they threatened the very basis of European

civilization by striking at its essence, which is a synthesis

of the values el-aborated by individual- nations. For Eu.rope

is composed of nations.ll RMP shared this conviction with the

National Democrats. It believed that if European civilization

\^las undergoing the crisis, it is because of the weakening of

its own identity and its will to self-defense. The National

Democrats also believed that Poland is an integral part of the

Latin, Western European civilization, determined by the legacy

of ancient Greece and Rome, and, above aII, that of

lOlhu primacy of a nation, as opposed to the importance
of the internatiõnal community, waS afso a characteristic
feature in the potitical writing of other East European
oppositionists. Ukrainian dissident Valentyn Moroz wrote:
"The most sacred is the nation. The nation is the synthesis
of all the spiritual values acquired by a people.''
See: Valentyn Moroz. Report from the Beria Bçsg{ve (Toronto:
Peter Martiñ AssociatãE-TÏmfted, r974)' p. 53-54.

ttop. 'cit., A. Bromke rr, P. 230.
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Christianity. Políshdom emerged within this civilization and

an essential role in this process was played by the Catholic

church. l2

rt is useful- here to quote from Dmowski'"13 pu*phlet "The

Church, the Nation and the Stater':

When we try to examine the elements in our soufs which
make uS today á modern European nationr w€ can find their
roots both in our ancient ethnic origin and the existence over
centuries of the Polish state, as well as in our millennium-
old Catholicism. Catholicism is not just an adjunct to
Polishdom, colouring it in a special wâYr but is inherent in
its very core and to a large extent constitutes its very
essence. any attempt to divide Cathol-icism and Polishdom' to
separate the Nation from retigion and thq chureh, then'
strikes at the very essence of o'ur Nation."rq

RMP as well as the National Democrats believed that

Christianity is the essence of Polish identity' and that the

Church is not only the major institution in Polish national

life, but afso the leader of, and spokesman for, the poles.15

RMP believed that history proved the National Democrats'

thesis about the union between the Pol-ish nation and CathoLic

,raLr,e".16 Af ter their coup in 1926 the Pitsudskiites accused

f3Ro*un Dmowski ( 1864-1939 ) l-eader of the most
inftuential-, nationaListic party in pre-war Pol-and--National
Democracy.
See: endizej Micewski, Roman Dmowski (Warszawa: Wydawnictwro
f'Verum" , L97L) .

r2ruia.

I4R. cited in Bromke

r5oa Redakcji (From
l-2-l-3' September-October

f6S.u fnterview with
(Activists of Young Poland
Peop1e's Poland. Patterns

II, p. 23I.

the Editorial Board) Bratniak, Nos"
rg79, p" 1.

Jan Samsonowicz and Adam Slonimski
Movement ) in: Wladyslaw Majakowski "

of Social Inequatity and Conflict.
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the National Democrats of not appreciating the importance of

the state and of counterpoising it to the nation. This

allegedly r,ras due to their nationalist ideology. In fact in

"The Foundations of Polish Policy" Dmowski wrote: "the

national- idea without the state is an absurdity" "

elsewhere there he asserted:

"The nation is the indispensable essence of the
state¡ âs the state is an indispensable political
form of the nation. A nation may lose its state'
but it will remain a nation as long as it does not
abandon the tradition of its state and its
ãsplrations to regain it...It is obvious that a

p.iitician who sa". the rofe of the state this way
ãuring the partitions of Po1and, would hpye regarded
it as the main 9oa1 of Polish policy'"''

since the activists of RMP did not regard People's Poland

as a sovereign state, they believed that aII their activities

should be subordinated to the restoration of an independent

polish state, which could be achieved in the same way as

outl- j-ned in the programme of the National Democracy.IB In the

political- thought of the National- Democrats, nothing was more

alien than the view that independence and sovereignty could

be attained through just a single upheaval. The NationaL

Democrats believed that for Poland's independence to be

achieved two devej-opments had to happen simultaneously: there

must be a conscious development of national- strength, and

And

(Westport: Greenwood Press, 1985) p' tBl'
t7op. cit", Bromke rf, P. 232'

Young
83.

IBCzesLaw LeopoId. ,'O Ruchu Mlode j Polski " (About the
Poland Movement. ) Kultura, No. f0(385) October 1979' p"
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favourable changes must take place in the internationaf

sphere. It is worth reininding ourselves how the NationaL

Democrats envisaged that this would happen'

The Polish nation was to attain political power in its

own right. side by side with the masses entering into

national life, there was to emerge a political elite which

would assume leadership. The National Democrats, thus, strove

to attain under foreign rule the nation's sovereignty through

creating its own hierarchy of values, and its own social

elites. It was to be an "active policy" and thus assumed the

politicization of the broad masses of society and their

acceptance of co-responsibility for the fate of the nation'

RMp betieved that the concept of "active policy" \'r7as

particularly useful- in the struggle against the communist

government, since the Pofes were faced with a non-sovereign

state which had at its disposal all of the means of a

totalitarian state. In those circumstances not only the

activities of even the most mature and sophisticated elites'

but also the active participation of the broad masses of

society was required. At the same time, Polish policy should

follow international developments closeIy, trying to

anticipate and wherever possible to influence them in line

with Polish interests. Attitudes to Poland's neighbours

should not be guided by emotions or animositieso but shoul-d

19be raElonal.

t9op. cit", D. cecuda, P. 57.
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As the ussR had been perceived as the main obstacle to

Pol-and's independence, it is necessary to analyze the view on

the relationship with the Soviet Union'

The attitudes of the Poles toward the soviet union and

the Russians vrere primarily characterized by enmity

accompanied by a large dose of contempt. The reasons for this

ç,¡ere natural and stem f rom the past pattern of Polish-Russian

relations, during which, since the beginning of the rSth

century, the Pol-es have been systematically hurt by the

20
RUSSIANS.

Differing types of civil-ization and patterns of communal

life have been another element dividing the two nations. Yet,

in the view of RMP, this has afso performed a useful role for

PoIes, protecting them from russification and sovietization'

as well as preserving a separate identity and the spiritual

independence of the nation"

Another element of the Polish attitude toward the soviet

union had been profound ignorance of the developments there '

The most frequent error $ras the tendency to identify the

Soviet Union with the old Russia, neglecting the multinational

character and the strong ideological component of the soviet

state.

The young Poland Þ{ovement opposed the strong, anti-

soviet elements in the progranmes of such opposition groups

2oA1uk=under Hul-L,
Russia) Bratniak, No. 5(
r3 "

" Polacy wober Ros j i " ( PoJ-es vs .

I9), September-October 1979, pp. 12-
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as the Movement for the Defense of Human and civil Rights and

the confederation of Independent Poland. It accused those

groups of condemning Pol-es to a permanent antagonism with the

soviet union, regardfess of any changes there and excluding

any accommodation with that country'

In the view of the activities of RMP, Polish society was

not sufficiently equipped to engage in a political game with

the soviet union and should rather perceive the ussR in a

realistic and constructive fashion rather than just in

emotional terms.

RtlP believed, as almost all other opposition groups, that

soviet power would decline, or perhaps even that the soviet

state would collapse. The following arguments were given:

economic difficulties and the growing technological gap wíth

the West; an anachronistic political and economic System where

the obsoLete structures and mechanisms of povTer are hindering

theadoptionofindispensablereforms;thegrowthof
autonomous aspirations among the non-Russian peoptes in the

ussR, acceferated by demographic trends adverse to the

Russians and the aspirations toward greater freedom and

independence among the various states in the soviet sphere of

2T
]- nI luence "

In spite of these problems, R-h{P believed that' at least

in the near future, the soviet union would remain a great

power influencing not only the fate of Poland but the whole

"op. cit. o A. Hull, pP. f4-I6.
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of Europe. Regardless of the future of Communism, Russia and

the Russian nation will stay' and RuSSia - white, red' or any

other colour - wiIl be a permanent eLement in the Eastern part

of Europe. Based on this Perception' RMP advocated the

following principles for the Polish policy toward the USSR :

1) "Good-neighbour" relations with the Soviet Union along the

existing boundary;

2) Po1and would not interfere in Russia's internal Problems

and the way it might resofve its national-ity problem' although

this would not detract form the Poles' sympathy for the right

of all nations to self-determination and for their efforts to

preserve their national identities;

3) There are many problems in Europe where the Polish and

Russian interest coincide. A genuine partnership between

them, then, based upon real political' economic and cultural-

cooperation, should be mutually advantageous and more

constructive than the type of relations which existed between

them unti L now.22

The indispensable precondition for all of this was to

develop respect for the Russian nation - to stop seeing it as

composed of cunning and brutal Asian barbarians whose

influence rests exclusiveJ-y on force.

This should be facilitated if Poles would remember that

by far the most numerous victims of Communism have been

Russians. Many millions of people perished before the system

22tbÍd, p. rj
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became consolidated. Poles should also be cognizant of the

great and diversified Russian culture and the Russians'

exceptional readiness to sacrifice for their country and their

nation.

The programme of the Young Poland Movement vtas strongly

criticized by the worker's Defence committee. Kuron' for

example, pointed out that the national-istic Èradition which

RMp followed inefuded also anti-semitism, xenophobia, and

chauvinism" He also ob jected to Rl'lP's conviction that the

nation is the highest form of social organization.23 In turn

RMP accused the Lay Left that it was its anti-nationalistic

ideology which ultimately condoned the post-war destruction

of Po1anð.24 In RMP's Iiterature KSS rrKORr' ç^¿as af so pictured

as a strongly teftist movement with former stalinist ties and

responsibte for spreading anti-polish sche*.". 25

Therewere,ofcourse'morepointsofdisagreement

between RMP and KoR, fOr they represented two opposite ends

of the spectrum of the Polisb opposition' nevertheless both

of them, along with other opposition groups' prepared the

ground for the creation of the first independent mass movement

23Ja""k Kuron. List otwarty do Zespolu Redakcyjnego Pisma
Mtodych eratniak. (An Open Letier to tfre Editorial- Board of
Bratniak the periodicãt of the Young) Bratniak, No" 2(1.6)
March-April L979, PP. 16-20'

24t. M. preibisz (ed,), PoIish Dissident Publications
(New York: Praeger, L9B2), P" 13-14'

2SAl"k=.nder HulI. "Mysl polityczna opozycji" (The
political Thought of the oþposition) Bratniak, No . 2(L6',|

March-April L979, PP. 3-7 '
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in the history of communist countries "Solidarity".
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Activities of the opposition groups during the Jury-
August 1980 strikes in pol-and, which led to the creation of
"sol-idarity", vTere dif f erentry interpreted by various
observers. one of the extreme theories, ',the conspiracy
theory", claimed that the strikes v¿ere completery pre-pranned

and organized by the opposition. However, more real-istic
seems to be a view that the opposition (particularly KoR)

participated rather in preparing the strike tactics and partly
in preparing worker activists who were abl-e to organize the
strikes and become their l-eaders. f

During the duration of the strikes, the opposition
involvement included providing uncensored information about

the strikes, taking a direct part in some strikes as advisers
to striking workers, and issuing statements supporting
striking workers. 2

Although the opposition was partly surprised by the scale
of the strikes and the determination of the workers, it had

predicted the eruption of public discontent in 1979-1980¡ ârid

THE OPPOSTTTO}g A}üD TEE CREATIONü OF OISOLTDARTTYO!

CHAPTER VII

1_LeszeK
Solidarity (

7982) , p. 7I.
2-.-K" Labedz, Opozycja polityczna w polsce, f9B0-1993

(Warszawaz Ztzeszenie Studen
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for some time it had educated the public about stríkes, how

they should be organized, what shourd be emphasized, and what

shoul-d be avoided.3 KoR, in its publications, advised that
ín the case of strikes, workers should organize themselves,

erect representativesr guarântee order in their workprace,

stay inside factories and avoid any outside demonstration to
protect themseLves from provocation.4

Similar reconmendations can be found in L" Moczulski,s

"Revol-ution without Revolution". This bookr published in
L979, predicted the radicalization of workers and the outbreak

of unrest in the next few months.

formulated three rufes of action in the case of widespread

public action against the conmunist government:

1. transform any pubric protest into the stay-in strike and

avoid confrontation with the security forces;

2. expand the strike action into a generar strike all over

the country; and

3. create the Resistance council"s which would take control
over strikes.
Moczulski suggested that the strikes should be stopped only
after the government rel-eased alL those arrested for their
invoLvement in strikes, \dithdrew the security forces to
barracks, and recognized the Resistance Council-s as the

L " Moczul-ski al-so

1
'M. Zie:.inski. Cieneza i dziul@

g.ltysocjatistvcznvch w za\¡taz
INoP ANS KC PZPR, 1985), p. 278"

"̂Op. cit., K. Labedz, p. 10.
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representat ives

legal existence.

Although KNP, ROPCIO, RI"ÍP, and other opposition groups took

part in the summer of 1980 strikes, the Workers' Defense

Committee can undoubtfully take credit for having the biggest

impact for those strikes. On the Gdansk coast alone, between

100 and 200 people had gone through social self-education

circl-es created by the systematic, antl-ike work of such people

as KOR member Bogdan Borusewicz, Andrzej and Joanna Gwiazdar6

and the entire Initiating Committee of the Free Trade Union:

people such as Lech Walesa and Anna Walentynowicz. Besides

being involved in the preparation of the workers'

consciousness for the strikes, KOR al-so tried to assure the

strikers that there was an information service avail-able.7

This was done by establ-ishing information-gathering centres

and providing independent publications and foreign press

agencies accredited in Warsaw with the latest news,

establ-ishing contacts with striking workers all- over the

country in spite of the government's blockade of telephone

tines, telex, etc., and publishing statements calling for

negotiations with the workers' representatives and warning the

of the society and guaranteed their permanent

5

5ruio, pp. lo-11,
6eogdan Borusewicz, Andrzej and Joanna Gwiazda initiated

the creation of the Free Trade Union in April 1978.

top. cit., J.J. Lipski, p. 424,
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government against provoking the public.S One of these

statements warned workers against protests which the

authorities might exploit in order to provoke riots. It also

advised them to organize themsel-ves and elect independent

workers' representatives who would present demands in the name

of workers, conduct negotiations with the authorities and lead

the action of the workers in a responsible but decisive

manner. At the end the statement appealed to the entire

society to Support the workers' demands with expressions of
osolidarity.'

Many members of the opposition were directly involved in

the strikes, but people connected with KOR had a particularly

strong influence on the formulation of the 2I demands which

r^rere presented to the government by the Gdansk striking

workers and which later became the base to the "Social

agreement " between Polish society and the communist

, l-0governmenr . Some of the demands , l-ike the cal-l- f or f ree

elections and the abolition of censorship, which were voiced

by ROPCIOT w€r€ rejected by the workers as too far reaching

and unacceptable for the government. ll

(Paris: Instytut Literacki' 1984), p. 56

nop. cit
1 oJacek

All CoastaÌ
Auqust. ( San

rlop. ci

8r,. Holzer " Solidarnosc I980-1981

è, J.J. Lipski, p. 427.

Kuron. I'An Open Letter to Shipyard
Workers " in Ol-iver McDonald, €d. ,
Francisco: Ztangi Press, 1981) PP"

t., K. Labedz, p. :-.A"
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On August fB, KOR, together with the editorial board of

Robotnik, issued a statement announcing the formation of the

Inter-Factory Strike Committee in Gdansk, which in the future'

after the strike, was to transform itsel-f into the Provincial

Council of Free Trade Unions. The basic task for the present

was the creation of free trade unions. The authorities had

to recognize them if any understanding $/ere to be possible"

!,Jritten assurances of safety for aIl the strikers \^¡ere also

necessary. Further, the statemenL listed the most important

issues that needed to be settl-ed immediately through

negotiations between the strikers and the government: an

infl-ation supplement indexed according to changes in the rate

of inftation (which should, above aL1, compensate those who

earned the least ) , ful1 informat ion, not constrained by

censorship, to be provided by the government about the

economic situation and the creation of conditions for a

discussion of the programme of reforms; the participation of

free trade unionsr pêâsâtlt representatives, intellectuafs'

local self-government groups, and cul-tural- and scientific

associations in social life and in social controL; guarantees

of the inviol-ability of private land ownership and the

accordance of equal rights to family farming; and an end to

police discrimination against strikers, their families' and

persons gathering information about the strikes.I2

It is worth pointing out that many members of KOR"

t2op. cit., J.J. Lipski, p" 427.
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particularly those who aeted outside the Baltic coast, thought

that a demand for the estabÌishment of a free trade union was

unrealistic and should be dropperJ "

"Absolutely none of us believed that the government woul-d

al-l-ow for the creation of f ree trade unions; " and J. Kuron

joked that fortunatety he and some other members of KOR were

arrested at that time, because otherwise they would try to

persuade workers to drop the issue of the Free Trade rrrrio.rs.l3

But after two weeks of negotiations, the government accepted

almost every one of the workers' demands, including the

permission to create free trade unions. On August 31 in

Gdansk the two parties signed the successive points of the

agreement.

Vühen the Gdansk accords were signed the goals of

dissidents and establishment figures became a reality' while

t,he events thernselves went against the theorists' Sense of the

feasible. Beginning in Gdansk, workers made it clear that

they would not accept promises of economic improvement and

Ieadership changes" Like their intellectual predecessors'

they did not focus on making major changes in the state

structure or t.he rulers " Party l-eaders were not sought as

negotiators" Party and national policy changes were not even

a part of the accord. In fact, specific economic reforms $lere

not a factor in either the demands or the accords, and when

leadership changes occurred, they had no impact whatsoever on

J. Litynski said:

t3on. cit., K. Labedz, p. I4
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the workers' willingness to compromlse

Instead, v¡orkers demonstrated that they could organize

and control themsefves to achieve political gains in order to

protect their economic interests. The gains they sought v¡ere

the same as those inteltectual critics had said were paramount

in the late 1970's: freedom to organize in representative

unions; an informative, minimall"y censored mass media; and

an end to the rampant inequality in society.

While many of these demands had been voiced beforen the

accords of August l9B0 were unique because they v¡ere centred

on institutional guarantees of the concessions. Thus, workers

pressed for each provision to be made into law by the Polish

Parliament. They also avoided using the Party as either a

participant or a guarantor. At the same time, policies beyond

those directly of interest to the workerS were not raised.14

The signing of the 1980 social agreements with

independent representatives of the workers initiated a new

chapter in the history of Poland, but it did not end the

activities of the opposition which in the new situation had

to find for itself a new role, in such a dramatically changed

political environment.

L$l. L. curry, €d.,
Praeger' 1983), P" l-66.

Dissent in Eastern Europe (New York:
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Perhaps the most striking aspect of Polish history has

been the remarkable persistence of traditional values and

attitudes, despite the massive

resocialization campaigns conducted by

since the beginning of communist ru1e.

It is beyond doubt that Polish political culture played

a major role in determining the degree of the country's

co¡scl,usïoN

resistance to the communist system of government.

remarkable staying power of traditional cul-tura1 traits--
nationalism, religion, distrust of authority--had continued

to shape and influence mass perceptions and attitudes toward

the communist political and social system.

In the late 1970's this resistance took the form of the

organized opposition. The issue of dissent in communist

Poland during the l-970's has been rather thoroughly discussed

and anaÌyzed in the literature, particularly in the case of

such legendary organizations as the Workers' Defence

Committee, which was a predecessor of all dissent

organizations in Eastern Europe" This impressive research

socialization and

successive regimes

effort brought important results "

concentrated on individual organizations studiesf, others

lFo. an exampl-e of individual organizaLions studies see:
J.J. Lipski. KOR: a History of the Workersr Defence Committee

in Poland 1976-1980.

The

While some scholars
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developed typologies of dissent2 and stil-t others put their
studies in a broader theoretical perspective3. However, not

much work vras done on the issue of political- progranmes of

various groups of the Po1ish opposition (with the exception

of some articl-es like that of Adam Bromke, "The Opposition in
Poland" in Problems of Communism) "

In this study I expanded the existing l-iterature on the

subject by examining the political programmes of the most

influential PoLish opposition groups in the years 1976-1980.

The thesis began with a short examination of Polish history
of L945-J-976 with the emphasis on struggtes of different
social- groups with the communist government. During that time

Poland went through a series of crises (1956, 1968, L,970 |

I976), all of which had serious consequences and deepened

mistrust between the Party and the population.

The opposition against policies of the party was

manifested in protest actions undertaken by all elements of

PoIish society. Although those protests took different forms

and empJ-oyed dif f erent methods, they had one corTtmon

characteristic: they \{ere not designed to overthrow the system

but only to force changes in particular policies. While

workers usually took their protest to the streets, burning

ZFo, an example of typologies of dissent see:
Peter Raina" Independent Social Þ{ovements in Poland.

3Fo, an example of studies of opposition in a theoretical
perspective see:
Rudolf L. Tokes, ed", Opposition in Eastern Europe"
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buildings of the communist party, the inteltectuals tried to

influence the regime from inside by challenging some decisions

or policies with "revisionist alternatives"'

The successive communist regimes hTere unabl-e to deal with

the growing discontent. The decline in economic performance'

accompanied by the nonful-fillment of promises made by the

ruling eliter contributed to the growing alienation of the

industrial working class and the peasants'

The professionaf and creative intelligentsia, including

the students, âlthough less than happy with the lack of

significant progress on the economic front, have probably been

even more frustrated with the absence of channels for

meaningful participation and with the ineptness of the regime

in general. As a result, they began to organize informal

opposition groups in order to articulate their demands '

questioning at the same time the legitimacy of the communist

regime "

The Workers' Defence Committee, the most known dissident

group in Eastern Europe, was estabtished in June I9l6 and at

the beginning had very limited aims--namely to help workers

jailed after the Lg76 anti-government riots. In the course

ot its activities KOR expanded both its aims and its social

base. KOR became active among intellectuals, students'

workers, and Peasants "

independent movements in these circles, the most important

among which was the Free Trade Union movement '
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One of the main emphases in KOR's activities was on

developing its own progralnmes and patterns of activity as well

as maintaining full- independence from the ruling party and

established social organizations, such as trade unions and

youth associations.

KOR did not consider itself as a challenger for the

political power of the communist party. KOR's desire was to

force the party towards Liberalization by exerting pressure

from below. Its activities, therefore, centred on presenting

the system's deficiencies and, by proposing alternative

so1utions, stimulating popular pressure on the authorities for

change and ad justrnent.

"Finlandization" of Poland was seen by KOR aS a posSibIe

al-ternative to existing arrangementS. The status of Finland

woul-d include a parliamentary democracy, limited in its

foreign and internal politics to the extent that these

policies would adversely affect the interests of the Soviet

Union.

The success that KOR achieved in surviving the repression

by the powerful police apparatus and in breaking the

government'S monopoly for information, inspired the creation

of dozens of other dissident groups. Some of these groups'

like ROPCiO, KPN, R¡4P, declared themselves as political

parties with clearly stated 9oa1s; to eliminate the communist

government and to break Poland's dependence on the Soviet

Union.
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The aim of these dissidents was not to make a revofution

in order to transform the existing system, but to demonstrate

the necessity for an internal evolution that would make ít

possibte to introduce structural changes within the

established Patterns of rule.

ALrnost none of the dissident organizations called for

armed struggle to overthrow the government. Instead they

calIed for the society to organize independent social,

political, and professionaL organizations v¡hich would act in

parallel to the official ones and through their activities

force changes in the system. Strikes at the factories and

universities were usually considered as a last resort and were

supposed to take place only in favourable conditions.

By broadening and intensifying public participation in

social and politicaf affairs through groups operating outside

the existing power structure' aS v¡e11 as by insisting that

such activities merely represented the legitimate exercise of

rights belonging to all- citizens, the dissidents introduced

and element of pluralization into East European politics.

This progranme of action was accompanied by the rapid

development of independent publishing houses, which were able

to publish thousands of uncensored journals ' magazines and

books. This waS unprecedented in Poland and in Eastern Europe

generally "

The publications were designed, first of all, to inform

the public about official abuses of povler in all areas of
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public life and to suggest ways the citizens could defend

themselves and put pressure on the authorities to stop their

abuses. Secondly, and more important in the long run' they

broke the official monopoly over public communications' Many

works of Iiterature, poetry, history and scholarship became

available through the "undergroundrr press '

activities were directed at providing PoIes with experience

and the ability to govern themselves by providing them with

information to enable them to make their own judgements and'

above a1l, to develop Polish political thought free from the

influence of Communist ideology, which, in turnn led to the

rise of new culturaf and political elites'

An open discussion in the cofumns of the independent

press inspired political activism, but at the same time showed

divisions in the Polish opposition. on questions of the

appropriate focus, the viable alternatives, the speed with

which change coul-d occur, the necessary tactics and other

detailed issues, there leas obvious disagreement among the many

groups that appeared after the formation of KoR. Personaf

animosities also fueled internal battles between the groups"

But, on the whole, even among the most radical- groups, this

\,¿as a movement cJ-early aware of the geopolitical reality of

Poland's situation vis-a-vis the Soviet Union" At best, they

saw Pol-ish independence coming at a time when the soviet unio¡-''

had weakened significantlY.

viewed from the perspective of 1991 much of the analysis
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of the political situation in Poland of Eastern Europe that

was published by the opposition has been remarkably correct'

almost prophetic. This is particularly true in the case of

the evaluation of the situation in the soviet union'

collapseofthesovietempireandtheeconomicandethnic
problems inside the Soviet Union $tere in great detail

forecasted in many opposition publications'

The development of the oppositions and its progranmes in

the late 1970',s not only created new consciousness among the

poles but also presented them with possibilities to influence

changes in their ovin country. These possibilities were put

into a dramatically new contest as waves of strikes rolled

across Poland ín the wake of government attempts to increase

prices in the sunmer of 1980. Dissent in Poland was no longer

an interesting anomaly. Those who had authored articles and

red the discussions were suddenly part of a movement for

change that encompassed a larger portion of society than ever

before in Eastern Europe and that uttimately affected the

Iives of the entire society. The dramatic success of strikes'

theunionmovementthatarosefromit,andthedemandsfor
fundamental change it released were certainly not expected by

either western scholars or the Polish government "

TheeventsoftheSufiìmeroflgB0clearlyshowedthat

large segments of the Polish population wanted to be involved

in the decision-making process, although it was clear that

neither the ivorkers nor the intelligentsia were interested in
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being represented by the official organizations but greatly

concerned with authentic participation in neEotiations wiih
the authorities" The existing structures and institutions-

-the Partyo the unions, and other "transmission belts" did not

possess the confidence of the Polish soeiety.

Strikes in the sunmer of 1980 and the subsequent creation

of "soJidarity" were results both of the growing alienation
from the communist government and years of activity of the

Polish opposition. Whereas the initial motivation behind the

workers' actions in August 1980 was clearly economic and while

the participation of the dissident intellectuals in these

actions v'ias limited, the striking change in the workers '

attitudes as compared with the previous cases of mass protest

was reflected in the highly political nature of their demands

to the regime. The ultimate acceptance of these demands by

the government was perhaps less important than the fact that

for the first time the workers joined the intellectuals in
demanding, among other things. the establishment of

independent labour unions, the right to strike, and the end

of censorship. This was of critical importance and clearly
augured a new stage in the development of open dissent not

only in Po1and but also in the rest of Eastern Europe.

Although the creation of "Solidarity" couJ-d be considered

as a revolutionary event in the history of Eastern Europe, it
did not bring such profound changes as those outlined in the

progranmes. of the radical opposition. In fact "Solidarity"
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and the opposition were suppressed during the martial law

declared on December f3, l9Bl.

The crack down of the martial Law was, however, only a

temporary setback for the opposition. In spite of the harsh

repression, the opposition not only continued, but even

expanded its activities.
published books faster and quite often using better equipment

than official ones. By further promoting independent cultural

l-ife and independent political and philosophical inquiry' the

opposition united almost al-1 leveIs of Polish society in

alienation from communist ruIe.

When in 1989 communism started to crumbfe in Eastern

Europe, the Polish opposition Ied by a resurfaced "Solidarity"
was able, âs the first in the communist block, to present

society with organized structures and progranmes to replace

those of communism.

Underground publishing houses

In June of f989, during the first semi-free election to

take place in Poland since 1945, the opposiLion won all the

seats assigned to them in the Parliament while the Communists

took only one. This result speaks for itselfr particularly

if we compare it with the situation in some other Eastern

Europe countries. In Bu1garia, and Rumania, for example the

communists (re-named as "socialist parties") stayed in power

after free el-ections because they were not challenged by any

sufficiently organized opposition.

Presently, in Poland, many elements of the progranmes
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which were developed by KOR, PPN, ROPCiO' KPN' RMP and others

are being implement.ed on a fult scale, in the difficult

process in changing from a totafitarian to a democratic

society. It is my hope that this thesis has contributed not

only to an understanding of the history of Po1and but also its

present and its future.
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The official doctrine implied that we live in a socialist
country, but this reasoning is Marxist in appearance" In
realit-y, an efement fundamentally alien.to Flarxist theory has
been iñtroduced: the formal, legaI meaning of ownership. The
State ownership of the means of production is only a form of
ownership. It is exercised by those groups to which the State
belonged-. fn a nationalised economic system, it belongs to
those who influenced the decisions on economic matters. Thus'
political power is connected with power over the process of
þroduction and the distribution of the product. This led to
ihe power of the Bureaucracy. To whom does this power belong
in Po}and? To one, monolithic Party, the United Workers'
Party in Poland. AlI essential decisions are made first in
the Ëarty, and only later in the offices of the official state
power; no importãnt decisions can be made and carried out
ivitnout the approval of the Party authorities. This is the
so-called leaã1ng role of the Party. But does the Party
guarantee the interests of the working class? And what
óppottunities does the working cLass !a_ve to influence the
aèèision of the state apparatus? Outside the Party none.
For the ruling Party is monopolistic. The monopoly of the
Party in organising Ihe working cfass _is. guarded by the entire
statê apparãtus ofþower and force: administration, political
police,-ihe attornèy general's office, the courts, and also
tne pofitical organilations 1ed by the Party, which. unmask and
nip ìn the bud all attempts to undermine the leading role of
thè party: The party is not only monopolistic, but is also
organiseå atong monolithic principles. The mass of rank and
fiÍe members of the Party hãve no influence on the decisions
of the ',Top". The Party apparatus, like every appara_tus, is
organised ñierarchicatly. fhe information flows upward, whil-e
aeóisions and orderS are handed down from above" The
apparatus is headed by the elite" The Party e1ile_ controfs
rii tne nationalised means of productions. It decides on the
extent of accumulation and consumption, on the direction of
the investment, on the share of various social groups in
consumption and in the national income; in other words, it
decideã on the distribution and utilisation of the entire
social product. The decisions of the elite are independent,
free of any control on the part of the working class and of
the other Classes and social strata. The workers have no way
of influencing them, nor have the Party members in general"
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Election to the Sejm and National Councils become fictitious'
with only one list of candidates drawn up by the top and a
lack of any reaf differences in the programmes of the Party
and the sa[e]-lite parties the United Peasant Party and the
Democratic Party" The Party-State-Pov¡er elite, free of any
social controf to make aIl- key economic and political
decisions of nationv¡ide importance, is the so-called Central
Political Bureaucracy. Whoever opposed this bureaucracy v¡as
removed from the Party outside of which he has no right to
organise and to act. Thus the working class is deprived of
an organisation, of a progralnme' and of its means of self-
defence.

Just as the economic crisis can not be overcome on the
basis of the current production relationshipr so al-so the
generaÌ social crises can not be overcome within the framework
óf the prevailing social relationship. The only possibl-e
solution is the overthrow of the prevailing system.
Revolution is a necessity for development. Since it is the
working class that entered into direct conflict with the
centraÍ political bureaucracy in the sphere of production
relationsnips, it is the working class that has to be the
chief and leading force of revolution. By the nature of
things, the revol-ution that wil-l overthrow the bureaucratic
systõm is a proletarian revolution. However, this revolution
dóes not necessarily mean that the working class would take
up arms. Revolution is the act of an enormous majority of
säciety directed against the rul-e of the minority. It is
accompãnied hry a crisis of political power and by a weakening
of thè apparatus of coerciõn. That is \^7hy it does not have
to be cáiried out by force of arms. A civil war can be
avoided by limiting the state of chaos. If anything here is
a crime against the internal peace of the country, then- it is
the policy of the ruling bureaucracy, which first tries to
disoiganise the masses and deprive them of political
consclousness, and then tries to break the revoluticnary
movement of the masses by armed might " FÛe remember Poznan
and Budapest..

Jaeek Kuron, Karol Modzelewski, Warsaw, 1964

Source: Peter Raina, Political Opposition in Poland' 1954-
1977 (London: Poets and Paiñters Press, I97B), pp. B3-85"
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PROTESTS TO CO¡qSTTTIITIONAT, AMEI{IDMMST

The Letter of 59 Inteltectuals to the Speaker
of the Diet of the Po1ish Feople's Republic

Warsaw, December 5, J-975

To the Speaker of the Diet r

Herewith, I transmit to you a copy of the letter with
reference to the proposed changes in the Constitution of the
polish People's nepuuric. Ths letter has been signed by 59

persons. I hereËy attest to the authenticity of these
signatures.

I have been authorized to inform Yoü, Mr. speaker' that
a separate Ietter concerning the same problem wilL be sent to
y"",-ìign.A by about 300 research workers, students and

iraduate! of iñstitutions of higher learning'

with expressions of the highest regard and respect'

Prof. Dr. Edward LiPinski

p.s. copies of this l-etter are being sent to the council of
State of the Polish People's Republic, the Parliamentary
clubs, and to the secretaiiat of the Primate of Poland"

The "Directives for the VII Congress of the Pol-ish United
Workers Party" contained an announcement of changes in the
Constitution. After the conference at Helsinki at which the
Polish government together with 34 governments of other states
ããie*"ií confirmed tÉe Universal Declaration of Human Rights'
we cons-ider that the implementation of these basic freedoms
should become a new stage n the history of the nation and in
the l-ives of individuals. Motivated by civic concern, \¡rB

consider that the Constitution and the legislation, based on
it should, above all elser Çuârântê€ the following civil
liberties:

Freedom of conscience and religious practice" These
freed re-ligious
beliefs or manifesting a conception of life differing from the
one officially prevaiiing are not admitted to a considerable
part of thé executivé posts in public offices and
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institutions, social organizations and the national economy"
Therefore all citizenã, without reference to religi-on"
conception of Iife and party political- affiliation, should be
assurãd equal rights to ãsãnme public office. The only
ããlèrminin'c¡ factois should be individuat qualificat.ions and
pãiÀonar íítegrity. Also, aII religious groups should be

ièt*ltted freã e*Ëtcise of their religious practices as well
ãs erection of Places of worshiP.

Freedom of work. This freedom does not exist when the
Stateffi employer and the trade unions are
subordinate to Party agenciés which, de facto, exercise state
authority. Under ttiesã conditic¡ns--as the experiences_of 1956

ãnd 1970 indicate--attempts to defend the interests of labour
ihreaten bloodshed and cán lead to serious disturbances" For
this reason, workers should be assured the possibility of a

free choice of their ovrn occupational representation,
independent of state or Party organs. The right to strike
should also be guaranteed.

Freedom of speech and information" If there is no
freed develoPment of the
national cultüre. When aI1 publications are subject to State
censorship before they appear, and publications and the mass
media are controlled UV tnê state--citizens are unable to take
an informed stand on decisions of the State authority, wnite
ihe autnority does not know what is society's attitude toward
iLs poricies-. The particul-arIy dangerou_s_ consequences of the
Statè monopoly on publications as weIl as the impact of
pràventive ïen-sorship' appear i.n Iiterature and art which are
'not fulfilting their soci-a1Iy important functions. Therefore'
trade unions,- creative, religious, and other associations
should be enabl-ed to establisñ publications and periodicals
independent of the State. fór this reasonr pr€ventive
censðrship should be abolished, and in the event of vioLations
of press regulations action is to be Laken only by judicial
process.

Freedom of learning. There is no freedom of learning
when ffiection of the academic cadre and the
iubjects of research are determined by the State authorities
and have a political character. Consequently' the autonomy
ãf the instiiutions of higher learning shouJ-d be restored and
the independence of the academic milieu should be assured"

The guarantee of these basic freedoms cannot be
reconciled with the presenLly prepared official
acknowledgement of the leading role of only one of the parties
in the system of St.ate auLhority. Such a Constitutional-
confirmation would give the politicat Party the role of a

StaLe organ, not responsibl-e to the people, not controlled by
the peoffe" Undei such conditions the Diet cannot be
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considered the supreme executive organo and the courts are not
independent "

Implementation must be assured of the rights of all
citizens to propose and eLect their own representatives in
five-adjectival elections. The independence of courts from
executive authority needs to be assured, and the Diet must in
fact be made the supreme legislative power. We consider that
the non-observance of civil liberties can lead to the
destruction of our collective effectiveness, to the
disintegration of social bonds, to the gradual deprivation of
society of its national consciousness, and to the breaking the
continuity of the national tradition. It is a threat to the
nation's existence"

The statements and postulates which we submit represent
our conviction that responsibility for the fate of our society
is coll-ective. The recognition of these f reedoms, which $¡ere
reaffirmed by the Helsinki Conference, has at present acguired
international importance since there is neither peace nor
security where there is no freedom.

Source: Peter Raina, Political- Opposition in Poland. I957-
1977 (London: Poets and Painters Press, l-97B), pp. 2I2'2L4"
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Resolution about transforming the &lorkers' Defence
Committee into the SociaL Self-Defence Cornmittee 'KOR*

The main aim of the workers' Defence committee was to
provide lega1, financial and medical aid for the victims of
ttre post-Jùne repressions. This campaign had, for the most
partl bee.t completed, although there are a certain number ot
èases where nefp is til-l- necessary. At the same time, in the
courSe of its áctivities the Workers' Defence Committee has
received appeals from many people who, from political reaSons'
unconnected with the June events have also been suffering
repressions and who are seeking aid in the fight fol their
rilnts. AII sorts of problems have arisen connected with the
uníawfuL activities of the Security Services and the Police'
with the \,ray in which justice is dispensed, with the way
prisons are managed and So on. The Workers' Defense Committee
ðould not refusé to ally itself with such important social
problems; it found various v¡ays of_doing Sor amongst others
ilas the forming of a Bureau of Intervention and the
announcement of the intentíon to create a Fund for Social
SeIf-Defence.

In this situation wêr the undersigned, consider it
necessary to expand the tasks and the field of activities of
the Committee. Vle have decided to reshape the t'lorkers'
Defence Committee into the Social Se1f-Defence Committee" The
Sociat Self-Defence Committee¡ "KOR", will- insist on the
realisation of the Workers' Defence Committee's hi-therto
unrealised demands, it wilL give aid to those victims of the
post-June repressions who are stiIl in need of such aid"

Source: Peter Raina, PoIiticaI Opposition in Pola14. ]?14-
Ig77 (London: Poets and-ÞãÏnters eress, l-978), pp. 343-344"
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1. ...We consider a1l- post-war agreements...limiting the
sovereignty of the Republic, to have been made under duress
without consulting the will of the people and therefore to be
invalid. The right to assume obligations which would be
lega11y and morally binding on alI Poles r cân only be
exercised by a freely-elected Polish Parliament whose
activities are not subject to foreign pressure.

2. The confidence of society in the apparatus of state
government has virtually been destroyed by the experience of
the last 30 years. This has resulted in widespread cynicism
and the threat of anarchy, which is dangerous for the nation
as it is for every government" ".The post-war system of
government is based on l-ies and secrecy of action...The
principles of openness and confidence should be re-introduced
into social and political life" Citizens have a right to know
the truth about all matters in which they are involved.

7 " . ".The healthy development of the nation is prevented by
the absence of a free exchange of ideas..freedom of speech is
not just a luxury for intel-lectuals but a basic need for
everyone. Reinstatement of the freedom of speech is one of
our f undamental- tasks.

The Polish League for Independence
A progranrme for Poland (excerpts)

APPENDIX IV

8. ...The postulates of confidence between the public and the
authorities, of total equality, and of public control cannot
be realized without the freedom of association.

9. ...Education of children and youth in the Polish People's
Repubtic is increasingJ-y aimed not so much at cultivating the
minds and characters but at bringing up obedient citizens. " "We
demand that school-s be free of deceit, terror and political
and police pressures.

L0" ...The PoIish universities must regain their autonomy"
Elections to the academic courts of government shoul-d be
carried out without any political or police pressures.

1I" ...The Catholic Church, whose enormous moraf authority
was consolidated by resistance to German occupation and
communist persecution, should regain fu11 freedom of action
and be enabfed to fulfil all its functions
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L2. ...Our political significance is being squandered and
èompromised by our slavish role of an obedient satell-ite of
the ussR .PoIish foreign policy should be pursued in
accordance with our current intèrests and with our traditions
of liberty. Only then may l,fe rebuild our international
stature as an independent state". .

13. The most vital factor governing Polish foreign policy is
Lhat of relations with Russia...A blanket of silence is thrown
over the unprovoked attack on Poland in 1939 by the. soviet
Union allieã to Fascist Germany, the later deportations of
millions of PoIish citizens, thèir ftightful sufferings' the
death of many thousands, the murder in the Eastern territories
of the greatèr part of Poland's intelligentsia, and the crime
of Katy-n A genuine friendship between Poland and Russia
coul-d Ëe acfrieve-d in the future but only if mutual relations
are based on sincerity, on an open acknowledgement of the

"ro.,g= 
inflicted on Poland and on de facto genuine sovereign

equality of rights.

14. Russia is not our neighbour. Our neighbours to the East
are the Ukraine, Byelorussia and Lithuania.".The Ukrainian'
nyelorussian, Lithuãnian, Estonian and Latvian nations are not
iñdependent today...and are subjected to a more severe
ñii'¿icat, ideorogicar and rerigious discipline than Pol-and"
We make no ter r ilor ial cl-aims on our eastern neighbours '
though the loss of Lvov and ViInius, despite their centuries-
long links with POliSh culture, is and wilÌ remain very
pãiåfuf. We demand, howevert...that Poles Iiving there should
Ë; guaranteed equal rights and allowed to preserve their
Iangiage and natibnal culture. We afso demand that PoIes from
polãnd should have unhindered access to those places which are
connected with the history of our nation and our former conmon
state.

15. Polish-German refations, overshadowed by the enormity of
German crimes against Pol-and during the last war' are further
complicated by another factor. . .Many facts tending to
i1}ùstrate thá spontaneous development within the German
Federal Republic õf views and feelings conductive to a far-
reaching understanding between the two nations' are never
allowed to become puUfic knowledge. complete bilateral
ãxchange of informaËion, free exchange of thought and of
fáopfe- constitute the only possible method of closing our
long-protracted disPutes.

16. the European Ieconomic] Community, though ignored and
ridiculed by communist propaganda, despite various
difficulties -is developing so wel-I that it continues to
attraet new members...ánd new advocates (for example' the
Italian communist Party). This group of nations which, in
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view of its economic characteristics, is our most important
trade partner, is also o.ur most natural ideological ally'
...The closesi p"="ini" Iinks with the community will be our
bestguaranteeagainsttheresurgenceofconflictswith
GermanY.

22....AtalllevelsthePolisheconomyissubordinatedto
pãiiticar aims, needs, and whims. The fact that the same

peopte run in" politico-governmental. , 
apparatus and the

administrative machineiy of t-he economy is

""n".ftny...ministries 
and oÉner official bodies rivalize for

investment credits and raw material-s on the basis not of needs

but of Party influence...Politics and economics should be

consistentlY seParated.

23....Itisofabsoluteimportancetoinvolvetheworkers
of aIl state-owned businesses in their co-management""For
this the worker councils must become independen-t and have the
right to oppose decisions from on high' Workers should
directly and openly share in the pro-f1ts ' they shoul-d be

allowed to becoñ" slia.e-holders of tñe firms where they work"

24. ...The government should maintain its control of the key

industriesandinparticul-aroftheenergysector.-However,
advantage shoufd be taren of existing private capital to form
large-scate Ënare-noldings. . .housing- and consumer goods

inãú=tiies woutd then deveiop faster and more comprehensively'

25....ThepotentialofPolishagricultureispitifully
underexploited...an outrage in view o1 tne permanent scarcity
offoodonthehomemarket.Farmersmustbeguaranteed
ov¡nership of the land which they till, thus removing the
spectre õf colLectivization'

26.Marketingandservicesareanareaoftheeconomywhich
makes everydaf fiie a misery particularly for women" ' "Here the
state *o.opoíy--is at it! most senseless. Thousands of
shops. . . run uÉ a Ioss instead of profit ' The state-run
business"= ..,ã-co-operatives should limit themsefves to large-
scale operations ãucn as transportationr wâre-houses and

supermarkets. AII the remaini-,'g networks of shops and

services would operate more efficieñtty and prof-itably if Ieft
in private nandå and to small, spontaneously formed' joint-
stock comPanies"

...It is therefore the pressing duty of aIl who refuse to
sanction tne 

-tiesent sifuation and who disagree with Party
policies, to take an active stand'

". "This is Primar
intel,ligentsia " . . and
industrial workers

ily a task for the active Polish
tf the largest social group, the

who possess the greatest power ' The
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experience of the last 30 years has shown that power to be
invincibl-e "

source: A. ostoja-ostaszewska (ed. ), Dissent in PoLqnd'
Reports and Doqu[ents, ?ec_en]Lej 1975-JulY 1977 (London:
Verf tosPress , l-977 ) , PP. L67 -I7 0 .
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Movement for the Defence of Hunan and Civil Rights in Foland

On 10th December 1948 the United Nations General ASsembly
passed the universaL Declaration of Human Rights " This
ãocument codified the key provisions with regard to the
defence, freedom and dignity of the individual. As a result,
respect for fundamental human liberties became an intrinsic
par-t of the contemporary and f uture order in the worl-d.
õonsolidation of the principle in the world conmunity was
given expression on l6th December 1966, when the U.N" General-
Ãssembly passed the International Pacts on Human Rights, which
have thè stature of International Law, binding those states
which ratified the pacts. They came into effect at the
beginning of I976, after ratification by the required number
of 35 countries; in the Polish People's Republic they are
binding from 3rd March 1971, i.e. from the moment of their
ratification.

We accept with satisfaction the ratification of the Pacts
on Human nights by the council of State in Pol"and and believe
it to be iñ agreement with the fundamental desires of the
peopJ-e of Poland.

It is one of the most valuable and ever-thriving
traditions of the Polish nation that great importance is
attached to the rights of man and of the citizen, to the
dignity of the individual, to freedom and mutual tolerance.
Over the centuries these fundamentaf principles have found
expression in such documents as "Neminem CaptivabiTrr:'_Nihil
Noi¡i", the WarSa$¡ Confederacy, the Constitution of 3rd May'
and in the historic motto "For Your Freedom and Ours"; having
been for many generations a quintessential part of our
national consóiousnesS, they are generally accepted to be
índispensable to our l-ife as a society.

For this reason sle affirm, together with other peoples
of the world: -- that human and civil- rights are inviolable
and inalienable; they can not be relinquished. No nation can
be truly free if its members renounce the use and defence of
their own rights, as historical- experience, including that of
the Po1es, has shown.

Whereas respect, and demand for respect, for human
rights and dignity belongs to the most vafuabfe traditions and
achievements of Polish culture
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-- whereas the fundamental guarantees of the freedom and
dignity of the individual as defined in the universal
Oeótarätion of Human Rights and the International Pacts on
Human Rights are generalÌy accepted today to be one of the key
attainments of our civifisation

whereas the Final Act of the conference on security
and co-operation in Europe, signed on 31st July I975 in
gefsinki binds all the sigìatory states to act in accordance
with the aims and princifles oi the Charters of the United
Nations and the uniriersal beclaration of Human Rights,-raising
iãspect for the rights and liberties of the individuaL, âs
theie defined, to the status of a factor controlling
international relations on our continent'

whereas the constitution of the Polisir Peoplers
Republic also affirms the impleme_ntation of the civil
1i-bert ies contained in the Universal Declaration of Human

Rights, such as: freedom of conscience, of the spoken and
wrítten word , of demonstration, of meeting and association'
and that the practicaf realisation of these prov-isions has
bu.o*" indispeirsable not only for the spiritual welfare of our
ããuntry, but also because:-t is a "sine qua nontr for the
expansion of our economy and culture,

therefore, w8r the undersigned, have decided to take up
joint action in order to:

1. Adhere to, and watch for compliance with, all human and
civil rights and the principle of human dignity;

2. Make known to public opinion and to the appropriate
authorities ani infringements on human rights and
liberties, and io provide victims with such assistance
and protection as lies within our scopet

3. Propagate among the public and propose to . 
the State

Authorities chãnges itt the law and regulations which
would lead to a g-enuine and continuous assurance of the
implementation of tne rights and Iiberties defined in the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the
fnternational Pacts on Human nights;

4. Propagate the need for all European countries to be party
to the InternationaL Pacts on Human Rights, in order to
create a common J-egal and political base for the
development of ge.tuine detente and understanding in
EuroPe;

5. Co-operate with al-t international organisations which
defend human rights, and with the u.N. Human Rights
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We are not forming an organisation or association
initiative is the result of urgent public need.

Commission in particuLar r so that
f reedom may triumph in the v¡orl-d.

A strong social- current is already manifest in Pofand-
-a movement in defence of Human and Civil Rights.

We appeal to everyone in Poland for moral support, for
co-operation and help, particularly in obtaining essential
information concerning the infringement of human and civil
rightsi we appeal to everyone to take up and expand similar
initiatives in aIl social, professional and regional- milieux.
Human and civil rights and the dignity of the individual can
be preserved only when Lhey are respected by all, and al-l
actively demand that they be respected.

Source: A. Ostoja-Ostaszewska (ed. ), Dissent in Poland,
Reports and Documents, December 197S-July 1977 ( London:
Veritos Press , 197'7 ) ' pp. 182-184 "

the principle of
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Declaration of Principle of tFre Confederation
of IndePendent Poland

September 1979

weareyetanothergenerationinthelongmarchof
history. F.õr over 200 years ' - since the time of the
partitions, the people of the millennial Republic have been
'iignting for inåepåndent statehood. Forty years ago the
Polish state felf under the blows of Nazi Germany and
communist Russia. It wiIl soon be 35 years since the infamous
yalta agreements, when the western powers--despite their
piotesseä ideals of international- justice and democracy--
äanctioned the l-atest partition of the Republic as wel-1 as
Soviet domination over ÞoIand. The PoIish People's_Republic'
lãverneO in a totalitarian way by the _Polish United Workers'
Éarty, is a modern form of institutionalized Russian rule over
Poland.

Today the Polish nation, bent in the yoke of slave_ry for
so long, i= u*akening and standing up for its rights. We are
now enÉering a new chapter in our history. It is to a large
extent up to us when päland will regain its independence and
the pofièn people will- be able to decide their own fate' Ït
has been a ni"ïorical tradition in the life of the Republic
thaL in moments of national need citizens formed
confederations in order to defend their rights a-nd their
motherland. The formation of the confederation of Independent
poland is a Potish response to the ehallenge of. the changing
times. we must no waste the emerging oppoltunity to create
an independent and democratic Third Republic. The only way

io acniåve this is to remove Soviet domination by elirninating
the power of the PoLish United Workers' Party"

The Confederation of Independent Poland unites actions
and efforts of various groupJ which differ on matters of
iäð"f"g' and in their soclat ãn political convictions but al-l
are faitnfuf to the overriding cause of independence- The

confederation is a focal point for the present efforts towards
independence and intends to unite al-L those who are convinced
that:
1. An independent Polish Republic is the only form capable

in the modern world of givinq the Poles an opportunity
to develop and fulfi1 national and individual
aspirations.
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2. The creation of the Republic is possible only if theprincipl-e of national self-determination is realízed andit depends first and foremost on the wil_l and action of
the Pol-es themsel-ves "

3" NationaL self-determination consists in free expression
of the will of the people on:
--internationaL sovereignty of the state,
--sociaL system and type of state,
--state authorities "

Any democratic system is based on inalienable human andcivic rights, mutual tolerance and respect for the rights
of others. The democratic system finds expression in the
formation of state authorities solely based on the social
mandate of confidence. such authorities act strictly
within that mandate and only as long as they enjoy thè
confidence of the people.

fn order to ensure sociat justice and reaL equality for
all citizens, the cooperation of all working people in
the administration of the national economy is neceÈsâr!r
as well as co-supervision of common property,
acknowledging the functions of intervention and
coordination of the state.

5.

6" The condition of the proper functioning of the Republic,
the weÌfare of her nation and of all individuals, in thefulfilment of duties--equal- for all--towards oneself and
other peopJ-e, towards society and the nation, towards the
neighbouring peoples with whom we share our history and
our life on this planet, towards the Republic and
humanity at large. A sense of duty is expressed in
devotion to our high ideals and our motherland, and
devoted service leads to generosity and readiness to make
sacrifices.
social strength is multiplied by the historical national
community which contains arr the past r pr€s€nt and future
Porish generations. ltlithin this community the índividual
aspiration of the people are real-ized. pol-ish national
consciousness has been moulded by a process of over f,000years of social and national development, a process
accompanied by the presence of the Catholic Church, both
in good and in bad times. The i¡removable values
inherent in the Pol-ish national consciousness are:
--the aviareness that the Republic belongs to all_ its
citizens
--an understanding of the need for nationaÌ sacrifices
in the name of higher aims conmon to all poles
--attachment to the world of values formed by catholicism
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B. Our hist.ory and our national tradition gives us ? sense
of joint rèsponsibility for the freedom and welfare of
our brotherly peoples whose history is Iinked with ours
and who have-the right to determine their own fate'

g " The honour of the Nation and of the Republic is a conmon
good and a conmon duty of alL citizens"

10. The Republic--which is a conmon good and common need of
all citizens--can belong to them only; serving the
Republic \,re are serving mankind.

The activities of the Confederation of Independent Poland, of
its confederated groups and of all its members, are based on
the above principles. Each of the confederated groups has its
ovrn progranme regarding particu.l-ar questions.

In forming Lhe confederation of Independent Poland we
appeal to all Poles here and abroad to unite in actions for
freedom and independence.

Source: Survev , 24, No.4 ( 109 ) , Autumn Lg7g, PP. 87-89.

and to the principles of Christian ethics"
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